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Data processing in scientific and workflow-oriented computing is carried out as analysis cam-
paigns, which consist of an input dataset and a set of interdependent jobs. Traditionally, these
massively parallel computations required the services of supercomputers. However, recent trends
show that the share of scientific computing carried out on clusters of commodity computers is on
the rise. Commodity computers yield the highest performance per dollar but exhibit intermittent
faults, which can result in systemic failures when operated over long continuous periods for exe-
cuting analysis campaigns. Diagnosing job problems and failures in this complex environment is
difficult, especially when the success of a campaign can be affected by even a single job failure.
Manual administration, though essential, is slow to respond to the intermittent faults. Therefore,
an autonomic approach is required that can ensure that the resources of the cluster are used to the
best possible extent and improve the reliability of jobs, even in the presence of hardware/software
failures.
Model-based design is a formal system design methodology that has gained momentum in
recent years as a sound methodology of applying computer-based modeling and synthesis methods
to a variety of problem domains, including distributed systems. A benefit of using formal models
is that they can be queried or transformed to produce a variety of domain specific artifacts, which
are critical to deployment and execution of the system, but are tedious and error-prone to produce
manually.
This dissertation presents the design and discusses applicability of a model-based cluster man-
agement framework called Scientific Computing Autonomic Reliability Framework (SCARF). Ba-
sic components of this framework are distributed monitoring units, fault-mitigation units and a
workflow-management system for dealing with workflow-specific concerns in case of failures.
Model-based techniques are used to capture workflow specifications, along with pre, post con-
ditions and invariants for checking the validity of system state during execution. Formal data mod-
els are used to provide provenance and execution tracking of workflow jobs. Health monitoring
is provided by synchronized, light-weight, distributed sensors that are augmented with a real-time
fault-mitigation framework. This framework consists of hierarchical fault management entities
called reflex engines, which use a timed automaton based abstraction for capturing failure man-
agement strategies. These engines track the state of components under their management zone and
initiate reflexive mitigation actions upon occurrence of certain events or timeouts. This mitigation
framework is verified against properties written in timed computation tree logic (TCTL).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The last three decades have seen rapid advancements in distributed computing. While the
last decade of twentieth century primarily saw the rise of personal desktop computing, we are now
seeing information technology moving towards utility-based computing supported by large clusters
of commodity computers organized as a cloud or loosely coupled together in a grid [4]. This model
of infrastructure has not only enabled several end user services such as email, and e-commerce etc.
but has also made cheap high performance computing possible. Coupled with the developments
in storage technology, scientific research in areas such as biology, disaster simulation, and physics
among others that traditionally required more expensive supercomputers is becoming financially
more accessible 1 to researchers. Organization and reliable processing of the massive information
produced is critical for its effective use in new discoveries.
The advantage of using a large number of commodity computers for performing research lies
in the ubiquity of their components - commodity computers interconnected using high-speed net-
works such as Myrinet [5] and Infiniband [6]. However, the problem is that these computers exhibit
intermittent faults, which can result in systemic failures when operated over long periods [7]. We
need an infrastructure used in high performance computing to be dependable.
Laprie defines computing system dependability as the quality of delivered service such that
reliance can be justifiably placed on that service [8]. In his definition, he has considered service
to be the behavior of the computing system as perceived by another client system interacting with
the considered system. Actually, any factor (not necessarily a failure) that results in a decrease
in delivered quality of service is an impediment to dependability. These factors can range from
environmental catastrophes to hardware problems to software problems.
1This is measured in FLOPS per USD
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Traditionally, researchers have focused on building dependable hardware [9], but as hardware
reliability improves, now more effort is being placed on software and network security [4]. Ac-
cording to Oppenheimer and Patterson [10] as well as Jim Gray [7], most of the faults in internet
services systems are operator faults or man-made faults. However, when investigating software
failure, one must not forget the interaction between hardware, human-operators and software: disk
failure might cause a software stack to crash. Unaccepted sequence of human inputs can put an
operating system in an unstable state.
Scope and Organization of Dissertation
Given the complexity of maintaining dependability in a large computing infrastructure, we re-
quire systematic, model-based techniques to monitor system health and take self-corrective mitiga-
tion actions as close to the source of problem as possible. Moreover, we require this infrastructure
to be aware of the software’s intent i.e. the workflow of tasks. We will review the challenges faced
in managing large computing cluster with a focus on the computing infrastructure that has moti-
vated this research in chapter II. Chapter III presents an overview of recent and seminal research in
the areas of autonomic computing and dependable computing as candidates to provide new ideas
and methods for managing computing clusters.
This dissertation describes the design of Scientific Computing Autonomic Reliability Frame-
work (SCARF) with a focus on (a) fault mitigation framework, (b) health monitoring components,
and (c) integration of reliability with workflow management.
Chapter IV describes the design of a distributed fault-mitigation framework called real-time
reflex and healing. The design of appropriate mitigation actions depend upon the goals and state of
the application and environment. Strict time deadlines in real-time systems exacerbate this prob-
lem. Any mitigation behavior in such systems must not only be functionally correct but should
also conform to properties of liveness, safety and bounded time responsiveness. The work pre-
sented in this chapter details a real-time fault-tolerant framework, which uses a reflex and healing
architecture to provide fault mitigation capabilities for large-scale real-time systems. At the heart
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of this architecture is a real-time reflex engine that has a state-based failure management logic that
can respond to both event- and time-based triggers. This chapter also presents a methodology for
verifying properties of systems, which use this framework of real-time reflex engines. Lastly, a
case study is presented, which examines the details of such an approach. This manuscript has been
published in the journal, Innovations in System and Software Engineering [11]. This work is an
extension of the reflex framework presented by Nordstrom et al. in [12]. Portions of this work
were also presented in third IEEE International Conference and Workshop on the Engineering of
Autonomic Systems (EASe 2006) [13].
Chapter V describes the monitoring framework used in SCARF. It also discusses the challenges
faced by autonomic reliability frameworks in cluster environments such as non-determinism in
task scheduling in general-purpose operating systems like Linux and the need for synchronized
execution of monitoring sensors across the cluster. Additionally, it presents a solution to these
problems in the context of our framework, which utilizes a feedback controller based approach to
compensate for the scheduling jitter in non real-time operating systems. Finally, we present exper-
imental data that illustrates the effectiveness of our approach. This manuscript is currently under
review with Letters of IEEE Task Force on Autonomic and Autonomous Systems [14]. Portions
of this paper have been presented at fifth IEEE International Conference and Workshop on the
Engineering of Autonomic Systems (EASe 2008) [15] and twelfth IEEE International Symposium
on Object-Oriented Real-Time Distributed Computing, 2009 [16].
Chapter VI describes the design of a scientific workflow execution framework that integrates
run-time verification to monitor its execution and check it against a set of formal specifications.
Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) workflows have been used as motivating examples.
These workflows produce large amounts of data resulting from numerical simulations of QCD
quantum field theory. Configuration files generated through Monte Carlo simulations are later
used for computing certain physics quantities such as decay rates and particle masses. Existing
workflow systems can be used to help standardize workflow descriptions, but they lack tracking
of domain specific information. Additionally, queries on provenance metadata require domain
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scientists to learn specific languages. This manuscript is currently under review with Journal of
Cluster Computing [17]. It is an extension of the work presented at fourth IEEE International
Conference on e-Science, 2008 [18] and sixth IEEE International Conference and Workshop on
the Engineering of Autonomic Systems (EASe 2009) [19]. Finally, conclusions and future works
are presented in chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES
Reduced cost of commodity computers and the advent of high capacity networks have made
cluster computing economical. Clusters are used for solving complex problems in areas such
as biology, disaster simulation, and physics among others that traditionally required the use of a
supercomputer [20, 21]. Their advantage lies in the ubiquity of their components - commodity
computers interconnected using high-speed networks such as Myrinet [5] and Infiniband [6]. This
in turn delivers high performance computing at a fraction of price associated with supercomputers.
However, only applications that can be parallelized by splitting into a number of smaller job-units
can truly reap their benefits.
This chapter will introduce the complexities involved in supporting the computation infrastruc-
ture needed for studying the physics of Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) by using com-
puter simulations1. LQCD, numerical study of QCD quantum field theory on a four-dimensional
discrete lattice, generates considerable data that are processed at several institutions. Its calcu-
lations allow us to understand the results of particle and nuclear physics experiments in terms of
QCD. LQCD is both computation and data intensive, and it is representative of large scale scientific
computing.
Applications, software libraries, input data and workflow2 recipes are shared among collabo-
rators worldwide3. Typical routine of a scientist running a series of LQCD computations can be
roughly described by the following steps: copy previous workflow script; change parameters in the
file (e.g. quark masses); run the modified script; check periodically whether jobs are running; in
case of an error look for the cause in the several produced log files; fix problem and repeat until all
the processing succeeds.
1http://www.usqcd.org/fnal/
2A workflow is a planned set of computation jobs.
3Information about LQCD project can be obtained from http://www.usqcd.org/
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As new problems are detected, the script is modified to perform additional checking and run
recovery procedures. This cycle repeats until a stable version has been achieved (based on a pre-
defined convergence criteria), which is later constantly copied and modified with new application
parameters. Despite the ability to produce science, this methodology lacks fundamental aspects
that allow scientists to devote most of their time to make science instead of constantly fixing and
monitoring workflow scripts.
Groups of scientist within the LQCD collaboration use different tools and methods to coordi-
nate the workflows. Perl, Python or shell scripts are used for invoking the sequence of MPI-based
applications; input parameters are kept within the scripts or even hardcoded in the applications
themselves; and generated files are stored in a shared area and saved to tape as needed. Therefore,
one of the challenges facing a reliable cluster management system is to standardize the scripts
and techniques used for deploying workflows. Next section provides an overview of LQCD
workflows.
Lattice QCD Workflows
Typically two types of workflows are used in Lattice QCD studies: (i) configuration genera-
tions, and (ii) analysis campaigns. The first is used for creating a group of ordered configuration
of gluons for a given set of physics parameters such as lattice spacing and masses via Monte
Carlo simulations. These configurations are collectively called an ensemble. During configuration
generation, the gluon configurations are iteratively evolved until a convergence criterion is met.
Snapshots of configurations are saved during this entire process. An ensemble can have fork if
more than one sequence of Monte Carlo evolution was started.
Configuration generation is done in two phases: tuning and production. Tuning is completed
when input parameters and output values reach predefined convergence criteria. Production is
repeated for a number of user defined steps. During configuration generation, meta data is stored
along with other output files. These workflows account for forty percent of total time used for
LQCD.
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Figure 1: Analysis campaign for a configuration file. Dataflow is shown by arrows.
Analysis campaigns use the ensemble of gauge configurations generated by configuration gen-
eration. Their aim is to solve a set of calculations over a predefined lattice for finding a set of
physics quantities as output. For example, a 2-pt analysis campaign predicts the mass of decay
constant of a specific particle. A typical campaign generates intermediate data products (output of
intermediate steps) such as quark propagators and compute meson n-point functions for all config-
urations. Computation of one configuration is independent of the other.
Figure 1 shows an analysis campaign for a single configuration file of an ensemble. The com-
plete workflow consists of a number of independent instances, say n, of the example in the figure.
The n outputs from these instances form the final campaign result. One of the properties of analysis
campaigns is that the number of participants and output change depending on the number of input
parameters. We will see an example of this in chapter VI.
Calculations involved in these workflows are tightly coupled parallel codes, requiring a high-
speed low-latency network interconnection. Therefore configuration generation and analysis cam-
paigns require dedicated hardware. National laboratories such as Fermi Lab maintain commodity
clusters for processing LQCD workflows. Most of these systems use PBS batch system with Maui
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scheduler [22]. LQCD application code based on USQCD software stack is currently being opti-
mized as part of the SCIDAC -2 initiatives [23]. The codes, MILC and CHROMA are available at
http://www.usqcd.org/usqcd-software.
Table 1: FNAL LQCD clusters
Cluster CPU Nodes Performance
QCD 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 127 1400 MFlops/node
PION 3.2 GHz Xeon 518 1729 MFlops/node
KAON 2.0 GHz Dual Opteron 600 3832 MFlops/node
JPSI 2.1 GHz Dual CPU Quad Core Opteron 586 10061 MFlops/node
Computing Infrastructure
Unlike many e-science experiments that make use of Grid resources4 for harvesting capacity
processing power, LQCD computations employ tightly-coupled parallel processing, which require
computers with high-speed, low-latency networks. At Fermi lab, a national physics laboratory lo-
cated in Batavia IL, majority of the computers that are used for LQCD computations are dedicated
clusters (see table 1). Use of dedicated clusters allows fine tuning of binary codes to exploit capa-
bilities of underlying architecture. LQCD workflows can effectively exploit the capacity of one or
more parallel computers by running many independent computations at once.
A typical workflow can spawn hundreds of jobs while executing. Many of these jobs are com-
putation intensive and use MPI across dozens to hundreds of processing nodes. Typically, several
users analyze different workflows on the clusters concurrently. Given the scale of numbers, diag-
nosing job failures, isolating faults and mitigation becomes critical, specifically when the success
of whole workflow might be affected by even one job failure.
4See DOE Scientific Computing on Grid initiative at http://www.doesciencegrid.org/
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Failure Propagation
Clusters built out of commodity computers, used for scientific computing, exhibit intermittent
faults, which can result in systemic failures when operated over a long continuous period for exe-
cuting workflows. A list of examples of problems that can affect availability of nodes for executing
jobs and their performance is provided in table 2.
These failures are separated into different layers: hardware, operating system, MPI middle-
ware, workflow management system and the end user. Not all failures are primary. Some of them
such as communication timeout in MPI layer can be either due to MPI stack problem (primary
failure) or due to a faulty network card (secondary failure).
Typically, grid workflows have limited application monitoring; however, they provide fault-
tolerance by using redundancy. Several sites replicate the same piece of work. This is especially
evident in the protein folding at home5 and SETI at home6 workflows. This flexibility does not exist
in the dedicated LQCD processing environment. We need to increase productivity by enabling
reliable operation over available hardware without use of redundancy.
To understand the complexity of failure propagation, consider large systems that are system of
systems. They are composed of components, giving them a recursive structure that has potentially
several levels of depth and several interfaces. Each component in this recursive structure has its
own set of specified behaviors, which are correct. A component suffers a failure, when it loses its
ability to perform the required function. The cause of a failure is a fault, which is defined as a defect
or flaw in the hardware or the software. A fault may sometimes manifest itself as a discrepancy
which can potentially lead to a failure. At other times the fault may be latent and unobservable
and may still lead to a failure. In connected components a fault in a primary component may lead
to a failure, which in turn might cause secondary failures in the other component. The goal of a
fault-tolerant system is to stop the propagation of faults into failure and if failures do happen then
recover from those failures.
5http://folding.stanford.edu/
6http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/
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Rise in complexity due the numerous hardware and software interfaces makes faults and fail-
ures inevitable. It has been argued by Brown and Patterson in [24] that heterogeneity and com-
plexity involved in most large-scale systems lead to unforeseen failures and it is more effective to
try and reduce the mean time to recover compared to mean time to failure.
Table 2: A brief list of issues affecting reliability in Clusters.
Hardware OS MPI Middle-
ware
Jobs Workflow Or-
chestrator
User
Machine
Unavailable
Memory
Capacity
Exceeded
Communication
TimeOut
Memory Leak Authentication
Failure
User defined
Exceptions
Network
Link Un-
available
Out of Disk
Space
Deadlock Job Submission
Queue Capacity
Exceeded
Time taken
in problem
diagnosis
Corrupt
Memory
File Not
Found
LiveLock Job Hanging
in the Ready
Queue
Time taken
in problem
mitigation
Rise in CPU
Temperature
Network
Timeout
Incorrect Input
Data
Job Execution
Time Limit
Exceeded
Power Out-
age
CPU Time
Limit Ex-
ceeded
Incorrect Out-
put Data
Job Scheduled
on a fault node
Missing Shared
Libraries
Blocked Work-
flow
Communication
TimeOut
Data Movement
Failed
Missing Shared
Libraries
Data Stagein
Failure
Data Stageout
Failure
Job Crash
Input Data Not
Available
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Summary of Challenges
Scientific workflows such as LQCD are data intensive and long running applications. Manual
administration of large computing clusters, though essential, is slow to respond to the intermittent
faults. Therefore, we need to supplement it by an autonomic management subsystem that can pro-
vide effective management support to the administrators. The expected properties of an autonomic
fault-tolerant framework are:
1. This framework should provide a standardized workflow specification language. A workflow
management system that enables reliable execution with tracking of data items generated
during a workflow execution is also required.
2. It should closely monitor performance and the status of job, and work together with the
workflow subsystem, ensuring good progress for corresponding analysis campaign.
3. In order to identify faults, this system should contain a light-weight sensor framework that
can monitor the health (performance, utilization, state) of all processors and networks in the
system without overtly affecting the percentage of available system resources for physics
computations.
4. It should support formal specification of properties for each component. Violation of a prop-
erty will constitute a fault.
5. It should support persistent storage of monitored data so that it is available for diagnosis.
6. It should support automated mitigation policies that can be triggered when a fault is identi-
fied. We should be able to verify these policies to ensure consistency and correctness.
The challenges facing such a framework can be summarized into following categories:
Conceptual and Standardization Challenges There is a large body of work on design of auto-
nomic behavior. Some of them are reviewed in the next chapter. In order to develop a clear
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and formal structure for autonomic computing to be used in large clusters, appropriate ab-
stractions and models of both resources and applications i.e. workflows, which can help in
realizing the possible adaptations from the conceptual design model of the architecture are
required.
Scalability Challenges A cluster management framework must be light enough (in terms of mem-
ory and CPU utilization) so that it does not become an impediment to the performance of
scientific computations by consuming a lot of resources. In other words, the performance of
application before and after the framework should be comparable. Furthermore, the frame-
work should be dynamic so that it can be extended online.
Validation Challenges Mitigation policies used in this framework must be verifiable or exten-
sively tested. This is necessary to ensure that the mitigation policy itself does not become a
point of failure.
Middleware Challenges A middleware must be available to support transfer of monitoring data
and actuation commands in a scalable manner, in spite of the application dynamism. This
middleware must also be robust so that it can tolerate node failures. Lastly, it should facilitate
discovery of capabilities provided by different autonomic elements that are part of the cluster.
Application Challenges In order to support application fault-tolerance, a cluster management
framework should support the workflows to retain the knowledge of the design level models
and later use it to monitor themselves and adapt. Alternatively, it should support a work-
flow execution engine that monitors and change workflows due to failures. We use the latter
approach of using a workflow execution engine.
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CHAPTER III
MANAGING COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Management from Dependability Aspect
According to Laprie, computer system dependability is the quality of delivered service such
that reliance can be justifiably placed on that service [8]. In his definition, he has considered service
to be the behavior of the computing system as perceived by another client system interacting with
the considered system. In his 1996 article, Johnson described dependability as a set of concepts
[25]:
1. Reliability: It is the probability that the system will work correctly in a given time interval,
assuming that the system was working correctly at the start of that interval.
2. Availability: Probability that the system is working correctly at a given instant of time.
3. Safety: It is the probability that the system will not lead to a hazardous state, as defined by
the specification of the computing system.
4. Performability: It is the probability that the system performance will be greater that some
specified level at a given instant of time.
5. Maintainability: It is the probability that the system can be recovered from the failure in a
specified time interval.
6. Testability: It is the measure of the ability to characterize the system via testing.
The major concern for the design of dependable systems is to design a fault-tolerant system
(both hardware and software) that can maintain some of the above-defined properties in presence
of failures. The call for formalization of fault-tolerance as perceived for digital systems is much
older than the advent of autonomic computing in 2001. In a 1978 paper [26], Avizienis described
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fault-tolerance as the attribute of a digital system that keeps the logic machine doing its set of
specified tasks when its hosts, suffers various kinds of failures of its components. He further
divided the faults in to two categories (a) Faults due to adverse physical Phenomena, and (b)
Man-made faults. He further divided the man-made faults into two categories, (a) Design-time
faults, caused by imperfections during phases of implementation of the original specification, or
(b) Interaction faults, caused by inputs that are introduced into system via inappropriate inputs of
the human operator. He claims that it is the man made faults that has had limited success with
fault-avoidance techniques. Figure 2, describes a causal relationship between the man made faults
and the physical faults. The arrowhead in the figure directs from cause to effect.
Figure 2: A cause and effect analogy between physical and manmade faults as described by Avizie-
nis in [26].
Fault-Tolerance via Design Diversity
Most of the earlier work on software and hardware fault-tolerance focused strongly on using
redundant components and design diversity to tackle design-time faults [9, 27]. In this approach,
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the computer system was partitioned in to modules, with each module dealing with a specific
sub function. This federated partitioning provided for fault-containment with a set of identical
computing processors supporting software for several sub-functions. This approach improved the
dependability of the computation system with more efficient use of redundant hardware. However,
this still left system vulnerable against the software faults.
In a diversified design, several variants of the same software are used with an acceptance test
employed at the end to compare the output from each of the variant. The rationale behind this
approach is the expectation that component built differently will fail differently [28]. A diversified
design has at least two variants plus a decider, which monitors the outputs of the variants. Three
such strategies for software fault-tolerance are, Recovery Block approach [29, 30], N-version pro-
gramming approach [31], and the N self-checking programming approach [9, 8].
Recovery Blocks
The recovery block technique [29, 30] uses the checkpoint and restart technique to recover from
a fault. It uses multiple versions of the same software module as alternates. Upon failure of an
acceptance test, the checkpoint state is used to restart the computation by using the next alternate
version. In this approach, at least two versions of software module are required. If all alternates
fail, the module issues an exception to the rest of the system.
N-Version Programming
In the N-version programming approach, multiple versions of same programs is executed in
parallel, with a voter selecting the output most likely to be correct. This approach is different
from the recovery-block approach in that it does not require an application dependent voter and
that it needs at least three versions of the same module to work. However, the parallel execution
necessitates the need to ensure input consistency.
In 1990, Brilliant, Knight and Leveson published results from a large-scale experiment con-
ducted in N-version programming [32]. In the experiments, they prepared twenty seven versions
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of a program at two different universities and then executed them one million times. The results
of the experiment were intriguing. They noticed that different versions were found to be reliable
when used individually with only small number of failure. However, when they correlated these
failures across different versions they discovered that the number of input cases when more than
one version failed was significantly large. Upon post failure analysis, they further discovered that
correlated failures arise from logically-unrelated faults in different parts of the algorithms. They
hypothesized that most of the faults resulted from the fundamental flaws in the algorithms that
the programmers designed. Therefore, changing the development tools or methods to create new
versions did not reduce the number of correlated failures in N-version software.
N self-checking Programming
N Self-checking approach [9, 8] is a combination of Recovery block approach and N-version
approach. This approach has two variations. The first variation uses acceptance test for each
version as in the recovery block approach, however, the acceptance test for each version can be
different. By executing these versions in parallel, this approach enables switching of output in case
of errors instead of restarting from previous checkpoint.
The other variant uses a comparison technique. It groups the variants into set of two, with a
comparison unit forwarding the result to a selection unit only if the two versions in a set produce
identical results. The selection logic then selects the outputs from different version similar to
the N-version technique. The drawback of using this technique is the possibility of running into
situation where both versions in a set produce identical wrong output.
Three primary issues with these fault-tolerance techniques are:
• Guaranteeing the independence of faults in multiple versions of same software
• Cost associated with executing multiple versions of the same software redundantly
• Developing appropriate output selection algorithms.
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Recovery Oriented Computing
David Patterson and Armando Fox and co-workers at Berkeley and Stanford University have
advocated a different outlook to the problem of dependable systems. They take the perspective
that hardware/software faults, both design and man-made faults are facts to be coped with, not
problems to be solved. According to Oppenheimer and Patterson most of the faults in internet
services systems are operator faults or man-made faults [10]. They say that in general failures arose
when operators made changes to the system - e.g. adding/replacing hardware. They point out that
most of the dependable system designers overlook these errors. Their research project, aptly titled
Recovery-Oriented Computing (ROC)1 [33, 34, 24] concentrates on reducing time to recover from
faults and thus offer higher availability and aims to reduce total cost of ownership. Primarily, they
state that their vision is to investigate novel techniques for building highly dependable internet
services. Kephart has stated that ROC is a promising start in the direction of graceful recovery
from failures [35] and hence forms a synergistic relationship with autonomic computing.
In [33], Brown and Patterson state that the heterogeneity and complexity involved in most large-
scale service systems inherently leads to unforeseen failures. Therefore, in ROC they emphasize
the need for testing recovery systems and help make recovery procedures a holistic part of the
architecture rather than a patch/add-on that leads to extra complexity. Moreover, they focus on
reducing mean time to recover (MTTR) rather than on mean time to failure (MTTF). Based on
their hypothesis they have proposed six techniques [24] for recovery oriented computing. These
techniques are:
1. Redundancy: Introduce redundancy to reduce the probability of single point of failure. How-
ever, this generally adds to the initial setup cost of the system. However, they argue that by
increasing the number of available resources as a safety margin, the mean time to recover is
reduced that increases availability and hence reduce total cost of ownership.
1http://roc.cs.berkeley.edu/
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2. Partitioning: They advocate the use of partitioning the system such that to ensure fault-
containment and ease of fault-isolation.
3. Testing of recovery mechanisms: They advocate that live system should possess capability
of fault insertion to test recovery process. This they argue helps in running availability
benchmarks, which allows for reduction in time taken to deduct error.
4. Aid in Diagnosis of the cause of error: They advocate that a ROC system should contain
sensors that help an operator determine the problem
5. Logging of operator inputs to enable undo: In [36], Brown and Patterson have stated that a
system should have the capability to rewind and replay a set of inputs given by a user to assist
in repair. It is a system-wide undo. They have used this technique to build and undo email
store [37]. However, since system behavior is not always deterministic, this undo technique
can only work for a class of system and for that system, the cost of storing the undo-trace
would be enormous.
6. Orthogonal Mechanisms: Fox and Brewer state that one can reduce the likelihood of a com-
plete failure and increase availability by using multiple versions for the same function that
are independent from each other.
One of the key examples of ROC implementation is a hardware platform called ROC-1 [38]. It
is a 64-node prototype cluster platform for providing reliable internet services. Each node, called
brick, in this cluster possesses redundant network interfaces, and a dedicated Motorola MC68376-
based diagnostic processor connected to its own private diagnostic network. Figure 3 shows a
block-diagram of this prototype brick board.
ROC-1 allowed the diagnostic processor to isolate subsets of nodes to contain faults. Due to the
number of distinct Ethernet interfaces, it actually has two distinct routes from each node to other
node, providing redundancy in case of failure. The diagnostic processor provided redundancy
and isolation of nodes by turning off the power of the connected node. Problem diagnosis was
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Figure 3: Each brick consisted of four network interface, 266 MHz Pentium II processor, 18 GB
SCSI disk, 26 MG RAM and a diagnostic processor. Eight of these bricks were organized as trays,
with eight trays forming the cluster.
handled at the hardware level by the diagnostic processor by utilizing data from the temperature
and humidity sensors and RAM based loggers for recording system events.
One of the drawbacks faced in the design was the excessive area on the main brick board.
The main lessons from this prototype were the possibility of hardware partitioning with standard
components. Recently, similar board management controllers (BMC) have been introduced for
intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) architecture by Intel2.
2http://www.intel.com/design/servers/ipmi/index.htm
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Next section provides a review of several research projects that deal with enabling the auto-
nomic elements to make the self-management decisions (autonomic computing) with a focus on
their application towards cluster management.
Autonomic Computing
The vision of Autonomic Computing was introduced in 2001 during a presentation made by
Paul Horn, a senior vice president of IBM research at that time [39]. Later, Kephart and Chess for-
malized the notion of autonomic computing in [35]. According to the autonomic computing vision,
computing systems should manage themselves based on high-level objectives set by administra-
tors. IBM believes that this will be the only option to handle the complexity and increasing total
cost of ownership of large pervasive computing systems, with several interconnected components,
in the near future [40].
Autonomic computing is inspired from the idea of self-management in autonomous nervous
system of biological systems that governs heart rate and body temperature involuntarily, freeing
the brain to make other high-level decisions. Hewlett-Packards’s Adaptive Enterprise Initiative
[41] and Microsoft’s Dynamic Systems [42] initiative are other industry efforts proposing similar
self-managed computing systems vision. Together, these industry initiatives outline the importance
of self-management in computing systems.
According to a white paper published by IBM in 2002[43], the road to autonomic computing
consists of five distinct levels of system management. Figure 4 concisely presents these levels,
which are manual, managed, predictive, adapted and autonomic. They relate to the attainment
of an “ideal autonomic state” based on advanced, delivered and planned technologies that would
enable the system to have four specific features: Self-configuring, Self-healing, Self-optimizing,
and Self-protecting [43, 35, 40, 44]:
Self-configuring: This feature deals with installation, configuration and integration of IT sys-
tems. Such systems must possess the capability to dynamically add/remove/configure hard-
ware/software without disrupting existing services.
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Figure 4: Levels of autonomic computing
Self-healing: This deals with the fault-tolerance and fault-recovery aspect of managing systems.
A self-healing system must possess the capability to determine failures and should be able to
perform adequate mitigation actions in order to maintain acceptable level of quality of ser-
vice (QoS), which can be defined as higher -level system specification by the administrators.
Self-healing requires the system to reason about the activities that can be performed, how
diagnostic information is produced and how new changes can be affected. Specification of
possible mitigation actions for faults is required at design time.
Self-optimizing: This feature implies that the systems monitor and tune resources automatically
to meet end-user demands.
Self-protecting: Self-protecting systems can anticipate, detect and protect themselves from mal-
ware attacks, and unauthorized resource access. They must have the ability to define and
manage user access and provide backup and restore procedures.
Since its inception, the self-* list of features has grown substantially [45]. This list now in-
cludes:
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• Self-governing, Self-adapting, self-diagnosis, self-managing, self-recovery, self-reflecting
(Sterritt et. al. [46]).
• Self-planning, self-learning, self-simulation, self-scheduling, self-organized, self-evolution
(Tianfeld [45]).
• Goal-driven self-assembly, real-time self-optimizing (Tesauro [47]).
An Architectural Outlook on Autonomic Computing
Kephart et al. outlined the scheme of autonomic computing architecture in [35, 48]. Auto-
nomic Elements (AE) are the basic building block of this architecture. Their job is to provide the
capability of following the adaptation cycle as illustrated in Figure 5 to a computation resource.
They have defined AE as a component that is responsible for managing its own behavior according
to set policies, and for interacting with other AE to provide computational services. Each AE is
associated with a managed element - the computation resource being managed. While the descrip-
tion of the architecture in these papers is superfluous and not detailed, their intention is to outline
the architectural guidelines for researchers in the area to follow.
Figure 5: Monitoring and analysis forms an inner loop that is essential for learning. Then the
monitoring, analysis and adaptation cycle is the one that provides self-management.
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In their approach, every component of an autonomic system is an autonomic element, also
referred as software agents in [47, 49]. Each autonomic element possesses the capability to monitor
its own managed component using sensors, and then use the historical knowledge to analyze the
current and future course of actions, which can involve analysis and planning stages. Finally, it
can give commands to the managed component to change its configuration to confirm with system
policies.
Autonomic elements draw upon a number of common technologies, including monitoring,
modeling, rule execution, optimization, prediction, planning, feedback control, and machine learn-
ing. Overall research efforts in autonomic computing can be “loosely classified” into one of the
three areas of artificial intelligence, feedback control theory or system and software engineer-
ing (including model-based design attempts). By loose classification we imply that there are no
strict boundaries and many autonomic computing projects encompass more than one research area.
Therefore, any classification attempt of research projects is bound to be imperfect.
Autonomic Computing and Artificial Intelligence
In [50], Roy Sterritt described that there are two ways of approaching autonomic computing.
One is the idea of Making autonomic computing and the other is Achieving autonomic computing.
While the former has an implied systems and software engineering viewpoint, achieving autonomic
computing has an implied artificial intelligence and adaptive learning viewpoint. Next, we will re-
view some of the concepts from artificial intelligence community such as prediction/optimization,
machine learning, and planning that some researchers have used to achieve autonomic computing
for systems.
Prediction/Optimization
An important characteristic of an intelligent agent is its ability to learn from previous expe-
rience in order to predict future events. Vilalta et al. presented a study of different prediction
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Table 3: Selection of prediction algorithms as presented in [1].
Short-Term Long-Term
Numerical Data Stationary Models for Trend and seasonal
time series analysis
Boolean Data Data Mining Periodicity analysis using
failure models
algorithms related to the scenarios of, (1) long-term prediction of performance variables, (2) short-
term prediction of abnormal behavior, and (3) short-term prediction of system events in [1].
Table 3 presents their suggestions on the use of prediction algorithms, short-term and long-
term, which depends on the kind of data, numerical (measured value) and Boolean type (failures
yes/no . While long-term predictions depend on the trend and long-time fluctuations, short-term
predictions require that the data obtained is stationary and its statistical properties do not vary over
time. In their work, the authors provided several examples of using k-step extrapolation to predict
performance parameters, such as response time or disk utilization for long-term capacity planning.
Even though this work was theoretical in nature, it provides insight into application of predictive
algorithms in computing systems.
In 2003, Russell et al. proposed a framework called Clockwork for predictive autonomic com-
puting [51]. Clockwork uses an autoregressive integrated moving average filter for predicting
future loads. It then reassigns the load from the heaviest loaded servers in the descending order
of load. The authors of this paper argue that statistical reasoning and prediction is important as
it alleviates the pitfall of using short-term forecast employed in feedback control that can lead to
instability. They also described a prototype network attached storage system for demonstrating the
feasibility of the method in the same paper [51].
Figure 6 describes the setup used for the prediction experiments in [51]. In their setup, the
four stores were four computers that served the user requests made by two clients. These requests
involved the use of files residing on a shared disk. A router, which was the autonomic element
in this setup, was responsible for allocating a user request to a store. The router was equipped
with sensors to measure the response time as served by a particular store and the response time
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Figure 6: Network attached storage used in Clockwork
per individual file request. Upon receipt of a client request, the router forwarded the request to a
store based on a rule setup by the predictive algorithm. Periodically, the statistical data gathered by
the router was used by Clockwork to forecast store response time at different loads and track per
file access time at that load using an autoregressive integrated moving average filter. The forecast
determined the stores that would be overload in the next period. It then iteratively proposed a
reassignment of files in the descending order of response time. The iteration stopped as soon as
the forecast of average response time across all stores was below a set value. In [52], the authors
extended their work to include the facility of changing and selecting a different forecast model
online.
This work showed the feasibility of using a predictive technique for load balancing. However,
the authors did not discuss the specifics of the forecasting model that they had used. Moreover,
they conceded that often the forecast from Clockwork was different from the actual demand, which
led to a response time that was over the set goal. They suggested that using a feedback controller
to update the forecast model parameter might improve performance.
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Use of other probabilistic techniques, such as Bayesian Networks is also central to the research
in autonomic computing. A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graph representing events as nodes
and the conditional probability of one event occurring after another as edges. A temporal version
of Bayesian network for dynamic systems is the Dynamic Bayesian Network. It represents the
probability of transition of value of system state variables over discrete time steps. Such networks
have been used previously in diagnosis of dynamic systems in [53].
Bayesian networks have also been used in selecting an optimal algorithm for a given com-
putation problem (self-optimization). Haipeng Guo presented his approach towards automatic
algorithm selection in [54]. The core of his system was a Bayesian network that modeled the rela-
tionship between use of an algorithm and the corresponding value of the performance parameters
such as response time. He trained his network by using randomly generated input data based on
the extracted real distributions of actual input data. Once the training was performed, the system
was used to find the most probably algorithm for using a certain set of inputs and performance
requirement. The key issue with this approach is to obtain a random training set that can appropri-
ately represent the real world situation. Bayesian networks have also been used for autonomic, on
demand optimization of an IT business infrastructure according to high-level business objectives
[55].
Planning
Automated Planning is a branch of artificial intelligence that deals with realization of action
sequences, which must be executed to drive an automated agent from its initial state to a final goal
state, while following a set of defined constraints. Planning is a wide discipline characterized by
the representation of environment, the agent’s goal and its model of the world. Planning algorithms
are a refinement search over the space of possible situations (situation space) or possible plans (plan
space) to find a single or a set of feasible plans[56].
Over the last few years, it has been recognized that despite the obvious connections between
planning and search for a suitable path to recovery/optimization in autonomic computing, there are
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still issues that must be addressed for planning to be truly practical for autonomic computing [57].
While making a case of planning in field of autonomic computing Srivasatva et al. points that
autonomic elements have to conduct planning in open environments, which are not completely
understood i.e. planning techniques are required that could handle conditions where complete
pre/post conditions of an action are unknown. Moreover, it is necessary to reevaluate the plans
in autonomic computing based on the changes monitored in the course of a plan execution peri-
odically. Finally, they suggested that the need to maintain metadata for plans, as it would prove
helpful in use of plans that have been successful in the past.
Two planning based autonomic computing systems in existence are CHAMPS [58] (Change
Management with Planning and Scheduling) and an extension of ABLE [59]. CHAMPS automates
the construction of change management plans for an IT infrastructure. It aims to provide support
to administrators by automating the large portions of configuration process. It consists of a task
graph builder, a planner and a scheduler. The planner and scheduler generate a change plan that
are specific to the domain and satisfies the constraints annotated in the task graph that includes
deadlines and maximizes the parallelization in task executions. Once the plan is generated, a
deployment system automatically checks out required software packages and installs them onto
the appropriate subsystems. The advantage of a domain-dependent planner like CHAMPS for
self-configuration is that it can find efficient plans for the specific scenario. However, it will not
work for a generic situation.
One implementation of domain-independent planning is the work of Srivastava et al. [60],
which is based on an extension of the ABLE toolkit, a toolkit for building autonomic system with
multiple autonomic elements [59]. Firstly, they added the option of specifying a plan as a rule
by using the planning community’s Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) in ABLE.
Then, they added a general planning framework that comprises of a set of common interfaces that
agree with PDDL. In the same paper, they presented a usage scenario for planning with ABLE.
The objective of the scenario was to modify the configuration of an online bookstore application
at runtime to keep the website available. The problem was a two-machine setup with two servlets
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that could run on any one of the machines, provided an application server was running on that
machine. The applications needed a database and a directory server that could run on any of the
two machines. The goal was to keep the system in a running state and move the applications to
another machine upon failure so that the servlets continued to run.
They modeled the problem as a planning problem with the initial state of hardware and soft-
ware configuration and the final goal conditions that corresponded to a running system. They also
defined several actions such as start/stop database, install database with their preconditions and
post conditions. The actions defined in planner required a corresponding user defined Java func-
tion to implement the action. Their planner found the plan that led from initial condition to the
goal condition. One quick remark is to mention that the search space of this example was small as
there were only 2 machines and there were only 16 possible correct configurations:- 2 machines
* 2 servlets * 2 possible location of working for database * 2 possible location of working for
directory server.
ABLE only provides use of standard planners in autonomic computing application and assumes
that the domain specification and all preconditions and post conditions are known. This is not
always the case in scientific computing applications.
Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is a technique, often used in artificial intelligence where a trial and
learn technique coupled with rewards for certain actions, is used, to learn the best policy (here
policy stands for a mapping from a state to an action i.e. which possible action to choose when
in a particular state) [61]. Tesauro et al. proposed the use of reinforcement learning (RL) for
automatically learning management policies [62, 63].
Formally, the basic reinforcement-learning model is comprised of:
1. A set of states S,
2. A set of action A, s.t. S × A→ S i.e. an action in a state leads to one of the possible states,
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3. A set of scalar reward functions R, s.t. S × A → R, i.e. a reward value is associated with
taking an action in a state.
Then the problem of RL is to develop a policy pi : S → A, which maximizes the sum of rewards∑
t γ
tRt, where t denotes the depth in future, γ ∈ (0, 1) is a discounting factor to ensure that
the series converges, Rt denotes the reward obtained at the tth action. The classical RL problem
is solved by using the dynamic programming approach also known as the Value-Iteration method
[56]. In this method, a value V (s), s ∈ S associated with each state is kept in a lookup table.
Iteratively, this value is updated for all states by sweeping through the state space, updating the
value of each state according to equation 3.1, until a sweep through state space is performed, in
which there are no changes to state values. In this equation ‘a’ is the action that leads from state st
to state st+1 and gets a reward r(st, a).
δV (st) = max(r(st, a) + γV (st+1))− V (st) (3.1)
There are many variation of the basic RL model. A particular variation mentioned by Tesauro
is the SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State-Action) algorithm. A problem with the value-iteration
method is that it requires the knowledge of the exact future state that will result because of an
action. In real-life, systems are non-deterministic and hence only a probabilistic distribution over
the possible future states is available. For such systems, SARSA proposes the use of a value func-
tion called Qpi(s, a), which is maintained for each state and action pair (unlike the value-iteration
function that depends only on the state). It estimates the long-range expected value starting in the
state ‘s’, taking initial action ‘a’ and then using policy ‘pi’ to choose subsequent actions [61, 2].
The typical policy is to choose the action in a state with highest Q− value.
Tesauro states that RL has advantages in autonomic computing because it does not require an
explicit model of the system and it accounts for future consequences of an action by using the
discounting factor. However, he cautions that RL suffers from the problem of state explosion,
because in simple form RL uses a lookup table to store the Q − value for each state and action
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Figure 7: Data center architecture used in [2]
pair. Moreover, the convergence of an online training RL algorithm depends on the arbitrarily
chosen initial state, which requires domain knowledge. This was the case in his work presented in
[62, 63]. In that, they had to make severe simplifying approximations to reduce the state-space of
an online RL algorithm for a trading application. In the concerned example, the action was chosen
to be the number of servers online and the state was chosen to be the arrival rate of page requests,
averaged over the number of servers. Tesauro suggested that his model was too simple for a real
system, however he stated that they were able to successfully train the system by using a greedy
exploration rule in which the actions were chosen randomly instead of trying for maximization of
the Q− value.
In [2], he augmented the method with the use of offline training. He called this method Hybrid-
RL. In this method they used a fixed policy to obtain online readings for Q − value functions
associated with states and actions. Then they used that data to obtain an offline policy that used the
online data as the initial state and tried to maximize the Q − value function. They also changed
the lookup table to a nonlinear function approximator to represent the Q − value function. They
chose a neural network (multi-layer perceptron) for this approximator.
They tested the hybrid RL approach on a prototype of Data Center shown in figure 7. This
figure describes a set of identical server that can be allocated to different application managers.
Application managers were responsible for their performance optimization. It communicated with
the resource arbiter for resource needs. The optimization goal was given by a local SLA to each
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Figure 8: Results of using an offline RL policy compared to the initial online policies.
application manager. The resource arbiter’s goal was to allocate servers to maximize the sum of
expected business value. These allocation decisions were made every five seconds. The reward
function in this case was based on a commonly scaled utility curve reported by each application
manager to the resource arbiter, estimating the expected business value, in the current application
state, as a function of the number of allocated servers.
For the experiments, they chose three initial polices based on the queuing theory, a random
policy, and the third based on a smooth estimate of the response times from each application
depending on the number of servers allocated. Figure 8 illustrates that there was gain in all the
three initial policies when a new policy was learned using RL offline. The response times are
inversely proportional related to the utility curve of the application.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that RL can be used with dynamic systems where
the system’s actions for each state can be quantized and given an associated value. However, these
techniques also require approximation to limit the exploratory state space to ensure a convergent
solution can be reached within a bounded time interval. Usually, these techniques will map well to
self-optimizing systems that need to change allocated resources to service client requests.
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Autonomic Computing and Feedback Control Theory
Road map given by European Network of Excellence ARTIST2 on control of computing sys-
tems [64] specifically identifies the need of active research in six areas of computing systems,
which can benefit from control theory. These are control of server systems, control of CPU re-
sources, feedback scheduling of control systems, control of communication networks, error con-
trol of software systems, and control middleware, which are all essential to the vision of self-
management.
Autonomic computing, by definition of self-* properties, provides a blueprint for feedback
loops (see figure. 5). This observation suggests that control theory must provide guidance for
development of autonomic computing elements. However, in reality this is not straightforward
in all autonomic computing problems. The adaptation of the typical feedback control science to
software systems has only been formalized in the last decade[65]. Only recently, textbooks such
as “Feedback Control of Computing Systems” by Hellerstein et al.[66] that deal specifically with
control in computing science have been published.
The foremost problem in applying traditional control theory is the problem of capturing the
behavior of a software system using tools like Laplace domain transfer functions (for analog
systems)[67] and Z-domain transfer functions (for discrete systems)[68]. In physical world, the
laws of nature, to a large degree, lend some pattern to the plant’s dynamic behavior, which can be
predictably captured by using a mathematical model. However, a computing system (and mainly
the software) does not necessarily follow any physical rule on a macroscopic level. Therefore, the
modeling formalisms for computing systems have to rely on abstraction. Moreover, the choice of
formalism depends on the problem in consideration.
Queuing theory based models are popular for flow control problems in situations such as data
centers [69]. For such problems, it is possible to treat the computing system as a black box and
concentrate on its interaction with the physical world in terms of rate of incoming requests and
outgoing responses using the theoretical foundation of queuing theory. Keshav has described the
use of queuing theory for developing a rate allocation server that regulates the flow of TCP/IP
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packets in [70]. Such models leads to stochastic control as used in [71] by Li et al. to control
short-term rate variations in TCP/IP.
Automata based formalisms are well suited for expressing and analyzing safety properties. This
approach is usually followed in tools like SMV [72]. These models are also useful for discrete su-
pervisory controllers [73]. Other approaches such as in Alloy [74] use abstract design specification
to check system properties. Abstract specification can also be checked with tools like PVS [75]
that utilizes a theorem proving approach to ratify an assertion about the system properties.
Mostly, application of feedback control theory in computing science is related to dealing with
issues related to performance and control of computation resources. For these problems, a model-
ing formalism that allows for expression of timed behaviors is required. However, these models in
computing systems, usually require a system-identification approach, in which inputs and outputs
are used to formulate a discrete-time difference question [76]. In the next section, we will provide
a brief overview about several works in this area.
Controlling Resources
One of the primary uses of control theory in computing systems is in scheduling algorithms.
Stankovic et al. pioneered the case for this approach in [77]. The control in feedback scheduling
is achieved by using the allocation of CPU resource as a control variable, e.g. a set of tasks
with desired resource consumption, such as CPU-time/memory or I/O bandwidth. For example,
Stankovic et al. used CPU utilization as a control variable to regulate deadline-miss ratio for a set
of soft real-time tasks in [78]. In the same, they also provided general guidelines for designing
feedback loop for different quality of service (QoS) parameters.
Steere et al. introduced a new scheduling scheme based on periodicity of tasks in [79]. Their
scheme was to allocate each thread a percentage of CPU cycles over a period, and then use a
feedback loop to control both proportion and period. Such schemes are typically suitable for soft
real-time system because feedback control cannot guarantee absolute conformance with deadlines.
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Control based ideas have also been used for server performance control. In [80], Sha et al.
presented a queuing model based feedback controller to keep the performance of a network server
to a desired level. In the same spirit, the authors of [81] provided various models for a web server
and designed feedback controller for QoS adaptation.
Many scheduling algorithms that allow for QoS adaptation have also been developed. Lu and
Koutsoukos, described a multi-input multi-output controller for distributed real-time systems in
[82]. The goal of their system was to achieve a utilization set point for CPU on each node to
guarantee the processing of incoming periodic tasks. They solved the problem as a constraint
optimization problem by minimizing the difference between the set points and actual utilization,
subject to the constraints: (1) ensure that no processor exceeds its utilization set point, (2) at the
same time, avoid underutilization by making each CPU work as close to its set point as possible.
They used a Model predictive controller for solving this control optimization problem.
Abdelwahed et al. have described a similar model predictive approach in their generalized
online control framework for self-managing systems, presented in [83]. The main point of their
approach is that they only considered switched hybrid systems, which only have a finite num-
ber of possible inputs. Moreover, the continuous dynamics of such systems can be established
as a discrete-time state space equation (usually a difference equation) such as x((k + 1)T ) =
f(x(kT ), u(kT ), d(kT )), where x(kT ) is the system state at time step kT , where T is the sam-
pling time and k is the index of the current time step. u(kT ∈ U ⊂ Rm) is the set of input values,
while U is a finite subset of Rm, where m is the number of state variables. d(kT ) is the set of
environmental parameters at that time.
The finite input sets make an exhaustible search over all inputs a possibility. Thus, they are able
to employ a limited look-ahead controller, which explores the state space (as a tree) up to a predic-
tion horizon, measured by the depth of the tree. Any path from the initial state (x(kT )) (root of the
explored tree) to a future state (the leaf of the tree at the set prediction horizon) that, (a) minimizes
the cumulative costs associated with the controlled optimization problem, and (b)Satisfies con-
straints, is chosen as the next input by the controller. This process is repeated at every time sample.
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They have extended this approach to a hierarchical controller in [84]. In their papers, they have
shown this controller working for power management of a computer processing a time-varying
workload comprising of HTTP and e-commerce related requests in [85].
Recently control theoretic techniques have also been applied for controlling the power used
by a distributed computing system such as a data center as in [86]. Though their approach used
conventional feedback theory, their main contribution was the use of precision power measurement,
instead of using average power. They also showed that a P-controller was sufficient to provide the
accuracy and stability guarantees required in an actual data center.
A related and interesting area of research is the generalization of the techniques to apply
control-theory based methods for QoS adaptation. Generalizing the application of control tech-
niques to computing systems requires generic services. Zhang et al. presented one such middle-
ware service called ControlWare in [87]. This service enables specification of QoS set points,
provides a mapping of these set points into appropriate feedback loops, and connects the necessary
sensors and actuators [88]. However, their middleware only provides performance control (not
reliability) and does not scale well with the increase in number of computer nodes.
Autonomic Computing and Formal Techniques
Formal methods are a collection of notation and techniques for describing and analyzing sys-
tems [89]. These methods are formal in the sense that they are based on sound mathematical
theories, such as logic, automata or graph theory. Formal specification techniques introduce a pre-
cise and unambiguous description of the properties of system. One of the benefits of using a formal
specification technique is the ability to perform validation of the design using theorem proving or
model checking methods. Moreover, the use of formal technique also lends itself to the possibility
of generating policies of guiding the state of the system to a final state by solving the reachability
problem to generate counter examples, which can then be used to guide the transition of the real
system.
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For example, in supervisory control of DES3, one seeks to restrict the behavior of a plant in
such a way that the supervised system (closed loop of the supervisor and plant) meets the required
specifications. These might include “safety” specifications (e.g. prohibit the behavior that can
lead to a catastrophe) and “liveness” specifications (e.g. guarantee the eventuality of a specified
goal). The seminal work on supervisory control in DES was pioneered by Ramadge and Wonham
[90, 91]. In their work, depending upon history of executed events, the control is achieved by
disabling the events that leads to undesirable behavior.
Several researchers have indicated that one of the problems in self-management of complex
systems is to develop an efficient design method [92, 93, 94, 3]. A key aspect to handling com-
plexity is to use models to represent the different components of the system that reflect the various
aspects of self-management. The diversity in this research extends from focus on only architec-
tural/structural for configuration/adaption purposes to modeling of behavior of plant and controller.
Self-Management Using Architectural Models
Rohr et al. advocates the use of architectural models for self-management [3]. They suggest the
use of a runtime model, which can be generated from a development model, to reflect the system
state and provide reconfiguration functionality by using causal graph over various possible states
of its architectural entities. At the core of their approach, they use meta-level specs based on UML
to specify constraints, monitoring and reconfiguration operations at the time of development (see
Figure 9). They suggest the use of OCL as the constraint language. The monitoring model is used
to generate sensors to track the value of important parameters. The reconfiguration model is used
to determine the changes (adding or removing components) that should be made to the run-time
model in case of failures. It also provides for mapping of reconfiguration operations supported
by the middleware. The structure of the runtime model is realized by parts of the development
model that are instrumented by monitoring, and on parts of development model that are involved
3A Discrete event system (DES) is a discrete state, event-driven system, in which, the state evolution depends
entirely on occurrence of discrete events over time
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Figure 9: Model-based self management as proposed by Rohr et al. in [3]
in reconfiguration process. Their work, however, leaves several details out about the possible
metamodels and the language for specifying constraints. Moreover, they have not provided any
concrete example for their approach. A similar but concrete implementation of model-based self-
management is found in the work of Garlan et al.
Garlan et.al. [95, 96] and Dashofy et al. [97] have proposed the use of architectural models
representing the system as a composition of several components, their interconnection and proper-
ties of interest to be used as the formalism upon which system adaptation can be based. Their work
follows the theme of Rohr et. al, architectural models are used as runtime models to track system
state and take reconfiguration decisions. For reconfiguration, Garlan et al. uses rule based strate-
gies. Their idea is powerful in that it uses models as abstraction that allows for reuse of system
design. Primarily, the basis of their adaptation relies upon five points, which are:
1. Ability to model the current architecture of the system using a formal modeling language.
This model is represented as an annotated hierarchical graph in a manner similar to the
representation scheme followed by a number of architectural description languages. The
formal definition of the language (or the metamodel ) is called an architectural style with
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set constraints on the interactions of the components of the system. For example, table 4
provides the definition of a client-server architectural style commonly used by Garlan in his
examples. The architectural styles used will be different for different systems.
2. Ability to capture adaptation operators that can be used for creating rules for changes to the
model For example, Garlan refers to the use of add and remove component operators in his
client server model.
3. Ability to capture constraints so that a model can be judged syntactically correct before and
after adaptation. These constraints are also called invariants by Garlan. He used Object
Constraint Language [98] for capturing these constraints.
4. Ability to translate the concrete system concepts to the abstract architectural model and vice-
versa.
5. Ability to actuate the changes made in the architectural model to the actual system without
restarting.
Family ClientServerFam = {
Component Type Clientl = {...};
Component Type ServerT = {...};
Component Type ServerGroupT = {...};
Role Type ClientRoleT = (...};
Role Type ServerRoleT = {...};
Connector Type LinkT = {
invariant slze(select r: role in Self.Roles |
declaresType(r, ServerRoleT)) == 1;
invariant size(select r: role in Self.Roles |
declaresType(r, ClientRoleT)) >= 1;
Role ClientRolel : ClientRoleT;
Role ServerRole: ServerRoleT;
};
}
Table 4: An example Client/Server Architectural Style Definition by David Garlan.
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Figure 10: Garlan et al.’s Rainbow Framework [96]. It uses an abstract model of the system
layer to monitor, evaluate possible violations (faults) by using a constraint manager, and perform
adaptation on an abstract model by using predefined operators. Finally, the adaptations in the
model are mapped down to the system layer. Notice that this is a centralized architecture with one
central model for the whole system.
Figure 10 illustrates the architecture of the generalized framework called Rainbow described
by David Garlan in [96]. Rainbow employs common off-the shelf monitoring sensors to instru-
ment the value of interesting parameters from the executing system. However, sometimes the
direct measurements might have to be converted into meaningful observations such as ”system
response latency” by using translators called “Gauge”. In the architectural layer, these parameter
values are evaluated against several pre-defined constraints. If these constraints are violated then
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different rules/strategies can be employed to make changes to the architectural model using various
adaptation monitors.
Garlan’s approach has several benefits. The primary benefit is the ability to check if an adap-
tation will lead the system to an inconsistent state. Furthermore, it enables users to create various
strategies for adaptation using the basic adaptation operations. A typical strategy looks like an
if-then-else clause present in several high-level languages. However, there are several issues:
1. There is no guarantee that the adaptation strategy will only result in one possible change
candidate. Garlan does not explain how one can choose between the possible candidate
models.
2. The Rainbow architecture proposed by Garlan uses a central controller and a monolithic
model for the whole system. This approach when applied to large scale-systems will have
scalability issues. The biggest example given by Garlan in his paper consisted of 10 to 12
nodes.
3. There is no mention of the latency caused by converting the information from system layer
to the architectural layer and then back to system layer. This latency can increase as the size
of the system model increases.
4. There is no characterization of robustness of the changed architectural model to future fail-
ures. Some consideration must be given to the future resilience of the change candidate.
5. There is no central repository to maintain a historical database for the faults and affected
adaptations. Such a database can prove very useful in building future strategies.
Upon careful observation, familiar concepts can be found between the method of using models
as proposed by Rohr et al. and Garlan et al. and the principle of Model-Integrated Computing
(MIC) [99]. MIC advocates use of formal models to capture the behavior and structural semantics
of a system. A key capability supported by MIC is the definition and implementation of domain-
specific modeling languages (DSMLs). Crucial to the success of DSMLs is metamodeling and
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model-translation. A metamodel defines the elements of a DSML, which is tailored to a particular
domain, is similar to the architectural style used by Garlan.
While some research work have tended to the structural part of the autonomic computing com-
ponents, other such as Brian Williams et al. and Zhang et al. emphasizes on the need for behavioral
modeling of the components.
Zhang et al. described an approach to specify the behavior of adaptable programs in [93]. Their
approach is based on separating the adaptation behavior specification and non-adaptive behavior
specification in autonomic computing software. They model the source and target models for the
program using state charts and then specify an adaptation model, i.e., the model for the adaptation
set connecting the source model to the target model. This adaptation model is specified using
an extension of the Linear Temporal Logic [100] called Adapt-LTL [101]. In their models, they
identify one or many quiescent states in the source model such that if the source system is in one
of the quiescent states it will lead to target model upon application of the adaptation operation.
This is still a work in progress. Their goal is to be able to verify the target model based on the
source model and the adaptation specification. However, they concede that this problem grows
exponentially with the size of the source and target model and will be infeasible for specification
of adaptation of large systems.
Model-Based Approach to Reactive Fault-Aware Systems
Brian William’s research concentrates on model-based autonomy [102, 103]. In his work,
he has suggested that failures are a reality of software implementation. They will occur. The
emphasis, he believes, should be on developing techniques to enable the software to be able to
recognize that it has failed and to recover from the failure [104].
Their technique lies in the use of a Reactive Model-based programming language (RMPL)[105]
for specifying correct and faulty behavior of the software components. They also use high-level
control programs [106] for guiding the system to the desirable behaviors. Their model based
programming language provides executable specification like similar language such as Statecharts
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and Esterel. However, there is a difference - their control program interacts in runtime with a plant
model and in that sense, it is both control and state aware.
Figure 11: A Model Based Executive
Figure 12: An example state transition model of a plant: a simplified space craft
A model-based program is comprised of two components, control program, which uses stan-
dard programming constructs to specify desired system behavior, and a plant model that includes
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OrbitInsert ():: {
do
{
EngineA = Standby,
EngineB = Standby,
Camera = Off,
do
when EngineA = Standby AND Camera = Off
donext EngineA = Firing
watching EngineA = Failed,
when EngineA = Failed AND EngineB = Standby
AND Camera = Off
donext EngineB = Firing
}
watching EngineA = Firing OR EngineB = Firing
}
Table 5: Control Program written in Reactive Model Based Programming language
plant’s nominal behavior and failure modes. Plant model uses a probabilistic modeling formalism
that unifies constraints, state charts, Markov processes and provides for concurrency.
Figure 12 describes the model of a spacecraft as a three-component system, two engines and a
camera in [106]. An engine can be in one of the three nominal states: off, standby or firing. The
behavior within each of these modes is described by a set of constraints on plant variables, namely
thrust and power input. Any faulty behavior is captured by the failed state.
Table 5 shows the control specification for inserting this spacecraft into an orbit. The config-
uration goals specify a final state of the plant, which depends upon the current plant state. The
control program generates a control sequence that moves the physical plant to the states specified
in the configuration goal as shown in Figure 11.
In his setup, as shown in Figure 11, both the plant model and the control model are executed
in a model executive. A model-based executive comprises of a control sequencer and a deduc-
tive controller. Control sequencer generates a set of configuration goals based on current plant
state estimates. Each configuration goal specifies an abstract state that has to be achieved by the
plant. The deductive controller is responsible for observing the plant’s state (mode estimation)
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and issuing commands to move the plant through a sequence of state that achieve the goal. This
approach inherently provides for fault recovery by using the control program to set an appropriate
configuration goal that negates the problems caused by the faults.
Both Mode estimation and Mode reconfiguration involves a search over the discrete state space
of the plant model to obtain the best solution that satisfies a set of finite constraints, set forth by the
configuration goal. Brian Williams advocates the use of Conflict-directed A* technique [103] for
performing this search. Conflict directed-A* search reduces the number of states to be explored by
pruning all the states that are in conflict with the set of finite domain constraints.
His plant and controller paradigm is critical in functioning of embedded systems. Moreover, the
use of formal models for plant allows the use of formal reasoning techniques along with constraints
to check if the plant can reach a safe working state and recover from a failure. For example, [107]
describes translation from Livingstone [102] (a model executive used to execute plant model and
controller program) models in to specification that can be checked by the SMV model checker
[100]. He states that the presence of a plant model also tends to validate a sensor reading as
probable or completely incorrect. For this, he provides the example of the faulty altimeter reading
in the Mars lander project that had a faulty sensor reading, which, he cites registered the height
incorrectly and shutdown the engines earlier than it did [105]. He believes that this problem could
have been avoided by a deductive controller that would have used the physical model of the plant,
the current velocity, the height of entry and figured out that the distance measured by the sensor
is incorrect in the sense that the measured distance cannot change from 40 meters to zero in a few
seconds. Such reasoning will definitely be useful in autonomic computing systems. However, the
problem is to obtain models of plant behaviors that capture all the states realistically and still keep
the state space scalable.
Software Engineering Concepts For Autonomic Computing
Systems and software engineering research in autonomic computing attempts to bridge the
gap between theoretical developments and real-world deployment of autonomic computing. The
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focus in the early years of autonomic computing was on developing implementations, architectures
and tools as a proof of concept. Lately, the focus has started to shift to formalize the software
engineering concepts for self-management. In [108], Lightstone suggested that systems should be
made “just sufficiently” self-managing and should not have any unnecessary complicated function,
unless it is absolutely needed. For that, he suggests integrating the autonomic concepts into the
design process at the time of requirement itself. There is also a need to develop techniques that
will enable augmentation of legacy systems with the autonomic computing elements.
Mary Shaw proposes a practical process control approach for autonomic systems in [109].
She maintains that several dependability models commonly used in autonomic computing science
are impractical as they require precise specifications that are hard to obtain. She believes that
practical systems should use development models that include the variability and unpredictability
of the environment. She further says that the development methods should not pursue absolute
correctness (regarding adaption) but should rather focus on the fitness for the intended task, or
sufficient correctness. Further, the design should emphasize on adaptations that produce resilience
to environment change. She calls this concept as software homeostasis.
Several authors have also considered the application of traditional requirements engineering
to the development of autonomic computing systems [110, 111]. In [110], Bustard and Sterritt
explain that traditional requirement analysis can be approached from two different dimensions:
1. First dimension: It can either be top down, starting with an environment analysis, or can be
bottom up starting with the computing system analysis.
2. Second dimension: It can either start the analysis from the problem statement, focusing on
current shortcomings and determining how to address them. Or, it can be goal oriented,
developing a final vision for the computing system.
Based on the combination of the two dimensions, there are four possible choices for the starting
point of analysis: Top down/goal oriented, bottom up/goal oriented, top down/problem oriented,
and bottom up/problem oriented. Bustard and Sterritt believes that autonomic computing systems
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require the knowledge of the environment and hence the most suitable approaches are either Top
down/goal oriented or top down/problem oriented. They further state the choice between the two
suitable techniques will depend on the circumstances. The problem oriented approach is adequate
where the desire is to simply address a current situation. The goal oriented approach will be prudent
where long-term improvements are cherished and the system is being built from scratch.
Figure 13: The seven stages of soft systems methodology.
Bustard et al. [110] and Taleb et al. [111] further suggest the use of Checkland’s Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) [112] for a top down/goal oriented requirement analysis of autonomic com-
puting systems. SSM was developed in United Kingdom at the University of Lancaster Systems
Department and is a general systems improvement technique that identifies beneficial change in
the system by using a seven stage process, as illustrated in figure 13.
Engineering for Autonomic Computing Systems
The earlier sections in this chapter focused on the theoretical aspects of various research efforts
in autonomic computing. This section reviews the research efforts in autonomic computing that
deal with practical aspects of building autonomic systems and do not necessarily fall in any one of
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the earlier categories introduced in this chapter. Most of these works can be classified as “enablers”,
in the sense that they provide the facilities required to bring autonomicity to legacy applications.
For example, KX (Kinesthetics eXtreme) [113] is a sensor and monitoring middleware for
legacy systems. It provides adjustments to the system using actuators. KX is a decentralized
collection of middleware components: probe, gauge, controller and effector that communicate
using a publish-subscribe event system. A software developer is allowed to write implementations
of probe component interface that can monitor a particular application. It also provides for writing
controller and effectors for deploying the full system. However, the onus of developing the rules
for the system lies on the system administrator.
A problem with a large autonomic computing system is the centralized storage of all the moni-
toring data, which becomes a bottleneck for querying and data mining procedures. Astrolabe [114]
is an infrastructure that tackles this data handling problem by acting as pseudo relational database
built using peer to peer protocol running between the applications for which Astrolabe is installed.
Astrolabe enables users to create data mining algorithms using SQL and then write corresponding
controllers for affecting adaptation. The problem, however, with using astrolabe is the secondary
affect on performance of computers, which are part of the autonomic system running Astrolabe.
Chameleon is an adaptive infrastructure, which allows different levels of availability require-
ments to be simultaneously supported in a networked environment [115]. It is based on recon-
figurable processes known as Adaptive Reconfigurable Mobile Objects of Reliability (ARMOR).
Each armor process can contain specific user-defined code that can take mitigation actions. Col-
lectively, these processes and services form a reconfigurable fault-tolerant framework. This frame-
work was used in the development of fault-tolerant framework for BTeV trigger subsystem by the
Real Time and Embedded System group [116]. The main problem, however, in this framework was
a flat hierarchical structure that usually led to overwhelming of the network with communication
events. This happened because for every communication each armor object had to broadcast its
message to every other armor object.
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The Oceano project from IBM4, facilitates management of computing resources for a “com-
puting utility power plant”. This computing utility plant is essentially a virtualized collection of
hardware resources. This is still a work in progress. They aim to develop middleware and infras-
tructure, which provide composition of hosting services, including monitoring of Service Level
Agreements, Dynamic Resource Allocation, and High Availability.
Table 6 provides a listing of some other ongoing research projects in autonomic frameworks.
Grid computing
Grid is a large scale distributed computing platform, usually spanning over large geographical
areas, enabling the users to solve computation problems at a scale traditionally reserved only for
super computers. The idea of the grid was put forward in 1996 by Ian Foster in [123]. It can
be visualized as several heterogeneous clusters working together. The key difference between a
cluster and a grid is that clusters are usually homogeneous and are owned by a single entity in a
small geographical area. However, grid is a collaborative dynamic environment, usually spread
across the world. The stark difference is that there is no single owner of the grid and hence a cen-
tralized management of all the computing nodes, which are part of the grid, is almost impossible.
Therefore, the focus in grid computing is on making applications that are self-aware and manage
themselves.
Automate [124, 125] and Autonomia [126] are two similar projects that provides dynamically
programmable control and management services to support the development and deployment of
smart (intelligent) applications. Since these projects are similar, it is sufficient to review only
one of them. Automate [124, 125], is a research project that concerns itself with developing grid
applications that are context-aware and can perform self-management tasks. It enables this by in-
corporating ACCORD, an autonomic component framework, which enables development of grid
applications as dynamic composition of components that have been augmented with sensors, ac-
tuators, and rules for adaptation. Dynamic application workflows are defined using programming
4http://www.research.ibm.com/oceanoproject/index.html
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Table 6: A list of Other Autonomic Research Projects
Project Name Research Institute Description Autonomic Issues Ad-
dressed
OceanStore [117] Berkeley A global persistent data
storage. Any computer
can join the infrastruc-
ture, contributing storage
or providing local user ac-
cess in exchange for eco-
nomic compensation.
Self-healing,self-
optimization, policy
based caching
Storage Tank [118] IBM Research It is another universally ac-
cessible storage manage-
ment system. It uses virtu-
alization to redirect a user
to a particular server.
Supports optimization of
resources, self-healing and
policy based storage. It
also has the provision of
checkpoint-based recovery
by using logs.
Q-Fabric [119] Georgia Institute of
Technology
It is provides system sup-
port for continuous online
management of resources
and the applications using
them. It enables QoS spec-
ification to be maintained
for individual applications.
It uses OS-kernel level
components for achieving
this control. Q-Fabric fo-
cuses mainly on multime-
dia applications.
Self-organization and self-
optimization
Auto Admin [120] Microsoft Re-
search
Self tuning large databases
to reduce total cost of own-
ership.
self-optimization
Smart DB2 [121] IBM Research Reduction of human inter-
vention in the IBM DB2
database.
self-configuration,self-
optimization and auto-
matic index generation
based on history of
queries. It also sup-
ports recovery in case of
disaster.
Sabio [122] IBM Research It Classifies large num-
ber of documents and cre-
ates taxonomy automati-
cally that is useful for
searches
self-organization.
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Figure 14: Automate Architecture Diagram.
abstractions built over these components. At runtime, the execution engine selects the most appro-
priate component based on user/application constraints.
Figure 15, provides an overview of typical Automate component. Each component has a func-
tional, an operational and a control aspect. The functional profile is used at runtime by the exe-
cution engine to specify the services provides. The operational aspect abstracts the computational
resource requirements and performance (scalability). Finally, the control aspect defines the policies
for management, sensor/actuators and the adaptability of the component overall.
Figure 15: A typical Component in Automate.
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A schematic representation of the overall architecture is given in Figure 14. Primarily, it con-
sists of three layers:
• System Layer: The system layer is built upon core grid services and provides for peer-peer
messaging and notification. They often refer this layer as the Automate middleware layer.
• Component Layer: This layer addresses the programming abstractions that are needed to
define the components. It also addresses the execution and runtime management of compo-
nents.
• Application Layer: This layer uses the programming abstractions defined in the middleware
and component layer to construct applications.
In addition to these layers, Automate also provides for several agents or Automate engines that
are decentralized and provides for execution and evaluation of various rules that have been defined
for adaptation across the three layers.
Automate, has been shown to be of use in several grid application including oil well localization
studies [127] and network security analysis [128]. By pushing the autonomic services transparently
to the user (as part of the execution environment), Automate’s approach proves beneficial for users
who cannot be concerned with developing autonomic applications from scratch. However, Au-
tomate is geared towards Grid Services and for applications, which are similar in nature and can
be built from a set of reusable components. It will be inherently difficult to adapt its concept of
autonomic components to be used in scientific computing where most programs are one-time com-
putation campaigns that have to be written from scratch. Moreover, in scientific computing it is
not the application that has to adapt, the execution environment has to adapt to fit the needs of the
application.
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Application of Autonomic Computing in Clusters
Generalized frameworks are being increasingly used to monitor the health and status of clus-
ter resources. Early tools such as ClusterProbe [129] concentrated on per node monitoring and
visualization without considering the health of the cluster as a whole.
Many monitoring tools have been developed at centers for supercomputing at the national lab-
oratories. NetLogger [130] was developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and
provides high performance event logging channels for capturing status messages across clusters
into a centralized location. The Monitoring and Managing Multiple Clusters (M3C) [131] was
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which provides a web-based GUI administration
tool that allows a human administrator to monitor parameters across a federation of clusters on
demand. Further developments of cluster management systems include the Java Agents for Moni-
toring and Management (JAMM) [132] system that was developed at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory to facilitate monitoring of more dynamic configurations of cluster environments using
a publisher/subscriber methodology. These frameworks were tailored for centralized, human-in-
the-loop management of clusters but little investigation was done to provide autonomic monitoring
and control of cluster computing environments.
OVIS [133] uses a more complex statistical method to deduce models for a cluster’s baseline
status and provides a mechanism for automatic detection of early failures based on a node’s con-
formity to those models. However, the computational costs of this approach are intensive, and
can have a detrimental effect on the available cluster resources. Other tools such as the RVision
[134] monitoring system have investigated the effects of the monitoring framework on the perfor-
mance of the cluster. Metrics for measuring how the RVision monitoring system interferes with
the performance of hosted cluster applications is given by Ferreto in [134]. While the results were
promising, no special consideration was given to mechanism for ensuring that the monitors do
not interfere with the applications. Moreover, no consideration is given to the necessary failure
mitigation portions of a truly autonomic monitoring and control framework.
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In recent years, many modern frameworks such as Ganglia [135], Nagios [136] have been
undergoing development. These frameworks are well suited toward cluster monitoring and even
simple control, and their open source licenses promote their use within the scientific community.
While many of these frameworks are easily extended, they provide no mechanisms for bounding
either the invocation time or execution time of components within the system beyond mechanisms
given by the operating system. Nevertheless, there is a need for modern monitoring frameworks
that considers the effect of non-determinism of commercial operating systems and compensates
for the same.
Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we have visited several aspects of research efforts related to autonomic com-
puting. Understandably, autonomic computing, by the virtue of automating the decision proce-
dure, requires learning and depends on historical information. For this purpose, it builds up upon
research in prediction algorithms, machine learning and feedback control. There has also been a
push for using models as an abstraction for handling the design complexities. Even though the field
has seen a lot of progress, there are still key research issues and challenges such as management
of system complexity, effective handling of multi objective QoS and efficient power management
remain.
There is work to be done to develop abstractions and standard models of different architectures
in order to bridge the gap between design of autonomic behaviors and the design of system archi-
tecture. This will enable researchers to develop adaptations that are synthesized from the model
of system architecture like the work done by Garlan et. al . in Rainbow framework, discussed
earlier in section on self-Management using architectural models. Such abstractions will also help
in consolidating the analysis methods used today in autonomic computing such as Tesauro (Hybrid
RL), Abdelwahed et al. (feedback control).
Another challenge in Autonomic Computing is to develop the infrastructure or the middleware
i.e. support core autonomic services as part of the infrastructure to realize autonomic behaviors in
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a scalable manner, in spite of the application dynamism. Automate [137] and ABLE [59]) have
taken a step in the right direction. Nevertheless, there are still issues such as latency and scalability
that have to be addressed.
Finally, we still require research in self-aware applications. One possibility is to investigate
linking the design models into applications and then use these design models for generating adap-
tations.
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CHAPTER IV
TOWARDS A VERIFIABLE REAL-TIME, AUTONOMIC, FAULT MITIGATION
FRAMEWORK FOR LARGE SCALE REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Overview
This paper was published in the journal Innovations in System and Software Engineering [11].
It details the fault-mitigation aspect of Scientific Computing Autonomic Reliability Framework.
Arguably, one method of fault mitigation is to let humans in the loop to make decisions when fail-
ures occur. Alternatively, a component of the computer-based system can itself take fault mitiga-
tion decisions. The former technique is useful in systems which do not necessitate quick reactions.
However, in critical systems where fault mitigations require time-bounded responses, the latency
in decision due to human involvement in the control loop is unacceptable.
In this paper, a real-time reflex and healing framework used for providing fault mitigation ca-
pabilities for large-scale real-time systems is described. This approach was inspired by biological
systems that employ a reflex and healing strategy to mitigate local faults quickly and allow a hierar-
chy of “managers” to be responsible for healing of widespread faults. To mimic this organization,
this framework uses a hierarchical setup of reflex engines that implements reflexes when certain
event like “Heartbeat miss” for a computing node is detected. One of the key challenges with im-
plementing mitigation policies is to guarantee that do not contradict each other. Moreover, if there
is a real-time aspect to the quality of service, mitigation policies must either guarantee a bounded
time resolution or send a failure signal to the supervising manager.
This paper also provides formal semantics for the components of this framework. This se-
mantics enable formal verification of specified failure-management logic. Finally, a case study
is presented that describes a scenario in which an existing system [138] is augmented with user-
defined behaviors for recovering from temporal faults due to data stream corruption. These behav-
iors are analyzed using UPPAAL [139], a tool for verifying behavioral models expressed as timed
automata.
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Abstract
Designing autonomic fault responses is difficult, particularly in large-scale systems,
as there is no single ‘perfect’ fault mitigation response to a given failure. The design
of appropriate mitigation actions depend upon the goals and state of the application
and environment. Strict time deadlines in real-time systems further exacerbate this
problem. Any autonomic behavior in such systems must not only be functionally
correct but should also conform to properties of liveness, safety and bounded time
responsiveness. This paper details a real-time fault-tolerant framework, which uses a
reflex and healing architecture to provide fault mitigation capabilities for large-scale
real-time systems. At the heart of this architecture is a real-time reflex engine, which
has a state-based failure management logic that can respond to both event- and time-
based triggers. We also present a semantic domain for verifying properties of systems,
which use this framework of real-time reflex engines. Lastly, a case study, which
examines the details of such an approach, is presented.
Introduction and Problem Motivation
The increased influence of smaller, more powerful and more ubiquitous computers in human
lives demand a higher degree of reliability from these systems. They are expected to consistently
produce correct outputs with very small tolerance for errors. However, as computing technology
grows more prominent, the complexity of system design is on the rise. In order to increase reuse
and reduce cost, designers are leveraging composition of smaller systems to construct a larger
system, which not only increases complexity but also stresses the design process, which makes it
difficult to achieve high reliability. Therefore, it is imperative to accept that failures can and will
occur, even in meticulously designed systems, and take steps to study the effect of these failures
and design proper measures to counter those failures.
Detection and mitigation of faults in large-scale systems with hundreds of components is a
crucial and challenging task. Even though the correct operation depends on individual components
as well as their interactions, it is necessary that the systems do not suffer a catastrophe every time
a subcomponent misbehaves. Most practical systems have to employ some kind of fault detection,
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the simplest of which can be a threshold sensor and alarm for every critical aspect of the system.
In past decades, the problem of fault diagnosis has received considerable attention in literature
and a number of schemes based on fault trees [140], quantitative analytical model-based methods
[141, 142], expert systems [143, 142], and model-based reasoning systems [144, 53] have been
proposed for both continuous systems [145], as well as discrete event systems [146, 147, 148, 149].
While fault diagnosis is certainly a key aspect of the problem, fault mitigation is another crucial
problem that deserves added attention. Arguably, one method of fault mitigation is to let humans
in the loop to take decision. Alternatively, a component of the computer-based system can itself
take fault mitigation decisions. The former technique is useful in systems, which do not neces-
sitate quick reactions. However, in most critical systems, where fault mitigation tends to require
time-bounded responses, the latency in decision due to human involvement in the control loop
is unacceptable. For example, any human mitigation decision in interplanetary space exploration
systems has to travel the vast distances of space between the earth-based station and the space-
craft, which may lead to a situation where it is impossible to correct for a fault before it becomes
threatening to the system [150]. In such and similar critical systems, the only option is to let the
computer-based system work autonomously and take the fault mitigation decisions itself.
This drives the need for autonomic computing to address the needs of system reliability. Such
self-managing systems should be also self-aware, self-configuring, self-healing, and self-protecting
[151, 152]. A motivation for this paradigm comes from biological systems which employ a reflex
and healing strategy to mitigate local faults quickly yet still allow a hierarchy of decentralized
“managers” to be responsible for healing of widespread faults.
Our previous work in large scale autonomic computing yielded a Reflex and Healing (RH)
framework presented in [153, 12, 154], which employs a hierarchical network of decentralized
fault management entities, called reflex engines. These reflex engines are instantiated as state ma-
chines, which change state and initiate reflexive mitigation actions upon occurrence of certain fault
events. Other researchers have also proposed to equip systems with decentralized self-management
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algorithms [155], and an alternative technique has also been developed that consists of a hierar-
chy of managing entities placed in the system with control decisions being made based on partial
knowledge of the system [95].
In order to apply the aforementioned techniques to systems, which are real-time in nature,
additional considerations are required. The addition of time deadlines exacerbate the problems as-
sociated with self-management. Under such conditions, one has to not only be concerned about the
correctness of a given self-management task; one must also ensure that a task finishes before cer-
tain deadlines expire [156]. Fault mitigation tasks, which lead to missed deadlines, are, therefore,
considered faulty in hard real-time systems.
Even in systems that are not real-time (and hence do not have specific task deadlines), condi-
tions might require that a fault mitigation is completed within a certain boundary from the time of
the fault occurrence. Such requirements of time-bounded responses are true for almost all systems
that require a fault-tolerant framework.
In such a context, any autonomic computing technique used must respect time constraints.
Moreover, in order to ensure correct operation, the autonomic system must conform to the follow-
ing properties:
1. Liveness: If the system was deadlock free, the addition of autonomic behaviors shall not lead
to a deadlock in the system.
2. Safety: The system shall meet all of its deadlines and never operate in unsafe modes.
3. Bounded Time Responsiveness: In the case of faults, the designed fault mitigation action
shall be executed within a specified time bound.
It is necessary to check that the system and its corresponding fault tolerance framework con-
form to the properties mentioned above. However, an initial investigation revealed that the previous
RH framework was unsuitable for verifying these properties. This is because the framework lacks
the formalism required for modeling the passage of time. In addition, the previous RH framework
also lacks formalism that can allow arbitration between several eligible fault mitigation strategies.
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In this paper, we extend the results presented in [13] and detail work toward a verifiable fault
tolerant framework for real-time systems. This framework uses a reflex and healing architecture
in order to provide fault mitigation capabilities. At the heart of this architecture is a new real-
time reflex engine, which implements a state-based failure management logic that can respond to
both event- and time-based triggers. Furthermore, this work elaborates our existing model with
concepts of schedulers that can arbitrate between several eligible mitigation strategies, which can
be shown to respond to failure events within a given time limit. With the additional help of a case
study, we show how one can now use the semantics of timed automata [157, 158] to analyze the
real-time properties of the framework using UPPAAL [159], a model checking tool for networks
of timed automatons.
Figure 16: Usual approach to fault diagnosis and mitigation.
Fault Diagnosis and Mitigation
Figure 16 depicts a general approach of model-based fault diagnosis and mitigation. The sys-
tem model is an abstraction of the plant and is used to estimate the current system state and output
using prediction. If the predicted data and measured sensor data differ, the discrepancies are iden-
tified to form a symptom set that can be used to generate hypotheses about the faults. The problem
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solver uses these hypotheses to generate fault mitigation actions, which provide correctional input
to the plant.
As we look more in detail at the problem of fault diagnosis and mitigation, a number of ques-
tions arise. What type of model should we use for the system? What are the mechanics associated
with the communication between various components? What is the architecture of this problem
solver? Answers to these questions are open ended, as there is no “one fits all” solution.
Large Scale Real Time Systems
The real-time embedded systems group (RTES) [138] is a research collaboration of computer
scientists, electrical engineers and experimental physicists whose aim is to provide new research
in the areas of large-scale, fault-tolerant, high-performance embedded systems. Research efforts
of the RTES group are focused on finding new tools and techniques which strengthen the design
and development of large scale computation systems used for online phenomena capture, signal
processing and data acquisition for high energy physics experiments.
High energy physics (HEP) experiment setups such as the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
[160] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN are multi-year, multi-million dollar projects.
The estimated particle interactions in these experiments have a periodicity as high as 25 ns, which
results in aggregate data rates of several terabytes/second with a petabyte/year in permanent storage
needs [160, 161]. It is estimated that an overwhelmingly large percentage of the observed particle
interactions will not lead to new science in the areas of high energy physics. Given the size and rate
of the data generated during an experiment run, it is infeasible to record complete particle interac-
tion data for a later examination. Therefore, massive real-time embedded systems must be used to
execute data-reductive algorithms called “filters”, which perform the necessary examination of the
collected data to isolate and retain only the observations of interesting phenomena.
Data acquisition and processing systems of high energy physics (HEP) experiments require
high throughput and low latency. These systems are typically composed of thousands of data
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processing nodes, which incorporate various computational resources such as FPGAs, DSPs, com-
modity PCs, high-bandwidth fiber and copper interconnects. Given the long durations of typical
experiments, failures of these systems are expected to occur.
The high costs involved and the number of computing nodes required makes it infeasible to use
traditional redundancy as the primary fault tolerance approach. Furthermore, it is required that the
implemented fault tolerance approach should be able to localize and isolate faults and yet maintain
some form of acceptable system operation. The system must also possess capabilities to run online
recovery procedures, compensate by changing system parameters such as thresholds, and prune
out bad computing nodes with minimum impact on system performance. It should be noted that
these problems are not unique to the field of HEP but are also present in other fields such as space
systems (see [150]).
Like any model-based fault diagnosis and mitigation approach, the first step is to choose a
suitable model. The choice of model has profound effect on simplicity of implementation as well
as guarantees that can be made about the properties, which the system is required to satisfy.
Abstracting Real-Time Systems as Discrete Event Systems
The act of modeling has been described in [162] as, “representing a system formally in order
to describe and analyze the working of some relevant portions of the concerned system”. A widely
used abstraction that is valid for most embedded systems is a discrete event system (DES) model.
A DES is a discrete state, event-driven system in which the state evolution depends entirely on
occurrence of discrete events over time [163, 91]. The event driven property implies that the state
of the system changes at discrete points in time which correspond to instantaneous occurrences of
events.
In a DES framework, a description of an application’s (plant) behavior is given in the form of
a finite automaton. Any behavior of the plant can be explained as an execution of this automaton
(i.e., a sequence of events). These events can be either observable or unobservable. The objective
is to find a diagnoser that can detect the occurrence of a fault event within a limited number of steps
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of its occurrence using the observable events. Note that our objective is not to solve this diagnosis
problem, rather we are concerned with the mitigation of faults. For the diagnosis problem, readers
can refer to [147].
Based on this discrete event model, we presented a hierarchical reflex and healing (RH) frame-
work in our earlier papers [153, 12, 154] for providing fault mitigation capability in large-scale
systems. In large-scale reflex and healing systems, software applications use an event based com-
munication scheme. Each application generates a regular heartbeat, which informs an observer that
the application is alive. Moreover, each application has a self-monitoring process and generates
failure events in case of any problem. Given the failure events, the task of the framework is to
contain faults, correlate diagnosis from different regions, and decide on an appropriate mitigation
strategy.
The Reflex and Healing Architecture Using a Discrete Event Model
Figure 17: Hierarchical fault management scheme in reflex and healing architecture. The reflex
actions are user defined FSM. Communication between managers themselves and to/from the plant
is via predefined events.
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As shown in Figure 17, the RH framework employs a hierarchical network of fault management
entities, called reflex engines, whose sole purpose is to implement fast reflexive fault-mitigating
actions.
Reflex engines are customized software processes that perform monitoring and execute fault
mitigation actions. It is possible to configure a reflex engine using an external source by program-
ming their state machine. As seen in Figure 17, a reflex engine consumes input event (e.g., fault
events) and produces output events (e.g., mitigation actions). Upon occurrence of a certain class of
fault events, a reflex engine, which is specifically listening for that event, performs fault mitigation
by changing its state and executing a set of actions upon the transition.
In order to manage scalability, all reflex engines are divided into logical hierarchical levels
called zones. Each of these zones contains a manager whose area of observation, is limited to that
particular zone. There are three main categories of managers, which are:
1. Local Manager: These managers are nearest to the main applications. They are usually
responsible for managing one user process, as shown in Figure 17.
2. Regional Manager: These managers supervise and communicate with a number of subordi-
nate managers which are in their area of observation. A regional manager has a wider area
of observation and can correlate diagnosis to ascertain if a problem is common to a number
of user applications and take coordinated mitigation action. Note that there can be a number
of regional levels.
3. Global Manager: This manager lies at the top of hierarchy. It coordinates regions and
performs any required optimization of the system. This process is usually referred to as
healing. For more detail on the complicated process of healing readers can refer to [164,
165].
These reflex engines operate concurrently with user applications. The state machine based fail-
ure management logic in each reflex engine responds to faults as they are observed. To minimize
fault propagation, intra-level communication between reflex engines is forbidden.
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There are definite advantages in following a rigid hierarchical structure with strict communi-
cation protocols in place. First, fault reaction time improves because the mitigation decisions are
made closer to the fault source. Secondly, scalability improves because new fault managers can be
added easily to a zone without disrupting other zones. Lastly, chances for the propagation of faults
from one user application to another application are greatly reduced.
The development of the framework to date lacks the details necessary to make real-time guar-
antees. This is because the discrete event-based model used does not capture time. Hence, one
cannot analyze any real-time property such as bounded time response. Moreover, this model does
not specify how the operating system under the reflex engine affects its execution sequence. In
addition, the state machines can be non-deterministic due to the runtime and the state machine
definition. Specifically, if a reflex engine has more than one fault strategy enabled, which one is
executed? For these scenarios, we need to incorporate the notion of a scheduler, which is necessary
when a reflex engine has to choose between various triggered events in order to process them in a
consistent fashion.
First, we need to extend the model for real-time systems to capture notion of time. Then we
need to augment the existing RH framework with components that can describe the execution
behavior of a reflex engine in detail. Finally, we need to provide exact semantics to this new model
using a real-time model of computation, which allows for formal analysis of time based properties
outlined.
Abstracting Real-Time Systems As Timed Automatons
A fault-tolerant framework that is capable of providing time guarantees and detecting time
anomalies requires a model, which can capture the notion of continuous time. Classically, the
timed automaton (TA) model [157, 158] has been used for abstracting time-based behaviors of
systems which are influenced by time. This approach has been used to solve scheduling problems
[166, 167] by modeling real-time tasks and scheduling algorithms as variants of timed automatons
and performing reachability analysis on the equivalent region graph automaton [157].
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A timed automaton consists of a finite set of states called locations and a finite set of real-valued
clocks. It is assumed that time passes at a uniform rate for each clock in the automaton. Transi-
tions between locations are triggered by the satisfaction of associated clock constraints known as
guards. During a transition, a clock is allowed to be reset to zero. These transitions are assumed
instantaneous. At any time, the value of each clock is equal to the time passed since the last reset
of that clock. In order to make the timed automaton urgent, locations are also associated with
clock constraints called invariants, which must be satisfied for a timed automaton to remain inside
a location. If there is no enabled transition out of a location whose invariant has been violated, the
timed automaton is said to be blocked. Formally, a timed automaton can be defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Timed Automaton) A timed automaton is a 6-tuple TA=< Σ, S, S0, X, I, T > such
that
• Σ is a finite set of alphabets, which the TA can accept.
• S is a finite set of locations.
• S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial locations.
• X is a finite set of clocks.
• I : S → C (X) is a mapping called location invariant. C (X) is the set of clock constraints
over X defined in BNF grammar by α ::= x ≺ c|¬α|α ∧ α, where x ∈ X is a clock,
α ∈ C (X), ≺∈ {<,≤}, and c is a rational number.
• T ⊆ S×Σ×C (X)×2X×S is a set of transitions. The 5-tuple< s, σ, ψ, λ, s′ > corresponds
to a transition from location s to s′ via an alphabet σ, a clock constraint ψ specifies when
the transition will be enabled and λ ⊆ X is the set of clocks whose value will be reset to 0.
It is customary to draw a timed automaton model as a directed graph with nodes, drawn as cir-
cles or ellipses, which represent locations and edges, which represent transitions. Initial locations
are marked using concentric ellipses or circles. Figure 18 shows a timed automaton model of a
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Figure 18: A timed automaton model of a behavior of traffic light.
traffic light. This automaton has three locations and one clock variable. The model periodically
circulates between red, yellow, and green location at a time gap of 5, 1, and 5 units, respectively.
The state of a timed automaton is a pair of the current evaluation of clock variables and the
current location, Q = (s, v), where s ∈ S and v : X → R+ is the clock value map, assigning
each clock a positive real value. At any time, all clocks increase with a uniform unit rate, which,
along with events, enable transitions from one state of the timed automaton to another. Since
there are an infinite number of possible clock evaluations, the state space of a timed automaton
is infinite. The transition graph over this state space, A =< Σ, Q,Q0, R >, is used to describe
the semantics associated with a timed automaton model. The initial state of A, Q0 is given by
{(q, v)|q ∈ S0 ∧ ∀x ∈ X(v(x) = 0)}.
The transition relation R is composed of two types of transitions: delay transitions caused by
the passage of time, and action transitions, which lead to a change in location of a timed automaton.
Before proceeding further with transitions, it is necessary to first define some notation.
Let us define v + d to be a clock assignment map, which increases the value of each clock
x ∈ X to v(x) + d. For λ ⊆ X we introduce v[λ := 0] to be the clock assignment that maps each
clock y ∈ λ to 0, but keeps the value of all clocks x ∈ X − λ same. Using these notations, we can
define delay and action transitions as follows:
• Delay Transitions refer to passage of time while staying in the same location. They are
written as (s, v) d→ (s, v + d). The necessary condition is v ∈ I(s) and v + d ∈ I(s)
• Action Transitions refer to occurrences of a transition from the set T . Therefore for any
transition < s, σ, ψ, λ, s′ >, we can write (s, v) σ→ (s′, v[λ := 0]), given that v[λ := 0] ∈
I(s′) and v ∈ ψ.
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Usually, a system is composed of several sub-systems, each of which can be modeled as a
timed automaton. Therefore, for modeling of the complete system, we will have to consider the
parallel composition of a network of timed automatons [159, 100, 168].
A network of timed automatons is a parallel composition of several timed automatons [100].
Each timed automaton can synchronize with any other timed automaton by using input events and
output actions. For this purpose, we assume the alphabet set Σ to consist of symbols for input
events denoted by σ? and output actions σ! and internal events τ .
Apart from the synchronizing events, tools like UPPAAL [159] and KRONOS [168] have intro-
duced concepts of integer variables and arrays of integers, which can be shared between different
timed automatons. Moreover, UPPAAL has introduced some additional notions in order to make
modeling as timed automaton simpler [139]. Some of the notable additions that we will later use
are:
• Committed Locations: The semantics of a committed location is that if any timed automaton
of the network is in a committed location it is assumed that time cannot pass. In such a case,
the only possible transition for the whole network is the one that goes out of the committed
locations.
• Urgent Channels: A usual synchronized action transition can be ignored if any other tran-
sition is possible. However, if the synchronized event is urgent, then the transition becomes
compulsory.
Figure 19: A network of two timed automatons.
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The semantics of network-timed automatons are also given in terms of transition graphs. A
state of a network is defined as a pair (~s, v), where ~s denotes a vector of all the current locations
of the network, one for each timed automaton, and v is the clock assignment map for all the clocks
of the network. The rules for delay transitions are the same as those for a single timed automaton.
However, the action transitions are composed of internal actions and external actions.
An internal action transition is a transition, which happens in any one timed automaton of the
network, independent of other timed automatons. On the other hand, an external action transi-
tion is a synchronous transition between two timed automatons. For such a transition, one timed
automaton produces an output event on its transition leading to a change in its location (denoted
as a!), while the other timed automaton consumes that event (denoted as a?) and takes the transi-
tions leading to a change in its location. An external action transition cannot happen if any of the
timed automatons cannot synchronize. Figure 19 shows model of a scheduler executing in parallel
to a task. The scheduler enables the task 6 time units after it enters the idle location. The two
automatons synchronize using start and finish event/action pair.
Figure 20: The previous reflex engine has been augmented to allow analysis within the semantic
domain of networks of timed automatons.
The next section details the real-time reflex and healing framework. Figure 20 illustrates the
approach at a high level. The first major addition in the new framework was the concept of timers,
which generate timeout events after a set period. This timer, when used in parallel with an event-
based reflex engine, enables the reflex engine to mitigate time-based faults. Then, by using the
network of timed automatons as a semantic domain for the real-time reflex and healing framework,
we are able to use timed automaton model checkers for verifying real-time properties.
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The Real-Time Reflex and Healing Framework
A real-time reflex and healing framework has a hierarchical structure identical the discrete re-
flex and healing framework discussed earlier. However, each manager model is now more capable
than a simple event-based state machine.
In order to provide an overview of the workings of the real-time reflex engine we need to
explore the notion of execution threads. For the moment, let us assume that each manager runs
on a dedicated node, which has some kind of an operating system. The reflex engine will use
the threads leased from the operating system. It is ideal if this operating system is a real-time
operating system; this abstraction, however, will work even with non real-time operating systems,
though in such cases any real-time guarantee will depend upon the assumption that no RH task
will be delayed for an arbitrarily long time. It should be noted that this thread abstraction would
still hold true if more than one manager is installed on a node.
Figure 21: A computing node in the real time reflex and healing framework.
Figure 21 describes the basic structure inside a managing node. The lowest layer is the oper-
ating system scheduler. There can be multiple fault mitigation strategies (state machines) running
on that node. In an ideal situation, the operating system is able to provide an execution thread to
each of the strategies. If there are only a limited number of threads, then the reflex-engine sched-
uler is needed. A reflex-engine scheduler has a fixed number of threads that it can lease from the
operating system to then schedule the different mitigation strategies. A buffer provides temporary
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storage of input fault events that the reflex engine scheduler schedules with the corresponding miti-
gation strategy. Finally, a number of high-priority timers measure the time lapsed for the mitigation
strategy.
We can now detail these components and describe their semantics using a model of networked
timed automatons.
Real-time Fault Mitigation Strategies and Timer Tasks
A real-time reflex engine uses fault mitigation strategies as reflexes. Formally, we can define a
strategy as:
Definition 2 (Fault mitigation strategy) A fault mitigation strategy used in a real time reflex en-
gine is state machine based failure management logic,S =< Q, q, Enable, Zi, Zτ+ ,T , R, Zo >,
where
• Q is the set of all possible states.
• q ∈ Q is the initial state.
• Enable ∈ {True, False} is a Boolean flag used to enable or disable a strategy.
• Zi is the set of all possible external events (input) to which the strategy is subscribed. Every
strategy has two special events start ∈ Zi and finish ∈ Zo, which are used to communicate
with the scheduler.
• Zτ+ is the set of all events generated due to passage of time.
• T ∈ Q × (Zi ∪ Zτ+) × Q is the set of all possible transitions that can change the state of
the strategy due to passage of time or arrival of an input event.
• Zo is the set of all possible output events and mitigation actions generated by the strategy.
For sake of brevity, one can abstract the mitigation action as an event.
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• R : T → Zo is the reflex action map which generates an output event every time a transition
is taken.
The time-based events associated with any strategy can be divided into two groups, internal
and external. Internal time-based events are generated while the strategy is executing on a thread.
If the strategy needs to measure time across two instances of execution, it can start a timer task,
which shall generate the time-based event after the required passage of time. Thus, fault mitigation
strategies use timer tasks to measure time for them and generate an event that wakes them up.
Definition 3 (Timer task) A timer is a task that executes non-preemptively until completion. This
task generates a timeout event that is subscribed to by the corresponding fault mitigation strategy.
We call the execution time duration of the timer as the lifetime of the timer.
These strategies and timer tasks have a one-to-one mapping with a corresponding timed au-
tomaton model. For the purposes of analysis, we restrict this lifetime of the timer to the set of
dense but countable positive rational numbers. This is necessary because we wish to use the timed
automaton model to govern the semantics of a timer task.
Timer timed automaton
Figure 22: Timer timed automaton.
A timer task is mapped to a timed automaton, which has two locations, idle, busy and a single
clock variable x. We call this timed automaton a timer timed automaton. The transition from idle
to busy is guarded by a synchronized event measure?, which allows the timer to start working.
The invariant associated with busy is given by x ≤ γ, where γ ∈ Q+ is the time interval which
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has to be measured for the requesting strategy. The transition from busy to idle is guarded by
constraint x = γ. Upon this transition from busy to idle, the timer generates an output action
timeout!, which is an input event for the requesting strategy. Figure 22 shows this model.
Strategy Timed Automaton Model
Figure 23: An example strategy and its corresponding timed automaton.
Consider a strategy of a reflex engine. We can formulate an equivalent timed automaton model
TA=< Σ, S, S0, X, I, T > in the following way:
• States of the strategy Q are mapped to locations of the timed automaton model. Fur-
thermore, two new locations {Enabled,Disabled} are added to model the cases when a
strategy is enabled or disabled. Only when the strategy is enabled can it be triggered by
the presence of events in the buffer and dispatched to a thread by the scheduler. Thus
S = Q ∪ {Enabled,Disabled}.
• Initial location of the timed automaton, S0 is derived from the initial states of the strategy
plus the new locations {Enabled,Disabled}. Thus S0 ∈ q ∪ {Enabled,Disabled}.
• In order to measure the time spent by the strategy in each of its locations we use a clock
variable x ∈ X . This clock is used to generate internal time-based events while the strategy
is executing.
• All invariants and guards to TA are specified by a time specification used for the generation
of internal time-based events that can trigger a transition.
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• Output actions of the timed automaton are the same as the set Zo and are all written with a
suffix of ‘!’. The input events are same as the set Zi ∪ Zτ+ and are written with a suffix of
‘?’. Therefore, Σ = Zi ∪ Zτ+ ∪ Zo.
• Transitions T of the timed automaton are a union of transitions of the strategy i.e., T and
transitions due to Disabled and Enabled locations. To model the ability of disabling the
strategy in any of its states, we specify transitions from all locations of the timed automaton
to the Disabled location. Moreover, one transition from Disabled to Enabled location is
specified to model the enabling of the strategy. Lastly, a transition is added from Enabled
location to the initial state q of the strategy.
• The reflex action map R of the strategy is created by mapping the output events Zo to the
corresponding transition of the timed automaton as output actions.
Figure 23 shows an example of a strategy which has two states nominal and faulty and its
corresponding timed automaton model. Note the extra states and transitions added in the timed
automaton model. The events d, e are used by the supervisory reflex engine to disable or enable
the strategy.
Buffer
A buffer is a FIFO, which provides an interface for events that are coming into a reflex engine.
Since a reflex engine has a number of strategies that might be more than the number of available
threads, the scheduler has to arbitrate as to which strategy should execute. For this purpose, the
scheduler can sort the buffer and allow execution of only those strategies that have a subscribed
event at the front of the buffer.
There are several issues associated with a buffer that affect the correct operation of the RH
framework. If the buffer is not of adequate size and the incoming rate of events is greater than
the rate at which they are being processed, the buffer might drop some events. Such mishaps will
directly affect the safety property of the real-time framework.
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Buffer Timed Automaton Model
Figure 24: Buffer timed automaton listening to two different events. More events can be added to
the model by creating new self-transitions. The event, dequeue, is used to pop the event from the
front of the queue.
Buffer timed automatons have an associated shared array of integers, called a queue. In order
to identify events in the model, we map them to the domain of positive integers. The Buffer TA
(see Figure 24) has only one location and no clocks. It uses an internal integer variable, Top, to
keep track of the queue size. An event is added to the queue by using a self-transition that also
increments Top. A maximum queue size is set to drop events if the queue becomes full, however,
such a situation is undesirable.
Scheduler
Scheduler is an important component of a real-time reflex engine. Based on the number of
threads available from the main operating system, the scheduler governs and arbitrates the execu-
tion of timer tasks and strategies. It picks up the input events from the buffer and then executes a
number of strategies, which in turn will perform the required mitigation actions and generate some
output events. We say that a strategy is triggered when the event to which it is subscribed is present
in the buffer. It can be defined as follows:
Definition 4 (Scheduler) A scheduler, S, maps the input events in the buffer to the corresponding
strategies. It uses an arbitration scheme to sort the buffer based on the priority of the notification
events. It then executes a maximum m (number of threads leased from the operating system)
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strategies based on m number of events from the head of the buffer. A number of priority schemes
can be used with the notification event. The simples being equal priorities. In such a case, the
scheduler will never sort the buffer and always pick m events from the head of the buffer.
Scheduler timed automaton model
Figure 25: A scheduler timed automaton, which has only one thread. The select state is the one in
which the scheduling decision is made.
The semantics of a real-time reflex engine scheduler is a network of m timed automatons, m
is the number of available threads. Each of these individual timed automatons is identical to the
one illustrated in Figure 25. Working in parallel, one of these timed automatons keeps control
of execution on one of the threads available to the scheduler. The number of threads that are
available for the strategies is equal to the number of threads leased from the operating system
minus the number of threads for the timers (timers are non-preemptive and must have a thread for
their executions).
These timed automatons start from the idle location. When the buffer is non-empty, the loca-
tion changes to select, which implements the scheduling policy by sorting the queue with a given
priority associated with the incoming events. It then pops the event from the top of queue, transi-
tions to the corresponding strategy location and passes the thread of execution to the strategy by
using the start event. When the strategy finishes execution, it generates a finished event that returns
the timed automaton to the idle state.
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With all its subcomponents defined, we can now review the operation of a real-time reflex
engine.
Real-Time Reflex Engine
Figure 26: An overview of a real-time reflex engine
A Real-time Reflex Engine (RTRE), as shown in Figure 26, is comprised of multiple fault-
mitigation strategies that take action in the presence of certain input events, which signify a fault
condition. New strategies can be added to a real time reflex engine by an upper level external
reflex engine or by direct human intervention. Moreover, a supervisory higher-level reflex engine
can enable or disable a strategy. Formally, a RTRE can be defined as:
Definition 5 (Real-time reflex engine) A real time reflex engine is a tuple Er = < S, B,S ,S ′,
Zi, Zo >, where S is the scheduler , B is a buffer, S is a parallel composition of all the enabled
strategies. S ′ is the set of disabled strategies, Zi is the set of all the possible inputs to a reflex
engine and Zo is the set of all the possible outputs generated by the reflex engine.
All possible communication in and out of a RTRE is carried out through event sets Zi,Zo.
These event sets are a union of corresponding input and output event sets of all strategies imple-
mented by that engine. In a multi-level hierarchy as the one motivated in [12], some events are
reserved for communication between reflex engines that have a manager/subordinate relationship.
Since a reflex engine is a parallel composition of its subcomponents, its timed automaton is also
a parallel composition of the component’s timed automatons. Hence, we can consider a real-time
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Figure 27: Overview of the chain of operations inside a computing node, which has a real time
reflex engine.
reflex engine to be a network of timed automatons. In the same spirit, we can consider a number
of reflex engines in a framework to be a larger network of timed automatons.
Sequence of Operations inside a Real-Time Reflex Engine
Figure 27 illustrates the operation inside a computing node, which houses a RTRE. Once it
is operational, the scheduler leases a number of threads from the operating system. The fault
strategies then inform the scheduler about their subscribed events through the publish subscribe
mechanism.
When a new event arrives in a buffer, it signals the scheduler. If the buffer is full, then the
event is dropped. This is an undesirable condition, which necessitates prior verification to check
that such a situation will never arise. Once there is an event in the buffer, the scheduler waits for
a thread to be available and then triggers the corresponding strategy and transfers the thread to
that strategy. A strategy then takes the corresponding event and transfers the output event onto
the communication link. If the strategy needs to measure time, it starts a timer task, which is
non-preemptive and runs until completion or its termination, whichever happens first.
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Analysis of Real-Time Reflex and Healing Framework
In the last section, we detailed the mapping between a real-time reflex and healing framework
and a corresponding network of timed automatons. Since we wish to analyze the network’s real-
time properties, we can use timed computation tree logic (TCTL) [169, 100, 139] to specify the
system properties. Then we can use model-checking tools to check the veracity of these properties
against the system model. In general, these model-checking tools check the following properties:
• Reachability: These sets of properties deal with the possible satisfaction of a given state-
based predicate logic formula in a possible future state of the system. For example, the
TCTL formula E3φ is true if the predicate logic formula φ is eventually satisfied on any
execution path of the system.
• Invariance: These sets of properties are also termed as safety properties. As the name sug-
gests, invariance properties are supposed to be either true or false throughout the execution
lifetime of the system. For example, the TCTL formula A2φ is true if the system always
satisfies the predicate logic formula φ. A restrictive form of invariance property is sometimes
used to check if some logical formula is always true on execution paths of the system. An
example of such a TCTL property is E2φ.
• Liveness: Liveness of a system means that it will never deadlock, i.e. in all the states of
the system either there will be an enabled action transition and/or time will be allowed to
pass without violating any location invariants. Liveness is also related to the system respon-
siveness. For example, the TCTL formula A2(ψ → A3φ) is true if a state of the system
satisfying ψ always eventually leads to a state satisfying φ.
It is possible to use these general classes of TCTL properties to map the real-time properties of a
RH framework to corresponding TCTL properties for the network of timed automatons.
• Liveness of the RH architecture amounts to checking if the system has any deadlocks. In
UPPAAL A2not deadlock is the specification for this property.
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• Safety of the RH architecture requires a check for any violation that might lead to not finish-
ing a task on time. Safety violations also include checking for queue overflow conditions.
One way for checking a safety property is to introduce an error location in all time automa-
tons and force a transition to this error location if the queue overflows or if a time deadline
expires. Then the checking of the safety property will amount to checking the reachability
property not E3 error.
• Bounded Response Properties can be formalized using the reachability property and liveness
property. Suppose we have to check if state = state1 happens then state = state2 will
happen within 5 time units. In order to formulate this property, we augment the time au-
tomaton with an additional clock called a formula clock, say z, whereby we reset its value
to 0 on all the transitions leading to state1 and check if the liveness property A2(state =
state1→ A3state = state2 ∧ z <= 5) is true or not.
In the next section, we will present a case study that will help in clarifying the ideas introduced
in this paper so far. In this case study, we will use UPPAAL for analysis purposes.
Case Study
Typical HEP data processing systems experience a variety of both temporal and persistent
faults. Persistent faults are those in which software or hardware components undergo terminal
failure and need to be replaced. Temporal faults, however, are sporadic in nature and are not
necessarily indicative of direct failure of the software or hardware. One example of temporal faults
is data stream corruption.
Our approach toward designing tools and techniques for advancing the capabilities of HEP data
processing systems has included the means for non-experts (physicists and plant engineers) to eas-
ily design and deploy fault mitigation behaviors, which are specific to their domain of experience.
Systems that provide this capability have been shown to be beneficial for HEP computing [170].
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However, with this great benefit comes the risk that non-expert users might create behaviors, which
may, at best, cause unexpected behavior or, at worst, be harmful to the system.
The following case study presents a scenario in which an existing system [138] is augmented
with user-defined behaviors for recovering from temporal faults due to data stream corruption.
These behaviors are analyzed using UPPAAL [139], a tool for verifying behavioral models ex-
pressed as timed automata.
Experiment Setup
The data rate at which physics events are generated in an actual HEP experiment are on the
order of several Tera Byte per second [161]. Since only a few of these physics events are of value
to physicists, a number of filters are used to examine the events to determine which should be kept.
Due to the nature of the environment, a number of these physics events may become corrupted as
they flow through the system. This type of data corruption is classified as a temporal fault; the
system should detect these corrupted physics events and ensure that the number of subsequently
corrupted events is reduced. This is done by reducing the intensity (also referred to as the luminos-
ity) at which the accelerator operates, thereby reducing the number of physics events produced by
the experiment.
The architecture used in this case study is illustrated in Figure 28. The sub-components of the
reflex and healing architecture have been arranged in a hierarchical fashion. The communication
between the local managers, filters, data source and the regional manager is strictly event-based.
For the sake of brevity, we have summarized all these events in Table 7. We will now detail the
models of each of these components.
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Figure 28: The architectural setup for the case study. There are two local managers, one data
source, two filter applications and one regional manager.
Table 7: List of all the events being used in the case study.
Event Name) Relevance
GoodData The Data source produced a good physics event.
BadData The Data source produced a bad/ corrupt physics event.
GetData One of the filters is dequeuing the event from filter buffer.
F1BadData Filter1 has detected a bad physics event.
F2BadData Filter2 has detected a bad physics event.
BufSchedLoc1 Scheduler of local manager 1 is dequeuing the local buffer.
StaStra1Loc1 Instruction from local scheduler 1 to start the first local strategy.
StopStra1Loc1 The local strategy 1 is signaling its completion to its scheduler.
L1R1BadData Signal from local manager 1 to its regional about a detection of bad data
by its Filter.
BufSchedLoc2 Scheduler of local manager 2 is dequeuing the local buffer
Continued on next page
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Table 7 – continued from previous page
Event Name Relevance
StaStra1Loc2 Instruction from local scheduler 2 to start the first local strategy.
StopStra1Loc2 The local strategy 2 is signaling its completion to its scheduler.
L2R1BadData Signal from local manager 2 to its regional about a detection of bad data
by its Filter
BufSchedReg1 Regional Scheduler is dequeuing the regional buffer.
StaStra1Reg1 Instruction from regional scheduler to start the first regional strategy
StopStra1Reg1 Signal from regional strategy to the scheduler that it is relinquishing the
thread.
StaReg1Timer1 Signal from regional strategy to the timer to start measuring time.
StopReg1Timer1 Signal to stop the timer, issued either by the timer itself after the set time
has elapsed or by the regional strategy if it no longer needs to measure
time.
Reg1DataSource A mitigation instruction, in response of the fault condition, from Re-
gional manager to the data source to change its behavior.
DataSource
A data source is used to mimic the physical data production mechanism of a high-energy
physics experiment by generating simulated data for all the particle collisions that would normally
happen in the particle accelerator. These data are referred to as physics events. The data source
is true to the behavior of the actual system in that sets of physics events are generated at a fixed
periodic rate, with a variable number of events per set. A control parameter of the data source is
exposed which allows the number of physics events generated per unit time to be varied.
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Figure 29: The data source generates data every four time periods. The number of data events
generated varies over periods.
Figure 29 is the timed automaton model constructed in UPPAAL for the data source. Its initial
state is Init. In its normal model of operation, after every four time units - measured by using
the clock x - a variable number of physics events are generated. There are two categories of these
physics events, good data and bad data (see Table 7).
In case a temporal fault is detected such that the number of bad data events generated has to
be reduced, the data source can be instructed by using the event Reg1DataSource to change its
luminosity and move to the SecondInit location.
FilterBuffer
Figure 30: The filter buffer stores the generated data source events.
A buffer is required to store the generated physics event before they can be processed by a filter
application. As shown in Figure 30 buffers use two methods called enqueue and dequeue to push
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and pop physics events into the queue. The maximum size of the queue is modeled by a fix integer
constant (not shown in the figure). The filter applications uses the get data event to access the top
of the queue.
It is evident that the overflowing of the queue is undesirable as it might lead to a loss of im-
portant physics events. Therefore, one of the key properties that we will analyze in this case study
is to check if the buffer queue overflows. This will be done by checking if the Boolean variable
enqueueResult becomes false.
Filter Applications: Filter1
Figure 31: There are two filters in this setup. Both filters consume the data from the filter buffer
and detect whether it is a good physics event or a bad physics event.
The filter applications, filter1 and filter2, work concurrently to process the physics events
present in the filter buffer. Figure 31 illustrates the timed automaton model for the first filter.
After obtaining the data from the filter buffer, a filter stores the physics event into a temporary
local variable and then executes the detection algorithm. It has been assumed in the model that the
filter takes between [1, 2] time units in order to detect if the physics event is good or bad. If the
physics event is bad, the filter generates an event, F1BadData, to the buffer of its local manager,
and resumes work with the next physics event.
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Filter2 is identical in its model to filter1 except that it generates ,F2BadData, and sends it to
its local manager, which is different from the first filter’s local manager. Together, in the worst
case, the filters can process 2 data events every 4 time units.
Local Managers: Local Manager 1
Recall that a local manager has a scheduler, a buffer, and one or more strategies. This case
study considers two local managers. In this section, we will describe the first local manager’s
components. The second local manager is identical to the first with the exception that it has its
own corresponding events as described in the Table 7.
Local Manager’s Buffer: BufferLocal1
Figure 32: The buffer of one of the local managers.
The local manager’s buffer is used to store the events, which are subscribed to by the manager’s
strategy. The model of a local manager’s buffer, illustrated in Figure 32, is similar to that of the
filter buffer, with an enqueue function call for each event that is being added. The arguments
passed to this function are the ID of the event and number of strategy, which has subscribed to
the event. This buffer’s communicates with the scheduler, which pops the queue and executes the
corresponding strategy.
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Local Scheduler: SchedLocal1
Figure 33: The local scheduler dequeues the local buffer and starts the appropriate strategy. This
scheduler only has one thread. Therefore, only one strategy can be executed at a time.
In this case study, the scheduler only has one thread on which it can execute a strategy. Figure
33 illustrates the scheduler model. It uses the BufSchedLoc1 event to obtain the current event
from the queue and then starts the strategy - in this case there is only one possible strategy. It
returns to its idle state in which the strategy generates the StopStra1Loc1 event, signaling that the
strategy has finished its execution and has relinquished the thread.
Local Strategy: Strategy1Local1
Figure 34: The local strategy. The local scheduler starts this strategy.
Temporal data corruption faults can arguably be mitigated at the local level as well as the
regional level. However, we will show in the analysis that if one attempts to detect and mitigate a
temporal fault at a local level there is a chance of missing a subsequent temporal fault. It is due to
this reason that we chose to implement the mitigation strategy at the regional level. Therefore, the
local strategy has been reduced to simply notify its regional manager whenever its filter reports a
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bad physics event. Figure 34 illustrates this local strategy for the first local manager. The model
captures the possibility of a worst-case delay of one time unit at the local strategy level before it
can generate the L1R1BadData event to notify the regional manager.
Additional local strategies can be added by including an additional start strategy state to the
local scheduler.
Regional Manager: Regional Manager 1
The components of a regional manager are identical to a local manger, the only difference
being its hierarchical position. We will now describe these components.
Regional Buffer: BufferRegional1
Figure 35: The regional buffer stores the events communicated by its local managers.
Figure 35 illustrates the model for the regional buffer. It stores the events communicated to
it by the local managers. In this case these events are L1R1BadData and L2R2BadData. The
former event signifies the detection of a bad data by the first local manager, while the latter is the
signal from the second local manager.
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Figure 36: The regional scheduler also works like the local scheduler. It consumes events from the
regional buffer and starts the appropriate regional strategy.
Regional Scheduler: SchedRegional1
The regional scheduler, shown in Figure36, is identical in its operation to the local schedulers.
It has one thread at its disposal, which it uses to execute a strategy depending upon the event
popped from the regional buffer.
Regional Strategy :Strategy1Regional1
Figure 37: This regional strategy issues a mitigating action if contiguous bad data events arrive
before the timer event arrives. This mitigating action changes the parameters of the data source
effectively reducing the number of physics events generated per cycle.
The regional strategy, shown in Figure 37, detects a region wide fault and then issues the
mitigating action as an event, Reg1DataSource. The fault is assumed to have occurred if the
regional manager receives two bad data events in any particular order from its local managers
within a period of two time units.
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As shown in the Figure 37, this strategy starts its operation in the nominal state. When the
scheduler wakes the strategy, it moves to the fault received state and starts a timer to measure
two time units. After starting the timer, the strategy moves to a waiting state and relinquishes its
thread back to the scheduler. It the timer sends a StopReg1Timer1 event before the next start
event from the scheduler, the strategy resets and moves back to the nominal mode of operation.
However, if a second start event from scheduler is received before the timer’s event, the strategy
moves to a faulty state. This is because two bad physics events have been detected within two time
units of each other. Then the strategy issues a mitigation action using the Reg1DataSource event
to tell the data source to reduce its luminosity and hence reducing the number of bad data being
generated.
Regional Timer: RegionalT imer1
Figure 38: This timer is used by the regional strategy as a stopwatch set for a period of 2s to
measure time elapsed between two bad data. It is necessary to use the timer because the regional
strategy relinquishes the thread between the two contiguous arrivals of bad data.
Figure 38 describes the model of the non-preemptive timer used in this case study. Once started
by the regional strategy, this timer generates a StopReg1Timer1 after two time units, unless it is
stopped.
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Figure 39: A simulation of a temporal fault and its mitigation is produced by UPPAAL.
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Simulation
Figure 39 details a simulation trace as obtained from UPPAAL for the temporal data stream
corruption fault and the corresponding mitigation. In the figure, the time line flows from the top
to bottom. Trace starts with the production of four physics events in the following sequence:
GoodData, BadData, BadData, and GoodData. These events are first enqueued into the filter
buffer. Then, filter1 synchronizes with the filter buffer by using the GetData event - in this case
GoodData - and finally transitions to the Detecting location. After a brief delay, filter2 also pops
an event from the filter buffer - BadData and moves to the Detecting location. Once it completes
the detection process, filter2 informs its local manager about the bad physics event by using an
F2BadData event and then it gets another physics event. Since this next physics event is also a
corrupt, it again detects it and raises another F2BadData event. Simultaneously, filter1 detects
that its physics event was good and transitions toNominal location and gets another physics event.
Once the second local buffer becomes nonempty, its scheduler wakes up the local strategy,
which raises the L2R1BadData event and enqueues it into the regional buffer. At this time, the
regional scheduler dequeues its buffer. It then starts the regional strategy. The regional strategy
moves to the faultReceived location and starts the regional timer and proceeds to the waiting
location. When the second F2BadData event reaches the local buffer, the local manager again
raises an L2R1BadData event, which causes the regional scheduler to start the regional strategy
again. At this time the regional strategy is in the Waiting location and the regional timer has not
sent the StopReg1Timer1 event, yet. Thus, the regional strategy moves to the Faulty location.
Then the strategy moves to the Mitigation location, issues a Reg1DataSource event and causes
the data source to change its luminosity and hence reduces the number of contiguous bad data
events.
Analysis and Verification
In the subsequent subsections, we will present the properties, which we verified for this case
study. For each property, we will provide the following details:
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• Specification: The formal specification of the property in TCTL.
• Description: A textual explanation of the property.
• Result: The result of the verification process as obtained with UPPAAL on a 3GHz computer
with 1024MB RAM running Linux.
• Computation Time: Time required to compute the results.
• Analysis: A textual explanation if the property is not satisfied.
• Correction of Design: If applicable, we provide a corrected design that will satisfy the con-
cerned property.
Feasibility Analysis: Why not a Local Temporal Fault Strategy?
One might argue why we need to implement a regional strategy to mitigate the data stream
corruption. Why not use two local strategies, one for each local manager instead?
As an experiment, we demoted the current regional strategy and replaced the two local strate-
gies with this regional strategy. We then checked the setup against the following property:
Specification:
A2(DataSource.two→A3( Strategy1Local1.Faulty || Strategy1Local2.Faulty))
Description:
Signature of contiguous bad data fault is the occurrence of two consecutiveBadData events
in the filter buffer. This can only happen if the Data Source is in its location “two” (see
Figure 29). If we consider that the current local strategies are replaced by the current regional
strategy (see Sects. IV and IV), then we can say that the fault will be detected when either
of the local manager is in its fault state. The formal specification mentioned above checks
for this fact.
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Result:
The result of verification stated that that this property is not universally true.
Computation Time: 2 seconds.
Analysis:
The reason for this is because there can be a case when two contiguous faults from the
filter buffer can be picked by different filters and hence can remain undetected by their local
manager.
Therefore, we decided to promote this strategy as a regional strategy.
Regional Strategy Will Always Catch Data Fault
This analysis furthers the property check mentioned in the previous section. The architectural
setup detailed previously describes the regional strategy. In order to check if this strategy will
always work, we checked the following property:
Specification:
A2DataSource.two→A3 Strategy1Regional1.Faulty
Description:
This specification is similar to the one mentioned in Sect. IV. It should be noted that the
verification of this property would not have been possible without a timed automaton model.
This is because the definition of the fault requires a measure of time.
Result:
This property was universally true.
Computation Time: 2 seconds.
Analysis:
All contiguous bad physics events will be mitigated.
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Liveness: Deadlock check
It is important to check that the designed system will not end in deadlock. For this purpose, we
verified the model against the following property.
Specification:
A2 not deadlock
Description:
The system will never deadlock.
Result:
The result of this check was false.
Computation Time: 3− 4 seconds.
Analysis:
The UPPAAL verification engine generates a counter example in the case where a property
is deemed false. Upon reviewing the counter example, we found the problem. Currently,
the data source can generate two pairs of contiguous bad physics events before the first one
is detected by the regional strategy, which then issues a Reg1DataSource event to lower
the luminosity of the data source. The deadlock happens when the regional manager detects
the second pair of contiguous bad data events and it again tries to synchronize with the data
source by using the event Reg1DataSource. However, the data source at this time is in the
SeondInit location and cannot synchronize the event from regional manager.
Correction of Design:
To correct the deadlock, we modified the regional strategy to ignore the second bad data.
The new strategy is shown in Figure 40. Although this is modification is not complex, it still
underscores the benefit that the verification provides in correcting bad mitigation strategies.
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Figure 40: The regional strategy ignores the second false alarm by transitioning to sleep state.
Safety: Buffer Queue Will Not Overflow
We had mentioned earlier that it is imperative that the filter buffer never overflows. This is
necessary to ensure that generated physics events are processed and not lost. To ensure that this
never happens we have to verify the following property:
Specification:
A2 FilterBuffer.enqueueResult
Description:
The enqueue method call is used in the filter buffer to push the data event into the queue.
This method returns a Boolean value stored in the variable enqueueResult, which is set to
true if the action was successful. In the event of a buffer overflow, the return value is set
to false. Hence, it is sufficient in the formal specification to ensure that enqueueResult is
always true.
Result:
This property is satisfied.
Computation Time: 4 seconds.
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Analysis:
The buffer will never overflow.
Evaluation
In this case study, we verified a real-time reflex and healing setup with two local managers, and
one regional manager. Overall, there were 14 timed automaton models in the network (see Figure
28), with five clock variables, one for the data source, two for the two filters, two for the two local
strategies and one for the regional timer. With this model, the property verification took 3s, on an
average.
It has been known that the model-checking tools for timed automaton suffer from the state-
explosion problem. Specifically, it has been experienced that the performance of the verification
algorithm degrades as the size of the timed automaton network increases. With the increasing
number of clocks, the memory required to be able to explore all possible regions of the region
automaton becomes extremely large. Therefore, a concern is how we will be able to scale our
verification technique to systems with hundreds or even thousands of processors.
It is evident that we cannot verify the whole system model with several processors together.
However, due to our architecture, which forbids any communication between peer managers and
only allows communication between a parent and child node we can abstract the system at any
particular node by only using its parent node and children node. It is our contention that by using
a bottom to top approach and performing iterative verification checks for each level of hierarchy
we can guarantee that the full system model will also satisfy the property. This is the basis for our
future work.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we have shown that the real-time reflex and healing framework is an autonomic,
fault mitigation framework, which with the semantics of networked timed automation can verify
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real-time properties of the system. In particular, we have shown this to be useful in determining
the liveliness and safety of the system, as well as the time-boundedness of the system’s mitigation
responses. One can further conclude that in the area of large scale computing systems, model-
based analyses such as these are necessary to ensure that non-expert users do not introduce into
system behaviors, which violate these properties.
As future work, we are investigating the possibility of using a discrete time model, which
will help in reducing the computational complexity of verifying increasingly larger systems. This
approach may lead to automated synthesis of new mitigation behaviors by considering the fault
mitigation as a discreet timed supervisory control problem. This would further serve to provide
self-managing systems, which are more robust, yet more easily augmented with new behavior.
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CHAPTER V
DESIGNING A LIGHT-WEIGHT SYNCHRONIZED DISTRIBUTED MONITORING
FRAMEWORK FOR COMPUTING CLUSTERS
Overview
This paper details the monitoring capabilities of the Scientific Computing Autonomic Relia-
bility Framework (SCARF). This manuscript is currently under review with Letters of IEEE Task
Force on Autonomic and Autonomous Systems [14]. Portions of this paper have been presented
at fifth IEEE International Conference and Workshop on the Engineering of Autonomic Systems
(EASe 2008) [15] and Twelfth IEEE International Symposium on Object-Oriented Real-Time Dis-
tributed Computing, 2009 [16].
Scientific applications are tuned to run at high performance. Any application that “disturbs”
the operating environment can alter their performance negatively. This paper will describe the
change in performance of an application when the sensors were enabled on cluster. To reduce the
chances of intruding on application performance, sensor programs need to be small i.e. low CPU
utilization and low memory footprint. Moreover, even though most sensor programs are periodic
it should allow aperiodic sensors to be deployed on demand. Finally, one must allow new sensors
to be created and old sensors to be deleted dynamically.
This paper also details a jitter-control algorithm that was used in monitoring framework. Pe-
riodic task invocations suffer from jitter, defined as the maximum deviation between start time
and the release time among all instances of a periodic task [156]. It ranges on the order of mi-
croseconds even on hard real-time systems. However, on general-purpose operating systems such
as Linux that are designed for good average performance, the typical jitter can range from a few
milliseconds when the system is not busy to a few seconds when the system is busy.
Jitter in periodic sensor tasks is a cause of concern for a reliable subsystem. The global con-
troller expects information for all sensors to arrive periodically according to the pre-arranged
schedule. However, deviations from that schedule due to jitter can create false positives. For
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example, a sensor such as heartbeat periodically sends a message to a recipient to indicate that a
computing node is alive. Delay of heartbeat due to jitter can cause false positives.
Abstract
It is essential to ensure that the scientific computing clusters maintain a reliable work-
ing state most of the time to justify economics of operation. By construction, these
clusters use general purpose operating systems such as Linux that are built for best
average case performance and do not provide deterministic scheduling guarantees.
Consequently, periodic applications show jitter in execution times relative to the ex-
pected execution time. Obtaining a deterministic schedule for periodic tasks in general
purpose operating systems is difficult without using kernel-level modifications such as
RTAI and RTLinux. However, due to performance and administrative issues kernel
modification cannot be used in all scenarios.
This paper introduces a model-based hierarchical reliability framework that enables
periodic monitoring of vital health parameters across the cluster and provides for au-
tonomic fault mitigation. We discuss two challenges faced by autonomic reliability
frameworks in cluster environments, (a) non-determinism in task scheduling in stan-
dard operating systems like Linux, and (b) need for synchronized execution of moni-
toring sensors across the cluster. As our contribution towards a solution, (a) we present
a feedback controller based approach that runs in the user space and actively compen-
sates periodic schedule based on past jitter; and (b) we show through analysis and
experiments that this approach is platform-agnostic i.e. it can be used in different op-
erating systems without modification and also that it maintains a stable system with
bounded total jitter. Finally, we present experimental data that illustrates the effective-
ness of our approach.
Introduction
Reduced cost of commodity computers and the advent of high capacity networks have made
cluster computing economical. Clusters are used for solving complex problems that traditionally
required the use of a supercomputer [20, 21]. Their advantage lies in the ubiquity of their com-
ponents - commodity computers interconnected using high-speed networks such as Myrinet [5]
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and Infiniband [6]. This in turn delivers high performance computing at a fraction of price associ-
ated with supercomputers. However, only applications that can be parallelized by splitting into a
number of smaller job-units can truly reap their benefits.
Several such large computing clusters are maintained at Fermi National Accelerator Labora-
tory (FNAL), some of which are primarily reserved for solving lattice quantum chromodynamics
(LQCD) computations1 (see table 8). LQCD is a challenging field of study that employs large-
scale numerical calculations in order to extract fundamental parameters of the standard model of
nuclear physics from experiments [171].
Table 8: FNAL LQCD clusters
Cluster CPU Nodes OS
QCD 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 127 Linux
PION 3.2 GHz Xeon 518 Linux
KAON 2.0 GHz Dual Opteron 600 Linux
One of the primary problems with clusters is to ensure that they maintain a working state most
of the time to justify economics of operation. Unfortunately, reliability is not a prime design
consideration for the hardware, operating systems, and middleware in commodity computers that
are often built for higher performance per dollar. However, when these computers are used together
in a cluster, reliable operation is expected.
Large analysis campaigns like the ones involved in LQCD are composed of a number of inter-
dependent tasks that have to be successfully performed to complete the full workflow2. In such
cases, failure of even a single node can halt progress on all nodes assigned to the job, resulting in
loss of both time and money. These failures can be (but not limited to) power outages, hardware
failures, non-responsive job-units, or even ambient cooling failures.
While applications can be written to be fault-tolerant, the development cost will be signifi-
cantly greater and the performance lower. Instead, these applications are constructed for absolute
1See http://lqcd.fnal.gov/
2A workflow is a specification of a set of tasks or jobs to be performed, their execution order and their input/output
dependencies
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performance. When hardware failures occur, an application-specific set of tasks have to be done.
For some LQCD jobs, for example, the distributed job is killed and restarted from a checkpoint.
If done manually, this approach can be expensive, slow to respond, and limit scalability. Instead,
an autonomic approach is required that can ensure that the resources of the cluster are used to best
possible extent and achieve the best possible start to completion ratio of jobs, even in the presence
of hardware/software failures. Such a system will also improve response time in problem solving.
Figure 41: Overview of SCARF
The Scientific Computing Autonomic Reliability Framework (SCARF), being developed by our
research group for the LQCD computing clusters, is one such framework. Figure 41 illustrates
its conceptual architecture. The monitoring and mitigation portions of SCARF are based on the
hierarchical Reflex and Healing (RH) framework, presented in [11, 164, 12]. The basic components
of this framework are distributed monitoring units, fault-mitigation units and a system wide planner
for dealing with resource reallocation in case of severe failures. The primary monitoring units are
sensor programs that execute periodically and on-demand across all nodes in the cluster. On the top
is a design environment for deploying analysis campaigns and setting up monitoring and mitigation
policies. The algorithm and components for the resource reallocation for a workflow have been
presented in [172].
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SCARF is a model-based reliability framework. It relies upon the use of a model-based specifi-
cation of workflows, jobs, cluster resources and important monitoring parameters. It also provides
for specification of models of mitigation policies based on a well-defined model of computations,
along the same lines as those presented in [11]. Furthermore, it allows the realization of the moni-
toring and mitigation constituents of the framework using model transformations [173].
Figure 42: A plot of 99 samples of timing jitter obtained for a task with 1 second period on Red
Hat Linux 2.6.9-67.
In this paper, we will present the monitoring portion of this framework. Primarily, the focus
of this paper is concentrated on two main problems that affect SCARF’s performance. We can
summarize them as follows:
1. Operating systems such as Linux, widely used in cluster environments, are designed for good
average performance rather than worst-case performance. This leads to a non-deterministic
task scheduling, which in turn causes any periodic job running on that node to accrue jitter
between the expected start time and the actual start time. Figure 42 shows a plot of 99
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samples of timing jitter obtained for a task with 1 second period on Red Hat Linux 2.6.9-
67. The regular pattern in uncompensated jitter suggests a common origin. Figure 42 also
shows the compensated jitter profile for the same task when the periodicity of 1 second
was implemented using the approach outlined in this paper with a smaller sleep cycle of
20 milliseconds. Average CPU utilization during the whole test was less than 1 percent.
This jitter has detrimental effect on cluster management systems as they depend on periodic
sampling and correlation of health status data from every node in the cluster. We will discuss
this problem further in a later section.
2. Synchronization between the various periodic sensor programs running across the cluster is
necessary to ensure execution of all instances happen at the same time on all nodes. This is
required to prevent the worst-case scenario where a parallel application, waiting for synchro-
nization across multiple nodes of the cluster, can be blocked forever. This can happen if at
any time at least one of the nodes required for synchronization is not ready as it is executing
the sensors of the reliability framework.
It should be mentioned that these problems are generic in nature and will affect any reliability
framework designed for large clusters. In the latter half of this paper, we will present solutions to
these problems by (a) using a discrete event based sensor scheduler, and (b) employing a feedback
controller based approach that compensates for the scheduling jitter in non-real-time operating
systems. Additionally, we will also present experimental data that illustrates the effectiveness of
our approach.
An Introduction to SCARF
Figure 41 shows the basic components of the framework: distributed monitoring units, fault-
mitigation units and a system wide planner for dealing with workflow re-planning. The benefit
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of using the model-based approach is the possibility of policy verification as presented earlier in
[13, 11]. In this paper, we will be limiting the description to the monitoring and mitigation portions.
Figure 43: Implementing the reliability framework using hierarchical reflex engines.
This framework employs a hierarchical network of decentralized fault management entities
called reflex engines. A reflex engine comprises of several state machines, which change states
and perform actions associated with the transitions upon occurrence of certain predefined events.
Figure 43 shows the deployment of reflex engines in the framework. To manage scalability, all
reflex engines are divided into three logical hierarchical levels, which are global, regional and
local.
Figure 43 describes the hierarchical aspect of SCARF. Local managers are the closest to a
worker node in the cluster. In response to a mitigation command given by a superior level manager,
they can deploy or remove various sensors on their node or even make changes in the configura-
tion, such as a change in periodicity of a particular sensor. These sensors provide monitoring for
different health parameters. In effect, they realize the “system health monitor” block from Figure
41. Local managers are also responsible for actuating the necessary mitigation action dictated by
the regional manager.
Regional managers supervise and communicate with a number of subordinate managers that
are in their area of observation. They also store all the sensory information received from their
subordinates in a database to be used for historical correlation in future. A regional manager has
a wider area of observation and can correlate diagnosis to ascertain if a problem is common to
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a number of user applications and take coordinated mitigation action. Together, the local and
regional managers realize the fault-mitigation engine block from Figure 41.
The head node of the cluster is usually designated as a single global manager and is used as a
resource planner and the gateway to submit new jobs or plan the resources assigned to an existing
job.
Sensors
The primary fault-detection entities are sensor programs, which periodically execute on the
nodes in the cluster. Data is channeled from the sensors to the local manager, which sends it to
the regional manager, where a built-in state machine is used for fault detection. This flow of data
is achieved by using Syslog-ng - a next generation version of the popular protocol Syslog used
for the transmission of event notification messages across networks [174]. The fault-mitigation
commands are sent by the regional manager to a local manager by using UDP. In this case, UDP
is preferred over TCP as it is stateless and does not require dedicated socket connections between
the two managers, saving precious network bandwidth. Figure 44 illustrates this dataflow.
Figure 44: Dataflow of messages exchanged between managers
Table 9 contains the list of 14 sensors currently running on all nodes in the Pion and Kaon
cluster (refer to table 8). One of the most critical sensors is the heartbeat sensor. It indicates the
health of a node. If more than one contiguous heartbeat is missed then the regional manager checks
the health of the node by sending pings to the local manager. If the ping is ignored, it marks the
node in question as dead and reallocates its part of the job to another node. Readers are referred to
[172] for the algorithm of workflow re-planning in case of faults.
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A special sensor (number 13 in table 9) is employed to reload the executable code of other
sensors if a configuration change is detected in their respective source code, for example, when the
local manager changes the periodicity of sensors running on that node. Function of other sensors
is obvious from their name. These sensors (except heartbeat) only report the value if it is over
or below a certain threshold to reduce network traffic. This threshold is decided based on the
historical correlation between faults and health parameter values at that time.
Table 9: Sensors in the framework
No. Sensor Period(sec)
1 CPU Fanspeed 10
2 Motherboard Fanspeed 10
3 CPU Temperature 10
4 Motherboard Temperature 10
5 Aggregate CPU Utilization 10
6 CPU Utilization per process 10
7 Hard Disk Utilization 10
8 RAM and Swap Utilization 10
9 Aggregate RAM Utilization 10
10 Aggregate Swap Utilization 10
11 CPU Voltage 10
12 Motherboard Voltage 10
13 Monitor configuration changes 60
14 Heartbeat 300
Since the sensors execute frequently, it is necessary that they are least intrusive i.e. the average
CPU utilization due to sensor measurements should be minimal. In order to achieve this, the sensor
scheduler is based on a technique presented in [163] used for simulating discrete event systems.
This scheduler is implemented as a single process with one thread to ensure the small CPU load,
which executes periodically.
Sensor Scheduler
Algorithm 1 describes a typical discrete-event based scheduling algorithm as seen from the
perspective of a single node. All periodic sensor programs have two variables, a time period
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(P ) that is constant for a given sensor, and a current clock value (C) that is initialized to the
respective time period (P ) of that sensor. The prominent feature of this algorithm is the scheduling
step in which the time for the next scheduled iteration is set. This time is set by making the
sensor scheduler sleep for a time T , which is decided by evaluating the current clock values (C)
of all sensors. Sleep can be realized in standard operating systems, such as Linux, either by a
system call or by using an alarm signal and an appropriate signal handler [175]. On any given
operating system, the resolution of sleep implementation used in the sensor scheduler determines
the minimum periodicity that can be set for a sensor program.
Algorithm 1 Sensor scheduler
Input: S {Set of periodic sensors. Each sensor has two variables: P(Time period), C (current clock Value)}
Pre Condition: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = P )
1: loop
2: Set T = min(s.C|s ∈ S)
3: Set Alarm for T {Alarm can be implemented by sleep or using signals in both Linux and Windows}
4: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C ← s.C − T )
5: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = 0 =⇒ Execute(s)) (Note: assertion: s.C ≥ 0 )
6: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = 0 =⇒ (s.C ← s.P ))
7: Run any aperiodic sensors if present.
8: end loop
At the start of an iteration, clock values of all sensor programs are decremented by the current
value of sleep time, T . Subsequently, the scheduler runs any sensor program that has a zero clock
value and updates its clock value to the respective time period.
Here we wish to distinguish two distinct terms, iteration of the sensor scheduler and the sensor
runs. The iteration is the periodic tick of the sensor scheduler, while a sensor run happens when
the sensor scheduler executes the program of a sensor during iteration.
Note that the precision of the periodicity for sensors completely depends upon the accuracy of
the sleep function provided by the operating system. However, in many cases the standard Linux
kernel provides no upper bound on the difference between the actual time of sleep compared to
the requested time. Next two sections discuss these problems in detail.
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Problems caused due to jitter
One of the foremost problems faced in a monitoring framework is the timeliness of sensor
readings. Ideally, the nodes in the framework should have a real-time operating system (RTOS) to
guarantee the performance and timeliness of sensor readings. However, usually clusters are built
with standard version of Linux kernel as the chosen operating system, which is geared towards
best average-case performance than the worst-case performance. Consequently, the standard Linux
kernel does not guarantee deterministic task scheduling.
Non-deterministic scheduling can lead to unbounded jitter between the expected and actual
time of the sensor reading and make the task of analysis engines even more difficult. This problem
has been studied earlier by P. Marti et. al in [176]. They showed that the jitter can not only lead
to performance degradation but can also lead to instability. For example, the regional managers
cannot wait forever to determine the absence of a heartbeat from worker nodes. They have bounds
on the maximum time that they can wait for before a mitigation action is executed. Consequently,
false alarms might be issued if the heartbeat does not arrive within the stipulated time.
Moreover, unbounded jitter in sensor readings will eventually lead to a large skew in times-
tamps of observation that were taken at the same time. This can cause problems in analysis, where
a global snapshot of the state of cluster at any particular time might be required.
In order to formalize the notion of jitter, consider a generic periodic task τ with a time period
T . The ideal release time of such a task would be a sequence < kT >k=∞k=1 relative to some time,
tφ. Let s(kT ) be the start time of kth instance of this task such that the start is delayed by tj(kT )
with respect to the expected start time, tφ+kT . Then total jitter, tj(kT ) = s(kT )−kT − tφ. Now,
consider the k + 1th instance of the same task. If the schedule is set by using sleep for T time, like
in line 3 of algorithm 1, then it can be seen that the relative time difference between the two start
times is greater than the time period, s((k+ 1)T )− s(kT ) ≥ T . In such a case, the total jitter will
keep accumulating and increase with time.
At any point, tj(kT ) will represent all the delays accumulated over time till that point and
will be equal to the absolute relative jitter until that instance, which is defined as the maximum
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deviation between start time and the expected start time among all the instances of a periodic task.
Figure 45 illustrates the effect of accumulating jitter. From the figure we can see that if nothing
is done the sensor measurements will always be off from the expected time by some value. Two
problems arise when this phenomenon of delayed sensor readings is seen from the perspective
of the cluster: (a) sensor measurements are not exactly periodic any more. This affects analysis
routines that rely on uniform sampling rate of sensor readings; (b) sensors are run at different times
on the nodes of the cluster. This affects the performance of jobs that needs to synchronize across
the cluster. We explain this problem in detail in the next subsection.
Figure 45: Periodic sensing will accumulate delay when used in a standard OS.
Impact of sensor synchronization on application performance
Typically, LQCD jobs use the Multiple Instruction Stream and Multiple Data Stream (MIMD)
technique. In this model, different nodes execute in parallel on different data streams. However, the
computation results from various nodes have to synchronize together in order to solve for boundary
conditions. For example, in an application called MILC3(MIMD Lattice computation collabora-
tion) has to do a global synchronization at a rate of every 45 milliseconds. The requirement is that
all nodes in the job must be ready at the time of synchronization i.e. the scheduler on each of those
3http://physics.indiana.edu/˜sg/milc.html
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nodes should not be running any other task at that time, otherwise the job is delayed till all the
nodes are ready.
Figure 46: Loss in the performance of a MILC job when run in the presence of unsynchronized
sensor schedulers across the cluster.
In the current setup, on an average a sensor takes 30 milliseconds for measurement. Moreover,
to ensure fairness MILC jobs and the sensor scheduler runs with the same priority. Therefore, it
is possible that a sensor run is scheduled such that it preempts the run of MILC task on the node
and delays the global synchronization. In the worst case, it might be possible that at any time there
is always at least one sensor running on a node, which will preempt the global synchronization of
the MILC job across all nodes. In that scenario, the MILC job will be stalled forever. However,
in average case we will see a performance drop because of the extra time spent by the MILC
job in waiting for the synchronization. For example, Figure 46 illustrates the drop in MFLOPS
achieved from an actual computing job executed across 256 nodes when the unsynchronized sensor
framework was brought online on the cluster. In this figure, MILC GFTIME is the name of the
application executing on the cluster. It can be seen that the performance of the job drops from
around 400 MFLOPS to 300 MFLOPS when the sensor schedulers comes online across the whole
cluster.
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Figure 47: Relationship between a hyperperiod and ticks.
Solution Approach
Synchronization and jitter are two interdependent issues. Even if the sensor schedulers across
the cluster are started at the same time, they will soon go out of sync because of the inherent jitter.
Therefore, the solution for the two problems required an integrated approach. For this, we divide
the time scale into hyperperiods and ticks between the hyperperiod as described in Figure 47. The
ticks are instances in time when the sensor scheduler runs a sensor if its current clock value is zero
(refer to algorithm 1). If more than one sensor is eligible for execution then the order of run must
be deterministic. A lexical sort on their names is one way of achieving this determinism.
The start of the hyperperiod is the time when all sensor schedulers across the cluster reset their
clocks and start a new cycle of sensor runs. In effect, this forces them to resynchronize at the
start of each hyperperiod. The behavior of all sensor schedulers is such that they must wait for the
hyperperiod signal when starting for the first time.
One of the existing facilities of Linux operating system is the Network Time Protocol (NTP).
By using the global manager as the NTP server, we can ensure that wall clock times of all nodes
in the cluster are within a few milliseconds of each other. This provides for an opportunity to use
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a set time of day as the hyperperiod signal across the cluster. For experimental purposes, we chose
every 300 second of the day as the hyperperiod. It should be noted that this decision requires a
trade-off. If a very fine hyperperiod is used, say 20 seconds, the performance of the cluster will
be reduced. However, if a very coarse hyperperiod is chosen, say 20 minutes, then there will be a
large accumulation of jitter between hyperperiod synchronizations.
Between any two hyperperiods, the sensor scheduler uses the sleep to space out the ticks for
sensor runs. However, even with this hyperperiod synchronization it is possible to accumulate jitter
between the expected and actual time of the tick. In effect, this will lead to many unsynchronized
sensor runs between the hyperperiod synchronizations. This is why we need a mechanism to
control the uniformity of ticks.
Controller Design
Plant and Controller Model
The discrete-time plant model is given in equation 5.1. The state variable in this equation is the
total jitter at any time sample, tj(kT ). d(kT ) is the finite jitter accrued during that sleep iteration.
For brevity, we will drop the term kT and only use k.
tj(k + 1) = tj(k) + d(k) (5.1)
Empirically, we have observed that the disturbance during each sleep cycle is proportional to
the average CPU utilization and the current priority of the process.
Feedback Controller
Feedback control has been successfully employed for a long time in analog systems. One of
the basic feedback configurations is the proportional, integral and derivate (PID) scheme. Basic
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principle of the PID control scheme is to act on the control variable through a combination of pro-
portional action, integral action and the derivative action. The proportional action is proportional
to the error signal, which is the difference between reference input and the feedback signal. Inte-
gral action is proportional to integral of error signal and the derivative action is proportional to the
derivative of the error signal [68]. In discrete time systems, the integral and derivative components
are approximated by trapezoidal summation and difference equation respectively. Discrete-time
PID controller equation is given as:
c(k) =K[e(k) +
T
Ti
j=k∑
j=1
e(j − 1) + e(j)
2
+
Td
T
[e(k)− e(k − 1)]] (5.2)
Where, T is the sampling time period, e is the error signal, c is the controller output, K is the
proportional gain, Td is the derivative time constant and Ti is the integral reset time constant.
Figure 48: The feedback control loop for the sensor scheduler
Figure 48 shows the control loop for plant specified in equation 5.1. We implemented the
controller using a first order system (PI controller) because we found that quick, sudden changes
in current jitter values were causing instability in the derivative term.
The state space variable as mentioned in equation 5.1 is total jitter, tj(k). The reference or the
ideal value for total jitter is zero. Therefore, from figure 48 we can deduce that the error signal is
given by e(k) = −tj(k). The plant and controller equations are:
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tj(k + 1) = tj(k) + d(k) + c(k), where (5.3)
c(k) = −K[tj(k) + T
Ti
j=k∑
j=1
tj(j − 1) + tj(j)
2
] (5.4)
In Z-domain the equations become:
C(z) = −[Kp + Ki
(1− z−1) ]TJ(z), where (5.5)
Kp = K − Ki
2
is the effective proportional gain (5.6)
Ki =
KT
Ti
is the integral gain (5.7)
Transfer Function of the Control Loop
Figure 48 shows that C(z) = −H(z)TJ(z). From equation 5.5 we can write
H(z) = [Kp +
Ki
(1− z−1) ] (5.8)
Further, we can write the transfer function, TF (z) = 1
1+H(z)
as:
TF (z) =
1
1 + [Kp +
Ki
(1−z−1) ]
(5.9)
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For stability, poles of TF must lie within the unit circle in z-domain or |z| < 1. From equation
5.9, the characteristic equation for finding the poles is 1 + [Kp + Ki(1−z−1) ] = 0. Therefore, the pole
is at z = 1+Kp
1+Kp+Ki
. Since Kp and Ki are real, the stability criterion implies:
−(1 +Kp +Ki) < (1 +Kp) < (1 +Kp +Ki)
i.e. (1 +Kp+Ki) + (1 +Kp) > 0,
and (1 +Kp+Ki)− (1 +Kp) > 0
i.e Ki > 0, and Kp ≥ 0 (5.10)
Equation 5.10 implies that the effective proportional constant can be zero. But the integral constant
should be chosen to be a positive real number. To rephrase, we need to maintain a history of
previous values of total jitter to be able to compensate for current jitter in a stable fashion.
Algorithm 2 Compensated Sleep Implementation
Input: Expected Sleep period T . Maximum number of Iterations Count
1: Initialize T1← CurrentT ime(),Iterm← 0 {Integral Term}, c(1)← 0,k ← 1,tj(1)← 0
2: repeat
3: sleep(T + c(k))
4: T2← CurrentT ime()
5: d(k)← T2− T1− T
6: tj(k + 1)← tj(k) + d(k)
7: Iterm← Iterm+ (tj(k + 1) + tj(k))/2
8: c(k + 1)← −(min(T,Ki ∗ Iterm+K ∗ tj(k + 1)))
9: k ← k + 1
10: until k = Count
Algorithm 3 is the modified algorithm for implementing sleep with feedback controller. The
maximum correction that can be applied is equal to the minimum time period T . There can be two
approaches to using this algorithm:
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A1 Pass a value of period ∆ to the subroutine i.e. T = ∆. Set Count to the total number of
periods. In this approach, a task scheduled to be executed will be released just after step 3
of the algorithm i.e. sleep step.
A2 Implement a period of ∆ as a number of small periods δ < ∆. Pass δ to the algorithm. Set
Count = ∆/δ. Task will be released after step 10 i.e. when the sleep algorithm returns in
this approach.
Approach A2 is preferable when we want to use the control algorithm as just a single instance
high resolution sleep timer. Approach A1 is preferable when there are a number of consecutive
sleeps to be implemented. One can also implement approach A1 by using approach A2 in a loop
and preserving the state variables Iterm and tj between subsequent invocations of approach A2.
We used approach A1 in experiments described in the results section.
In case of multiple schedulers, we can use independent controllers. Independence here implies
the control loop independence. We will show later how we can control multiple periodic processes
using different scheduler in the results section.
Steady State Error Analysis
For steady state error, we assume that the system is stable and then use the final value theorem.
The final value theorem states that if the system error is given by e(k), with E(z) = Z[e(k)], then
the steady state value of the error, ess, is:
ess = lim
k→∞
e(k) = lim
z→1
[(1− z−1)E(z)] (5.11)
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Since E(z) = −TJ(z) (see figure 48), from equation 5.9 we can write E(z) = −TF (z)D(z).
Hence, from equation 5.11 we can conclude that the steady state error is given by
ess = − lim
z→1
[
(1− z−1)D(z)
1 + [Kp +
Ki
(1−z−1) ]
], or
ess = − lim
z→1
[
(1− z−1)2D(z)
(1 +Kp)(1− z−1) +Ki ] (5.12)
Note: Arguably, we can achieve jitter control by setting the next sleep duration as the difference
between the next expected release time and the current time. However, this will be same as setting
the sleep duration based on the current jitter i.e. the last expected release time and the current time.
This scheme is equivalent to a proportional control. It is a well known fact that proportional control
cannot achieve a non-zero steady state error. Therefore, if we do not use the integral controller we
will never be able to achieve a steady-state of zero jitter.
For a unit-step disturbance, d(kT ) = 1, we know D(Z) = Z[d(kT )] = 1
1−z−1 . Plugging this
value into equation 5.12, we see that the steady state error for a unit-step disturbance will be 0 only
if Ki 6= 0.
Modified Sensor Scheduler with Synchronization and Feedback Controller
Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm with the modification made for synchronization and feedback
controller to sensor scheduler presented earlier. Note that the feedback controller is executed be-
tween two hyperperiods. In each hyperperiod, synchronization is achieved by sleeping till the next
hyperperiod. The number of ticks between two hyperperiods is computed by dividing hyperperiod
width by the length of a tick and taking its greatest lower bound. The variable tj stores the current
value of the total jitter . Iterm is used to calculate the integral component of the feedback com-
pensation in accordance with equation 5.4. The maximum compensation that can be provided is
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limited by the value of timeperiod (T) (see line 13 of the algorithm). This is done because sensor
scheduler cannot sleep for negative times.
Algorithm 3 Modified sensor scheduler with synchronization and feedback controller to compen-
sate for jitter
Input: S {Set of periodic sensors by name. Each sensor has two variables: P(Time period), C (current
clock Value). T is the greatest common factor of sensor time periods.}
Input: HY PER {the Hyperperiod value}
1: S ← Sort(S)
2: loop
3: Use nanosleep() to sleep till the next Hyperperiod signal
Pre Condition: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = P )
4: Initialize TimeStamp1← CurrentT ime() { CurrentTime() returns the current time in the system}
5: Initialize Iterm← 0 {Integral Term}
6: Count← Floor(HY PER/T ) {Floor provides the greatest lower bound integer.}
7: for I = 0 to Count do
8: TimeStamp2← CurrentT ime()
9: d(k − 1) ← TimeStamp2 − TimeStamp1 − T{k − 1 because the disturbance is from the last
step.}
10: tj(k)← tj(k − 1) + d(k − 1)
11: Iterm← Iterm + (tj(k − 1) + tj(k))/2
12: Set T = minimum((∀s ∈ S)(s.C)
13: c(k)← −(min(T,Ki ∗ Iterm + K ∗ tj(k)))
14: nanosleep(T + c(k)) {nanosleep is a higher resolution sleep function available in Linux}
15: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C ← s.C − T )
16: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = 0 =⇒ Execute(s))
17: (∀s ∈ S)(s.C = 0 =⇒ (s.C ← s.P ))
18: Run any aperiodic sensors if present.
19: end for
20: end loop
The controller and plant model developed here is not specific to this sensor scheduler frame-
work. On the contrary, it can be applied to other periodic applications that control their own release
time by maintaining their own clock. For periodic applications that do not control their own re-
lease, or are directly invoked by the kernel, we can incorporate a dummy scheduler with feedback
controller between the kernel scheduler and the application.
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Results
In this section, we will present results obtained by implementing the sensor scheduler with
the feedback loop as discussed in algorithm 3. All these experiments were performed with the
parameters K = 1.0 and Ki = 1.2 on Red hat Linux.
Performance of feedback controller in controlling jitter.
Figure 49: Total jitter accumulated in last 9 hours.
Figure 49 shows the total jitter accumulated by the sensor scheduler’s main feedback loop
running over a period of 9 hours. For this test, the sample time period was set as 5 seconds to make
it more susceptible to disturbances. It was found that the root mean square (RMS) value of the jitter
was 0.2243 after 9 hours, only 4.4% of the sampling time period, 5 seconds. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of the feedback loop in controlling periodic jitter.
Jitter with and without controller with changing CPU Load
In order to emulate the step response of this controller, we decided to create a step disturbance
by loading the CPU in steps to the 100% capacity manually. For this purpose, we used a number
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(a) Performance with synchronized sensor sched-
uler
(b) Performance without synchronization. This is a
restatement of Figure 46, reproduced here for ease in
comparison.
Figure 50: Improved performance of a MILC job with synchronized sensor scheduler.
of prime number generators freely available over the internet to load the CPU. Furthermore, to em-
ulate the step response, we initially started the framework without the controller, and then started
the controller at a predefined time, in this case the 21st run of the sensor scheduler.
Figure 51 shows the result of this experiment. Notice that the total jitter rises initially when the
controller is off. It settles down with a few oscillations when the controller is switched on. This
figure also illustrates the contrast in jitter with and without the controller. The RMS value of total
jitter in steady state was 0.209 seconds. This shows that the total jitter was bounded even when the
system was heavily loaded.
Figure 51: Plot of total Jitter with varying CPU Load. The controller was switched on at 155th
second (dotted line).
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Figure 52: Total jitter plotted over time for three different priorities. Note priority 0 is the highest
priority among the three.
Effect of Current Priority on Total Jitter
The performance of controller also depends on its operating system priority. All processes
executing under Linux have a concept of niceness number. This number can be altered by nice and
renice commands [175]. A niceness of -20 is the highest priority, while the priority of +19 is the
lowest. By default, unless specifically altered, all processes start with a niceness of 0.
Figure 52 plots the total jitter accumulated when scheduler and controller were executed thrice,
with three different priorities 0, 10, 19. As expected, even though the control loop stabilized in all
three cases, the RMS value of total jitter increased as we lowered the priority. We can attribute
this observation to the fact that a lower priority process will have to wait longer for the CPU time,
which will increase the disturbance.
Controlling Jitter of Multiple Periodic Processes
In this experiment, we invoked eight different instances of the sensor scheduler to show that
we can compensate the jitter of different applications with different controllers. Each scheduler
had its own feedback controller built-in. All interactions between any pair of periodic applications
can be attributed to their own random disturbance pattern. Thus, allowing the control loop design
to work as it is.
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Figure 53: Plot of Total Jitter for 8 different periodic processes with the same time period of 5
seconds. Each process is being controlled by its own controller
Table 10: Mean, Variance and Root Mean Square values of Total Jitter in seconds for 8 processes
referred in figure 53.
Process Mean Variance RMS
1 0.0002 0.0001 0.0116
2 0.0002 0.0001 0.0118
3 0.0002 0.0001 0.0113
4 0.0002 0.0002 0.0127
5 0.0002 0.0002 0.0134
6 0.0003 0.0003 0.0159
7 0.0002 0.0002 0.0155
8 0.0002 0.0002 0.0143
Figure 53 shows the total jitter variation for each of the 8 processes. All processes have a period
of 5 seconds. Table 10 provides the mean, variance and RMS value of all the processes. We can
notice that all instances have similar mean and RMS value. The implication of this result is the
conclusion that different controllers running together did not introduce any undue behavior in the
control loop that would degrade the total jitter value.
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Figure 54: Plot of Total Jitter with 100% and regular CPU load on a windows machine. The
controller was switched on at 95th second (dotted line).
Experiment4: Controlling Jitter of a Periodic Application in Windows XP
This experiment highlights the ability of the controller algorithm to work on an operating sys-
tem other than Linux, in this case Windows XP. Since the sensors we had were specific to Linux,
we created pseudo sensors that slept for a random period of time, uniformly distributed between
[0, 1] seconds. This helped us to emulate the part of disturbance due to time required for sensor
execution. Figure 54 show the result under 100% CPU utilization and regular CPU load (around
10-20%). The 100% load was emulated by using a prime number generator. The system was ini-
tially started without the controller to check the transient response. The controller was switched
on 95 seconds after the scheduler was started. It can be seen that the response is similar for both
load conditions, however, the steady state RMS value of total jitter is more when the system was
under a heavier load.
Performance of MILC Job- synchronization problem
This test was conducted on 128 nodes in the pion cluster. All instances of sensor schedulers
were started from the head node in parallel . After the launch, sensor schedulers synchronized to
the next plus one 5th minute of the hour. In this case, that time was ’Fri Oct 19 09:45:10 2007 (call
it base time). Then onwards the sensor scheduler used the feedback controller for iterating every 10
seconds till the next hyperperiod. Sensors were run during an iteration based on their clock value.
Lexical order was used to ensure that a deterministic order of sensor runs. Overall, 14 sensors
ran on the nodes (see table 9). The test was stopped after 584 iterations with a sampling time of
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Figure 55: Time take during each iteration.
-
Figure 56: Box and Whisker plot showing the spread of synchronization error across 19 nodes
across all iterations. The mean synchronization error on each node was approximately 10 msec.
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10 seconds. On an average 12 sensors ran during all iterations. 13th sensor (monitoring changes
in sensor codes) was executed in every 6th iteration, while 14th sensor (heartbeat) ran every 30th
iteration.
Figure 56 shows a Box and Whisker plot showing the spread of synchronization error across
19 nodes across all iterations. The mean synchronization error on each node was approximately
10 msec. The synchronization error is the maximum deviation between sensor execution time on
all nodes.
Figure 55 shows the time taken during all sensors. Notice that 95.3% of the sensor runs took
less than 500 milliseconds for the measurement. Recall that the sensor run is the execution of
a sensor program during an iteration of the sensor scheduler. The excess time taken during some
sensor runs can be attributed to the non-deterministic scheduling provided by the operating system.
Figure 50 shows the performance drop in the MILC job when synchronized sensor schedulers
were switched on in the cluster. Compare figure 50(a) to the earlier result without synchronized
sensor scheduler in Figure 46,restated for comparison as figure 50(b). We can see that, on an
average, there is a 50 MFLOPS gain in the performance compared to before. We can attribute the
still existing performance drop of 50 MFLOPS to the 500 milliseconds taken on an average in a
sensor run, which can still block the synchronization task. However, since the sensor schedulers
are synchronized we do not see an accumulated delay in the MILC job as before. During this
experiment, the average CPU utilization over a period of 24 hours on one of the nodes due to
Sensor Scheduler was found to be 0.024 percent. The corresponding RAM utilization value was
0.318 percent.
Related Research
Generalized frameworks are being increasingly used to monitor the health and status of clus-
ter resources. Early tools such as ClusterProbe [129] concentrate on per node monitoring and
visualization without considering the health of the cluster as a whole.
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Many monitoring tools have been developed at centers for supercomputing at the national lab-
oratories. NetLogger [130] was developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and
provides high performance event logging channels for capturing status messages across clusters
into a centralized location. The Monitoring and Managing Multiple Clusters (M3C) [131] was
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which provides a web-based GUI administration
tool that allows a human administrator to monitor parameters across a federation of clusters on
demand. Further developments of cluster management systems include the Java Agents for Moni-
toring and Management (JAMM) [132] system that was developed at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory to facilitate monitoring of more dynamic configurations of cluster environments using
a publisher/subscriber methodology. These frameworks were tailored for centralized, human-in-
the-loop management of clusters but little investigation was done to provide autonomic monitoring
and control of cluster computing environments.
OVIS [133] uses a more complex statistical method to deduce models for a cluster’s baseline
status and provides a mechanism for automatic detection of early failures based on a node’s con-
formity to those models. However, the computational costs of this approach are intensive, and
can have a detrimental effect on the available cluster resources. Other tools such as the RVision
[134] monitoring system have been investigating the effects of the monitoring framework on the
performance of the cluster. Metrics for measuring how the RVision monitoring system interferes
with the performance of hosted cluster applications is given by Ferreto in [134]. While the results
were promising, no special consideration was given to mechanism for ensuring that the monitors
do not interfere with the applications. Moreover, no consideration is given to the necessary failure
mitigation portions of a truly autonomic monitoring and control framework.
In recent years, many modern frameworks such as Ganglia [135], Nagios [136] have been un-
dergoing development. These frameworks are very well suited toward cluster monitoring and even
simple control, and their open source licenses promote their use within the scientific community.
While many of these frameworks are easily extended, they provide no mechanisms for bounding
either the invocation time or execution time of components within the system beyond mechanisms
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given by the operating system. Nevertheless, there is a need for modern monitoring frameworks
that considers the effect of non-determinism of commercial operating systems and compensates
for the same.
Feedback Control in Computing Systems
Feedback control based approaches are a common tool for solving a number of engineering
problems. A recent roadmap provided by European Network of Excellence ARTIST2 on Em-
bedded System Design focuses on achieving performance and adaptivity in real-time computing
systems by using control theory, see [64] and references therein. The roadmap identifies six dif-
ferent research areas including CPU resource control and feedback-based scheduling. Our work in
this paper relates closely to feedback scheduling. A state-of-the-art survey is given in [177].
One of the early results in the case for feedback control based scheduling algorithms was pre-
sented in [77] by Stankovic et al. In their approach, they used a PID controller to regulate deadline-
miss ratio for a set of soft real-time tasks, by using CPU utilization as a control variable. They
provided an extended version of their work in [78]. In that, they described their feedback control
real-time scheduling framework for adaptive real-time systems and provided general guidelines for
designing feedback loop for different quality of service (QoS) parameters. Implementation of this
framework requires kernel level modification to an operating system. However, we require a user
space solution to the problem to maintain flexibility of choosing any general purpose operating
system.
In [80], Sha et al. presented a queuing model based feedback controller to keep the performance
of a network server to desired levels. In the same spirit, the authors of [81] provided various models
for a web server and designed feedback controller for QoS adaptation. Feedback control theory has
also been applied in controlling CPU utilization in real-time systems [82]. Steere et al. introduced
a new scheduling scheme based on periodicity of tasks in [79]. Their scheme was to allocate each
thread a percentage of CPU cycles over a period, and then use a feedback loop to control both
proportion and period.
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These approaches depend on the ability to implement an algorithm at the kernel level of the
operating system. The approach presented in this paper uses a generic user space approach that
can be implemented on different operating systems readily.
Conclusion and Future works
In this paper, we presented a reliability framework for clusters called SCARF that implements
this feedback controller based synchronization technique. Experiments presented in the previous
sections show that the reduction of total jitter is possible with the use of the feedback controller
presented in this paper. Moreover, the use of feedback controller only imposed a trivial amount of
extra CPU load. This along with the hyperperiod synchronization allows all sensor runs across the
cluster to execute simultaneously. Consequently, the performance drop in parallel jobs with the
sensor framework present was reduced.
Future investigations will include the semantics of the modeling language to help deploy the
analysis routines along with the required monitoring framework. We will also investigate the
automatic synthesis of workflows to be deployed on the cluster from a given analysis specification.
Our goal is to achieve a holistic framework that enables deployment of workflows along the cluster
and manages the health of the cluster to maximize its efficiency.
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CHAPTER VI
ON THE DESIGN OF A FRAMEWORK TO ENABLE RELIABLE SCIENTIFIC
WORKFLOWS
Overview
The third contribution of this research is the integration of reliability framework with the work-
flow management system. Despite the similarities with business workflows, scientific workflows
have fundamental differences that impose unique challenges for a management system. Some of
these challenges are:
• Scientific workflows contain large number of activity instances that are dataflow-oriented.
This means that a data provenance framework for scientific workflows is a key component
of the management system. Data Provenance is a record of the history of the creation of any
data object related to the workflow.
• The dataflow structure is only partially known before execution. It often changes at runtime
depending upon the output results of a previous step or the input parameters.
• Participants or jobs belonging to a scientific workflow are computationally intensive with
long and sometimes unpredictable execution times. A long execution time increases the
probability of failure due to an external factor such as node shutdown.
• Typically, data items involved in scientific workflows range in few GB in size. For some
experiments the data size is even larger. For example, it is estimated the data generated due
to Large Hadron Collider at CERN will range in petabytes [160].
This paper describes the design of a scientific workflow execution framework that integrates
run-time verification to monitor the execution of each participant and check it against a set of
formal specifications. As participants belonging to a workflow are mapped onto machines and
executed, periodic and on-demand monitoring of vital health parameters on allocated nodes is
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enabled according to pre-specified invariant conditions with actions to be taken upon violation of
invariants. Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) workflows have been used as motivating
examples in this paper. A Provenance Model and a prototype implementation are also presented
in this paper. Finally, a few failure scenarios and overhead of workflow management system are
explored.
This paper has been submitted to the Journal of Cluster Computing [17]. It is an extension
of the work presented at fourth IEEE International Conference on e-Science, 2008 [18] and sixth
IEEE International Conference and Workshop on the Engineering of Autonomic Systems (EASe
2009) [19].
Abstract
This paper describes the design of a scientific workflow execution framework that in-
tegrates run-time verification to monitor its execution and check it against a set of
formal specifications. As a motivating example, we describe Lattice Quantum Chro-
modynamics (LQCD) workflows that produce large amounts of data resulting from
numerical simulations of QCD quantum field theory. Configuration files generated
through Monte Carlo simulations are later used for computing certain physics quanti-
ties such as decay rates and particle masses. Existing Workflow systems can be used
to help standardize workflow descriptions, but they lack tracking of domain specific
information.
Our framework provides data provenance, execution tracking and online monitoring
of each workflow task, also referred to as participants. The sequence of participants is
described in an abstract parameterized view, which is used to generate concrete data
dependency based sequence of participants with defined arguments. Periodic as well
as on-demand monitoring of vital health parameters based on pre-specified invariant
conditions is enabled on allocated nodes as participants belonging to a workflow are
mapped onto machines and executed. Mitigation is specified as actions that must be
taken upon violation of invariants.
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Introduction and Motivation
Current computing power and storage capabilities allied to distributed computing models al-
low researchers to computationally solve problems of science in areas such as biology, disaster
simulation, and physics among others. The organization and reliable processing of the massive
information produced is critical for its effective use in new discoveries. The long range objective
of our group is to support the computation infrastructure needed for studying the physics of Lattice
Quantum Chromodynamics (LQCD) by using computer simulations1. LQCD, numerical study of
QCD quantum field theory on a four-dimensional discrete lattice, generates considerable amounts
of data that are processed at several institutions. Applications, software libraries, input data and
workflow2 recipes are shared among collaborators worldwide3.
Unlike many e-science experiments that make use of Grid resources4 for harvesting capacity
processing power, LQCD computations employ tightly-coupled parallel processing, which require
computers with high-speed, low-latency networks. At Fermi lab in Batavia IL, majority of the
computers that are used for LQCD computations are dedicated clusters. Use of dedicated clus-
ters allows fine tuning of binary codes to exploit capabilities of underlying architecture. LQCD
workflows can effectively exploit the capacity of one or more parallel computers by running many
independent computations at once.
Clusters built out of commodity computers, used for scientific computing, exhibit intermittent
faults, which can result in systemic failures when operated over a long continuous period for ex-
ecuting workflows. While executing, a typical workflow can spawn hundreds of jobs. Many of
these jobs are computation intensive and use MPI [178] across dozens to hundreds of processing
nodes. Typically, several users analyze different workflows on the clusters concurrently. Given
the scale of numbers, identifying job failures, fault isolation and fault mitigation becomes critical,
specifically when the success of whole workflow might be affected by even one job failure.
1http://www.usqcd.org/fnal/
2A workflow is a planned set of computation jobs.
3Information about LQCD project can be obtained from http://www.usqcd.org/
4See DOE Scientific Computing on Grid initiative at http://www.doesciencegrid.org/
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Table 11: Cluster Evaluation Metrics.
Let T1 = Start time, T2 = End Time, and ∆T = Sampling period.
Let N =
T2− T1
∆T
.
Let OnlineNodei be the number of nodes online in sample i.
Let TotalNodesInClusteri be the total number of nodes in the cluster in sample i.
Let BusyNodesi be the number of nodes in the cluster in sample i that run a job.
Let SuccessfulJobsi be the total number of jobs that completed successfully in sample i.
Let TotalJobsi be the total number of jobs scheduled in sample i.
AvailabilityT2T1 =
1
N
∑N
i=1OnlineNodei∆T∑N
i=1 TotalNodesInClusteri∆T
(6.1)
UtilizationT2T1 =
1
N
∑N
i=1BusyNodesi∆T∑N
i=1OnlineNodei∆T
(6.2)
ProductivityT2T1 =
1
N
∑N
i=1 SuccessfulJobsi∆T∑N
i=1 TotalJobsi∆T
(6.3)
EffectivenessT2T1 = Availability
T2
T1 ∗ UtilizationT2T1 ∗ ProductivityT2T1 (6.4)
Manual administration, though essential, is slow to respond to the intermittent faults. There-
fore, we need to supplement it by an autonomic management subsystem that can provide effective
management support to the administrators.
We measure the effective use of our machines by using three metrics, which are availability,
utilization and productivity (see table 11). The primary accounting measurement is node-hours
(obtained by multiplying number of nodes and the sampling time). We use node-hours instead of
computation cycles as we have homogeneous clusters. A node hour is the number of hours that can
be used for computation on a computing node. In the table, T1 and T2 are the global timestamps
specifying the duration of metric evaluation. Availability is the ratio of number of hours available
on the nodes that are online vs. all the nodes available in the cluster (including offline machines).
Utilization measures the number of nodes that are busy. Productivity is the fraction of busy time
that was spent in doing successful jobs i.e. ones that did not fails. Here, we are discounting cases
where a job might succeed but due to various algorithmic reasons might lead to unproductive data.
Finally, effectiveness measures the overall metric for our clusters.
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In typical e-science workflows, the Grid is used as the main source for job processing, and
close remote application monitoring is limited [179]. On the other hand, it has the advantage
of replicating the same job on different sites for fault tolerance purposes. This flexibility does
not exist in the dedicated LQCD processing environment. We need to increase productivity by
enabling reliable operation over available hardware without use of redundancy. Such a cluster
management system must provide:
• Workflow Management Framework: Current processing model relies on simple Perl-based
scripting workflow languages for driving LQCD workflows. We require a framework that
provides specification and execution of workflows with data provenance using a formal
dataflow based language.
• Fault Isolation: We need to identify and explicitly specify conditions for all jobs belonging
to a workflow, which when failed will constitute a fault. Also, we need to construct proper
observers and formal logic that will be required to monitor these conditions.
• Sensor Framework: We need a framework of sensors that provide the basic monitoring in-
formation [15].
• Fault Mitigation: Currently, recovery from failures is manual and is the responsibility of the
user running the experiment, i.e. understand failures from log files and restart processing
from a known working state. We need to automate the execution of mitigation actions.
However, this requires us to have a data provenance framework
Preliminaries
This section discusses the definitions and concepts that will be used subsequently.
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Model of Time
To reduce the complexity of maintaining multiple clocks, we assume the notion of a global
time, T , that is monotonically increasing and dense in the set of rational numbers i.e. T ⊆ Q. This
is required to be able to analyze time dependent tasks and algorithms as variants of timed automata
and do reachability analysis on the equivalent region graph automaton as described in [157]. This
global clock is synchronized with the local clocks of computing nodes by a jitter control algorithm
and NTP as explained in chapter V.
A timed automaton is a classical model used for abstracting time-based behaviors of systems,
which are influenced by time [157, 158]. It consists of a finite set of states called locations and
a finite set of real-valued clocks. Time passes at a uniform rate for each clock in the automaton.
Instantaneous transitions between locations are enabled by the satisfaction of associated clock
constraints known as guards. During a transition, a clock is allowed to be reset to zero. Clock
constraints called invariants are added to all locations. These invariant constraints must be satisfied
for the system to validly stay at a location. A timed automaton that cannot transition out of a
location with violated invariant is said to be blocked. For a detailed formal definition, readers are
encouraged to refer to [157].
Resources
We define the workflow management problem, including scheduling and monitoring over a set
of “resources”. These resources are composed of (a) communication attributes, and (b) computa-
tional attributes. Here, we will discuss the computation resources and state that communication
resources can be defined in a similar manner.
Computation attributes correspond to hardware facilities required to execute computation tasks,
including processing speed (number of instructions per second), memory size (amount of random
access memory required). Formally, these resources are defined as a universal set R = (AC),
referred to as resource domain, consisting of a set AC of computational resource attributes. A
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resource r ∈ R is defined as a tuple r = (n, d, u), where n is the name, d is the valid range of
values, u is the measurement unit. For example, (‘cpu’, [0,4], GHz) ∈ AC .
Computation Nodes N
Scientific workflows are executed and managed over a set of computation nodes that provide the
resources mentioned in previous section. This resource configuration RCR, defined with respect
to the computation domain R is a structure RCR = (N,E, φ), where
• N is the set of available physical computing machines.
• E ⊆ N ×N is a set of communication links connecting computation machines.
• φ : N × R→ < is a resource capacity level map, where φ(n, r) is the level of resource r in
the node n.
Participants p
Participants are classified into categories called participant types, p ∈ PT . A participant type
(PT ) groups together a class of algorithms used for generating similar products but with varying
quality parameters. For example, numerical integration is a “participant type”, while Gauss algo-
rithm or the Simpson’s rule algorithm are its implementations and hence its participants. Choosing
one participant belonging to a type over another is an optimization problem that considers all the
quality properties of all participants. However, discussion about quality parameters is out of scope
of this paper. Different versions of the same algorithm are used for recovery, if so identified by the
user.
A participant is a computation task written as p ∈ PT i.e. it belongs to the type PT . {p|p ∈ PT}
denotes the set of all participants that belong to type PT . Formally, a single participant can be
defined as a computation task p : 2I → 2O (power of 2 represents a power set). It takes in a number
of parameters from the set of input parameters I , and generates a number of output products from
the set O.
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A map, ψ : p× Ac → < defines the minimum resources required to execute the participant on
one node. For example, ψ(HeavyLight, ‘RAM′) = 512 implies that the algorithm implemented
by participant HeavyLight cannot run if the available RAM is less than 512 MB.
A participant is generally a legacy application invoked from within a scripting language pro-
gram. Typically, they are parallelized over multiple computation nodes. The relationship between
participants is defined by a workflow W .
Workflows W
Scientific workflows require the coordination of data processing activities, resulting in exe-
cutions driven by data dependencies; whereas in business workflows, the control dependencies
describe the processing steps, which usually are coordinating activities between individuals and
systems [179]. All participants belonging to a workflow are related to each other by control and
data dependencies.
Workflow is defined as tuple W=(P, I, O,D), where P, is the set of participants, I is the set of
all user inputs,O is the set of output products andD ⊆ P×P defines a set of directed dependencies
between the participants. A workflow is called directed acyclic and executable if the graph induced
by the set D is a directed acyclic (no cycles or self-loops). Notice that we allow the definition of
cyclic workflows. However, we require existence of a translator that can generate directed acyclic
and executable workflows from a cyclic workflow definition. There are two types of workflows,
abstract and concrete.
Definition 6 (Abstract Workflow) An abstract workflow is a specification that defines a directed
relationship between several participants. They also describe the parameter type and the number
of parameters (tokens) that are consumed by each participant. A pictorial example of a workflow is
shown in figure 57, where participants p ∈ P are represented by circle of different shades. Arrows
define the data dependenciesD. The parameter set is used to generate a concrete workflow from an
abstract workflow. This example is explained later in section on generation of concrete workflows.
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Definition 7 (Concrete Workflow) Concrete workflows are directed acyclic workflows that can
be executed by the workflow manager. They are generated from a given abstract workflow and the
specified set of parameters. These workflows are directed acyclic graphs.
We will discuss the generation of concrete workflow in a later section.
Figure 57: Sample workflow definition
Workflow execution engine
The task of running a workflow W is carried out by an “execution engine”, We. The input to
We is a workflow and input parameters sets (Figure 57) described in a workflow language format.
Currently, there is no standard for scientific workflow languages. Several groups have developed
their own version of workflow languages, such as SwiftScript [180] and AGWL [181], that are
specific to their execution engine. Ideally, the execution engine We is responsible for tracking the
run time dependencies D and enabling participants as dependencies are met and input data are
available. However, this is not true in all workflow engines that are currently available.
Task Allocation Map
Task allocation map is used by a workflow engine to assign computing nodes that will be used
to execute a participant. Formally, given a participant pT ∈ P in the workflow and the set of
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computation nodes N , the task allocation map θ : P → 2N allocates a number of nodes to a
participant.
The task allocation map is computed with respect to a scheduling policy. This is an active area
of research. In this paper, we assume the existence of such a policy. We use PBS/Torque [22, 182]
with Maui Scheduler [183] for imposing an approximate First in First Out (FIFO) scheduling
policy with some extra features such as reservations for queued jobs, the throttling rules, and the
flexible priority system. See Maui documentation [183] for further details on available scheduling
policies.
A valid task allocation map θ has to satisfy the constraint on resources. Specifically, nodes allo-
cated to a participant Pt must have the minimum amount of resources required (see equation 6.5).
Notice that the unit of scheduling that we consider is a computation node. Alternative scheduling
policies may allocate a participant a specific CPU core on a node.
(∀r ∈ R)(∀n ∈ θ(Pt))(φ(n, r) ≥ ψ(Pt, r)) (6.5)
Sensors and Filters
Table 12: Sensors present in our framework
No. Sensor Period(sec)
1 CPU Fanspeed 10
2 Motherboard Fanspeed 10
3 CPU Temperature 10
4 Motherboard Temperature 10
5 Aggregate CPU Utilization 10
6 CPU Utilization per process 10
7 Hard Disk Utilization 10
8 RAM and Swap Utilization 10
9 Aggregate RAM Utilization 10
10 Aggregate Swap Utilization 10
11 CPU Voltage 10
12 Motherboard Voltage 10
13 Monitor configuration changes 60
14 Heartbeat 300
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A Sensor program can be considered as function Sn,r : T → <, where n ∈ N , is a computation
node and r ∈ R is a computational resource. Sensors are used to monitor the current utilization of
computational resources associated with a node, where current is defined with respect to the global
time T . Every sensor is associated with a Type of measurement. It is a unique combination of
the computation node identifier (node names are unique) and resource identifier (resource names
are unique). Type of sensor Sn,r is n.r. A configuration database contains the list of types and a
script that can be called to provide the measurement. See Table 12 for a list of sensors available in
our framework. A sensor program can be periodic or aperiodic. Jitter and synchronization are two
challenges posed by sensors executing in a computing cluster. A detailed discussion about these
can be found in [15].
Filters evaluate the measurement produced by a sensor against specified criteria to generate an
event. Filters are used to down sample, if required, and translate the information generated by a
sensor. This is done to reduce the network traffic generated by a sensor by ensuring that a filter
only forwards a new sensor measurement if it is over or below a deadband as compared to the last
measurement value.
An Event is a tuple, E = (Type,Timestamp,Value). This event is subsequently published over
the network. Timestamp is the time of measurement and Value is the actual measure. Events on a
global time scale can be correlated to get significant statistical insight into general cluster health.
For example, a sustained rate of increase in CPU temperature from a region in cluster signifies a
cooling system failure. We currently employ and use the temperature based correlation.
The most commonly used sensor is the heartbeat described in [15]. It acts as a watchdog and
informs whether a computing node is online or not. It is denoted as S(n,H) : T → {0, 1}. Here
H is the heartbeat resource of node n. H is either present or absent.
A heartbeat sensor is in fact a combination of a periodic sensor on the concerned computing
node and a filter on a monitoring node. Together, this combination generates events of type n.H
with two possible values {0, 1}, where 0 means the node is offline and 1 means the node is online.
Since Heartbeat is one of the most commonly used sensor, we will use a special notationH(N) in
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the text. Liveness condition for a node called ‘pion1’ implies thatH(pion1)(t) = 1, where t is the
current time. Figure 58 shows the timed automaton used to periodically generate heartbeats from
all computing nodes. The timeout event is generated by a timer, which generates a timeout event
after a pre-specified time. Semantics of this timer have been explained in chapter IV.
.
Figure 58: Combination of a hearbeat generator and heartbeat filter. The timeout event is generated
by a timer, which generates the event after a pre-specified time. H is an integer that can be either 0
or 1. This figure uses the UPPAAL [139] notation. ‘!’ is a generated event. ‘?’ is a received event.
Semantics of this timer have been explained in chapter IV
Events and Conditions
Timed Traces of Events: Output of a sensor and filter combination are timed traces of events,
which are sequences of the form < a1, t1 >,< a2, t2 >, · · · , < an, tn >, where a1, · · · , an are
events and t1, · · · tn ∈ Q are the time points at which those events have occurred. Every event is
typed by the name of the sensor and computation node that it is being generated from. We maintain
these relationships by using a configuration database.
These timed traces of events are converted to an interval timed trace defined over measured
value of resources. It is done by using a zero-order hold digital to analog filter.
Interval Timed Trace: From a given timed trace of event, which are discrete in nature, one
can create an interval timed trace, which is defined over continuous time ranges. It is a timed trace
of the form < τ1a1.value >,< τ2a2.value >, · · · , < τnan.value >,< τn+1 > where τi is an
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interval [tmin, tmax] ⊆ T , ai.value is the measurement value contained in the event ai. There is
one interval timed trace for each type of an event.
Query Operator: For an interval timed trace, we specify a query operator Query : Type ×
T → < that provides the measurement value at that time. Here Type is a universal set of all types
of events. T ⊆ Q is the global time value. This operator can be used from an observing computing
node to evaluate condition over resource variables on another node using predicates ≤, <,>,≥.
For example, querying the disk sensor referred earlier will be written asQuery(pion1./project, t),
where t is a point in time. If t is omitted, e.g. Query(pion1./project), it implies that the query is
referring to the current value of /project utilization on a node called pion1, which due to the zero
order hold semantics implies the last reported value.
A component can either poll the value of a sensor using the query operator (pull semantics)
or rely on the middleware (we use syslog-ng [184]) to deliver the last value of sensor as an event
(push semantics). We currently support both semantics. While pull is supported using a database
that stores all the sensor value, push values are directly sent to the subscriber’s syslog-ng server.
Runtime Checkable Properties
The underlying foundation of specifying safe operating conditions for workflows is a system
of logic based on events and conditions. Events occur instantaneously during system execution.
Conditions represent state of systems over duration of global time.
Properties are specified over timed traces of events and interval timed traces of conditions. The
set of all properties is denoted as P. We divide the set of properties that can be specified into two
groups:
Untimed These properties are instantaneous in nature. They are not evaluated over a history of
states. These formulas, can be used to express either an entry condition or invariants of
states. However, these properties are static in the sense that they do not express the dynamic
evolution of states as software execute. They are defined as a predicate over current value of
resource type as specified by its interval timed trace.
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Formally, given an interval timed trace, the untimed properties are defined as P ::= p|!p|P ∧
P |P ∨ P , where p = Query op c|c ∈ <, op ::=< | > | ≤ | ≥. If time is omitted from the
query specification it indicates the last reported event from that sensor. For example, property
Query(n./project) < 10000 means that utilized space on the disk partition /project should
be less than 10000MB, as reported by the last event.
Timed First order and propositional logic (untimed) are capable of expressing properties of states.
Temporal logic, extend these static logic by allowing expression of relations over a sequence
of states. This is required in concurrent systems where we are not only interested in initial
and final states but are also interested in all the possible interleaving sequence of concurrent
states between the initial and final states. In temporal logics, time is not explicitly mentioned;
but a formula specifies if eventually some specific state might be reached or a certain set of
bad states will never be entered. Therefore, these logics are important to express safety,
livelock and deadlock properties. However, sometimes correctness of system not only de-
pends upon the correctness of computation but also on its timeliness. An effective way to
specify formal properties for real-time systems is to use time bounds with the CTL temporal
operators. Timed properties are defined using timed computation tree logic (TCTL) [169].
We are interested in the following timed properties for workflow systems:
• Reachability: These sets of properties deal with the possible satisfaction of a given
untimed property a in a possible future state of the system. For example, the TCTL
formula E3φ is true if the predicate logic formula φ ∈ P is eventually satisfied on any
execution path of the system.
• Invariance: These sets of properties are also termed as safety properties. As the name
suggests, invariance properties are supposed to be either true or false throughout the
execution lifetime of the system. For example, the TCTL formula A2φ is true if the
system always satisfies the predicate logic formula φ ∈ P . We use the invariance
property A2φ to describe the safe set for a participant. For example we will use
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A2(Query(pion1./project) < 10000) to state that /project utilization on pion1 is
always less than 10000MB.
• Liveness: Liveness of a system means that it will never deadlock, i.e. in all the states
of the system either there will be an enabled transition and/or time will be allowed to
pass without violating any location invariants. Liveness is also related to the system
responsiveness. For example, the TCTL formula A2(ψ → A3φ) is true if a state of
the system satisfying ψ ∈ P always eventually leads to a state satisfying φ ∈ P .
In the current state of the framework we only support untimed properties and invariance prop-
erties. They are specified for all participants as preconditions, invariant conditions, and postcon-
ditions. Preconditions (postconditions) are untimed and evaluated before (after) participant starts
(finishes). Invariant conditions must be true during the execution of a participant.
Distributed Monitoring and Mitigation Framework
Before describing the overview of cluster-wide framework let us explore the architecture of
monitoring and mitigation framework running on a computation node.
Reflex Engine architecture on a computation Node
Recall that the key monitoring timed traces and event traces are generated by sensor and filter
programs working together. In our previous work, we had presented a distributed monitoring
framework used in our clusters (see chapter V). We had also described a scheduling algorithm
used to execute the sensors on all computing nodes in that chapter.
All computation nodes also contain two real-time reflex engine modules along with the sen-
sors. A real-time reflex engine contains one or more timed state machines that can accept a timed
event trace and/or an interval timed trace. We divide all possible reflex engines into two sets, mon-
itors and mitigators. Note that this is only a logical classification. Both of them have the same
semantics. Refer to [11] for a detailed discussion.
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Figure 59: A computing node in the real time reflex and healing framework.
Figure 59 describes the basic structure inside a managed node. The lowest layer is the hard-
ware. Above it we have the operating system, which schedules all the user space and kernel space
tasks. In the user space, we have the reflex engine module.
A reflex engine module on a computing node is called manager. It is composed of three distinct
user level processes. First process is used to execute all the sensor and filters to generate events.
Second process is a reflex engine classified as monitor. It has several monitors that can consume
some of the events received in its buffer. The event-based scheduler maintains a lookup table for
the event-type and the monitor that can use the event. Once an event comes in it is forwarded by the
scheduler to the appropriate monitor. The timer is used by the monitor to measure the interval of
time to check if a given interval timed trace violates the monitored property. All monitors execute
on their own thread and maintain their state during execution. Upon reaching a faulty state, they
generate an event which is again a tuple with a type, timestamp and, if applicable, the last measured
value that caused the violation.
Monitors are divided into groups,(i) general purpose i.e. they are always on, and (ii) participant
specific i.e. they are turned on/off on-demand.
The third process, the mitigation reflex engine, works similarly but the state machines are
mitigation strategies, which cause various set of actions upon occurrence of a certain type of fault
event. Semantics of mitigation strategies are discussed in [11].
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Monitors: Checking for Satisfaction of a Property
Given a property φ ∈ P, the set of all valid properties, we construct a timed automaton rep-
resentation (This is done manually and not automatically). We call this a model of the property.
For all such models, a universal state fault is used to represent the state that the property has been
violated. The satisfaction condition is then the same as testing for acceptance of a given interval
trace by the property timed automaton. The module in the framework that performs this check is
called a Reflex Engine[11]. We call the class of reflex engines that are used to identify the faults,
which are induced due to violation of properties Monitors.
As an example, we will describe the heartbeat property for dcache nodes. dcache is a powerful
distributed storage resource manager [185]. It provides a single rooted view of the file system
to any actor that wants to access or store a file. In the basic configuration, an actor such as a
participant sends the request to access a file to the manager of the pools. The manager sends the
participant the information about the actual node where the file is stored on and the absolute path to
the file. In our clusters, we have seen that sometimes the pool manager dies i.e. it does not respond
to a request. In such a case, a participant that is scheduled to execute cannot run. To improve
productivity, we specify a precondition that the pool manager is alive for all participants.
Let pm ∈ N be the pool manager. Then we specify the property A2H(pm)(t) > 0, t ∈ T
is the time at which the property is evaluated. Figure 60 shows the heartbeat generator, filter and
a heartbeat monitor. This monitor receives the event from filter in a timed sequence i.e. an event
generated in past cannot be received after an event in future (see chapter IV for discussion on
buffers used in reflex engines).
Notice that we are using push semantics here. The monitor starts from the normal state. It
transitions to “no heartbeat” state if a heartbeat event containing pm.H = 0 (in the figure pm is
omitted for brevity) is received. To guard from overzealous mitigations, the engine uses a “ping
engine” to check if a ping can be successfully sent to the pool node. Node is marked down and the
diagnoser is called if the ping fails. Diagnoser is another reflex engine that goes through a series
of steps upon receiving a node down event. This diagnoser is general in the sense that it is used
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for the computation nodes as well. The decision block “PBS job running” checks if a job has been
scheduled to run on the concerned node by PBS. This is done by querying in the job database. This
decision block returns false for a dcache node as it does not run any computational job. It attempts
to revive the node via Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) reset [186]. Upon failure
the node is marked offline and an email is sent to the administrator.
Figure 60: A reflex engine monitoring the heartbeats for a pool node. The node diagnoser is a
reflex engine that attempts to revive the node and marks it offline upon failure.
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Hierarchy of Managers
Reflex engine managers are distributed across the cluster on all computation nodes. To aid
in fault isolation and quick recovery, they are divided into regions based on their racks (fig 61).
Each region is managed by a head node that is identified as the regional manager. This manager
relays the sensor information for the computing nodes under its supervision to the database. Local
Managers run on all computation nodes that are used in execution of participants. They are used
to monitor and mitigate the behaviors internal to that node.
We follow the principles of autonomic computing [46] and try to incorporate the mitigation
and monitor state machines as close to the source as possible. In other words, most of them are
located on the concerned computation node. However, some commands such as IPMI reset and
the heartbeat monitors need to be outside concerned machine and are placed on the regional node.
Monitoring information from all nodes is channeled into a database for future forensic analysis, if
required.
Figure 61: Hierarchical reflex engines
The centralized controller oversees the reported events generated across the cluster. It inte-
grates with the workflow framework and report violations of conditions/events that might trigger
a workflow failure. This integration will be discussed later in this paper. We have written scripts
that enable us to obtain a snapshot of cluster status and report it to external world via http.
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Workflow Framework
To coordinate the computation of a large number of applications (participants Pt), physicists
describe the work to be performed in a generic recipe called parameterized workflow (also referred
as abstract workflow). Typically, the parameterized workflows are of two classes: (i) creation
of configuration gauge ensembles, and (ii) processing of ensembles in analysis campaigns. The
parameterized workflow in conjunction with a set of input parameters yields a concrete workflow.
Examples of input parameters are values for particle masses.
Management of input parameters is necessary to provide execution tracking and recovery. To
do this we have developed an object oriented provenance model. This model is used for describ-
ing and managing input products, maintain participant types, participants and also the respective
runtime and resource information. It is also used to generate products and related properties. This
framework enables us to restart a workflow from last point-of-failure. The Provenance model is
described in next section.
Provenance Model
Data Provenance is a record of the history of the creation of any data object related to the
workflow. It is one of the most important requirements of a reliable workflow management system.
It is necessary for tracing files origins, including the workflow execution (instance) and which
job (participant) generated the file along with physics parameters. Most workflow systems lack
detailed provenance data and execution tracking. These features are critical for LQCD and similar
large scale scientific workflows. Tracking of outputs in forms other than files (e.g. error messages,
parameters and checksums) is needed for provenance to be complete.
Considering that generic provenance modeling is not trivial to adapt for specific problems,
we developed our own model driven for LQCD workflow requirements. We are confident that
this model is still generic and can be applied for other scientific applications as well. a specific
problem, the model still allows modifications to support other scientific applications.
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We use an object-oriented model for describing the provenance classes and their relationships.
Groups of classes are implicitly divided into three spaces: parameter, data provenance, and process
execution spaces. The spaces do not define a hard boundary between sets of classes, but rather a
logical and functional aggregation.
The parameter space archives all parameters used as input for workflows, including physics
parameters (e.g. particle masses), algorithmic parameters (e.g. convergence criteria) and execution
parameters (e.g. number of nodes used). Parameters are name-value pairs that can be grouped in
sets. Groups of parameters are used to describe the physics properties of ensembles or hold analysis
campaign attributes. Parameter sets are optionally identified by names.
The relationship between input and output products is kept within the data provenance space.
Data products are modeled as Products, which have optional ProductProperties. An exam-
ple of a product generated from a configuration generation workflow is the ensemble configu-
ration file named l612f21b6600m0290m0484.6. Its parent configuration file is the product named
l612f21b6600m0290m0484.3 and child l612f21b6600m0290m0484.9. These specific names are
complicated. However, we reduce this accidental complexity by use of a database with specific
tables implementing these relationships.
The products also have a reference to the workflow participant instance that generated it, al-
lowing the file to be reproduced by reconstructing the processing steps. The process execution
space holds information regarding workflows and participants. Each generic class of participant
is defined as a ParticipantType (e.g. numerical integration). An actual implementation of a Par-
ticipantType is realized by a Participant (e.g. Gauss algorithm version 2). The Participant holds
information about the binary code, including command line format, description of input and output
parameters, and pre and post run scripts.
When a new participant is added the associated preconditions, invariant conditions and post-
conditions are specified. For example, the executing node must be available throughout the execu-
tion: A2H(n, t) > 0. The default mitigation action is the restart of a participant. Execution of a
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Participant is recorded as a ParticipantInstance (e.g. Gauss algorithm version 2 ran successfully
on node A producing file X).
Similarly, for managing workflows the WorkflowType defines a class of workflow (e.g. two
point analysis). The ParameterizedWorkflow class contains the definition of parameterized work-
flows, which after being expanded into a concrete workflow is kept as ConcreteWorkflow. During
execution, a ConcreteWorkflowInstance is generated with references to ParticipantInstances.
Analysis of the process execution space in conjunction with the data provenance space allows
the recreation of complete execution traces of workflows. The concrete workflows are executed by
a simple workflow engine as described in the following sections.
Generation of Concrete Workflows
To promote reusability of workflows, we support specification of abstract workflows that can
be used to generate different concrete workflows based on the given parameter. The execution of a
workflow causes the creation of a WorkflowInstance, which has references to ParticipantInstances.
An abstract workflow defines the relationship between participants and the input parameters
they consume. A parameter set contains arrays of physics parameters. Generic Modeling Environ-
ment [187] was used to create a modeling language for specifying the abstract workflows [12]. For
example, kappa== [1 · ·4], wsrc= [1 · ·3], mass= [1 · ·2],and d1= [1] is one parameter set. The
abstract workflow also identifies the number of parameters of a type consumed by a participant.
Consider figure 62 for example. Participant HQ consumes 1 Kappa and 1 wsrc, while partic-
ipant LQ consumes all Kappa. Conditions in the abstract workflow are specified using templates
that are replaced in the concrete workflows. For example, heartbeat property must be specified in
the data model without knowing the exact nodes used to execute the participant. We use special
function ALL(A2H(θ(Pt))(t)) > 0 to symbolize the conjunction of heartbeat conditions for all
nodes that are included in the task allocation map. For example, if the participant is allocated to run
on ‘pion1’ and ‘pion2’, this condition will expand as (A2H(‘pion2′) > 0)∧(A2H(‘pion1′) > 0).
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This ALL, and Pt is automatically replaced by the node assigned to the participant by execution
engine.
This information allows us to generate a concrete workflow for the given parameter set kappa=
[1 · ·4], wsrc= [1 · ·3], mass= [1 · ·2],and d1= [1] as shown in figure 62. In this example, the HQ
participant is expanded into 12 instances according to the number of kappa and wsrc parameters
(instances are grouped by kappa values). The concrete workflow contains a single LQ participant
that generates files, which are then combined with HQ outputs by 24 instances of HL. Finally the
HH participant combines HQ outputs for a given kappa value. Outputs of HH and HL are the final
product. A production level concrete workflow for 1000 gauge configurations and default physics
parameters yields approximately 40K participants.
This generated graph also contains pre, post and invariant conditions as specified in the data
model discussed in previous section. The pre and post conditions are executed as pre and post
scripts for all participants as shown in figure 64. These conditions induce a failure propagation
graph, which is a tree with failure conditions as roots and the participant that fails as the leaf.
They are causal models that capture the temporal aspects of failure propagation in dynamic sys-
tems [188].
Figure 63 shows the concrete workflow generated by using a different set of parameters:
kappa== [1], wsrc= [1 · ·3], mass= [1 · ·2],and d1= [1]. Notice that the number of participants
(and parallel branches) in the second case are less than the first case where the parameter set was
larger.
Implementation of Workflow Engine and integrating it with reflex engines
This section describes the execution engine that we are using and its integration with the reflex
engines.
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Figure 62: Transformation from parameterized to concrete workflow. kappa== [1 · ·4], wsrc=
[1 · ·3], mass= [1 · ·2],and d1= [1].
Figure 63: A different concrete workflow derived from the abstract workflow of Figure 62 but
different parameters. kappa== [1], wsrc= [1 · ·3], mass= [1 · ·2],and d1= [1].
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Execution engine
An execution engine is responsible for traversing the concrete workflow graph and submitting
the available participants to a scheduling engine such as PBS. As a participant is picked from the
ready queue, the engine checks the pre-condition, then submits the job and sends the invariant
conditions to the reflex engines. The reflex engines take corrective actions as specified by the
mitigation policies and also notify the execution engines when failures occur.
The workflow execution engine provides an interface for submitting concrete workflows. Mul-
tiple concrete workflows can be handled by multiple execution engine threads. However, all ex-
ecution engine threads share the same ready queue. The advantage of using multiple execution
engine threads is that it increases the service rate and reduces the average waiting time for a ready
participant.
Figure 64: Execution engines maintains a ready queue.
Concrete workflows are Direct Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) G = (V,E), where the set of vertices
V represents the set of participants generated based on the input physics parameters and the set of
directed edges E represents the data dependencies between participants.
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This simple graph representation allows an execution engine to extract full parallelism from
LQCD analysis campaign workflows, which is a shortcoming encountered when modeling the
same workflow using Askalon [189]. An execution engine such as DAGMan [190] or openWFEru
BPM engine [191] with modifications suffice for running concrete workflows.
While traversing the graph G the workflow engine interacts with the workflow database (cre-
ated from the data model previously described), to retrieve participant information, record execu-
tion participant and workflow execution information, and save data provenance.
Integration with Reflex Engines
Figure 65: Complete runtime framework with integrated workflow, monitoring and mitigation
integration
The run time framework, composed by the integration of the workflow, monitoring and mitiga-
tion frameworks is depicted in Figure 65. On the left side, the workflow execution engine schedules
participants as dependencies are met. The remaining components on the right side are the monitor-
ing and mitigation framework. The workflow execution engine and the global controller run on the
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cluster head node, regional managers are assigned to each rack head node, while local managers
run on remaining worker nodes.
As participants are declared ready to run based on the dependencies, the workflow engine
contacts the global manager. Events are exchanged asynchronously between the global manager
and the workflow engine. The centralized controller processes the events (associated actions are
specified in the configuration database) and then sends required commands using events to the
local managers and regional managers. Information regarding the participant conditions along
with a unique participant instance identifier are used to start participant specific monitors in the
worker nodes.
At participant start up, the preconditions are checked at the global manager level. Any violation
on the preconditions results into a message back to the workflow engine informing the violation.
This message back to workflow engine is a mitigation strategy and is specified in the mitigation
reflex engine module at the global controller level.
When participants are submitted for execution, all invariant conditions result in the activation
of participant specific monitors, if required. An example of invariant condition is the availability
of the dCache pool manager: H(pm)(t) > 0. When a condition is violated, an event is sent to
the workflow execution engine. Action to avoid fault propagation is then taken, for example, by
restarting the same participant on a different set of nodes.
Similarly when a participant completes, any postconditions are evaluated. Usually postcon-
ditions are workflow related, for example to make sure expected output files have been created.
Specific examples of these conditions are discussed in the case study section.
Implementation of a Prototype
A prototype of this architecture was implemented with python and Ruby programming lan-
guage and the Ruby on Rails (RoR) framework [192] with MySQL database as the backend.
After a workflow and parameters are selected, a workflow execution engine is launched. The
openWFEru BPM engine [191] is used for the prototype. It is a business oriented workflow system
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with good support for workflow patterns [193] implemented in Ruby, which integrates very well
with the RoR framework.
As participants are invoked by the engine new ParticipantInstances are created in the database.
Every participant optionally has a pre and post run script that are invoked before and after running
the actual executable binary code of the participant. The pre-run scripts are used for translating
parameters from the database parameter space into command line arguments suitable for the partic-
ipant binary. After finishing the participant execution the post-run script saves provenance records.
The prototype currently submits jobs to PBS/Maui running on clusters at Fermi lab.
Results and Case study
In this case study we will consider the example of a 2-pt workflow. It is a coordinated set of
calculations aimed at determining a set of specific physics quantities. For example, predicting the
mass and decay constant of a specific particle determined by computing ensemble averaged 2-point
functions. A typical campaign consists of taking an ensemble of vacuum gauge configurations and
using them to create intermediate data products (e.g. quark propagators) and computing meson n-
point functions for every configuration in the ensemble. An important feature of such a campaign
is that the intermediate calculations done for each configuration are independent of those done for
other configurations.
Figure 66: Two-point analysis workflow for one configuration file
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The sample workflow shown in Figure 62 is the representation of an analysis campaign for
a single configuration file of an ensemble. The complete workflow consists of N independent
instances of the concrete workflow in the figure. The N outputs form the final campaign output are
later analyzed. An implicit behavior of analysis campaign is that the number of participants and
outputs depend on the input parameters. For example, the number of participants HQ generating
heavy quark propagators is derived from the values of physics parameters (kappa and wsrc).
For this case study, we only used a single computation node, even though the participants are
MPI jobs capable of running on multiple machines. Jobs for this study were submitted using a
simulated PBS queue that transferred the job to the concerned computation node and started it.
The other node was used to run reflex engines and the execution engines. The communication
between reflex engines and execution engine was achieved using UNIX pipes as they were running
on the same machine. A third node was used to simulate the dcache pool manager. The getFile
participant used secure copy command for obtaining a file from the simulated dcache node.
We used the following failure scenarios to test our prototype framework:
Considering the failure of a dache node: The first participant on the 2-point concrete workflow
is getFile. This participant is responsible for fetching the gauge configuration used as input
for the LQ and HQ participants. A precondition of getFile is that the dCache pool manager
(pm) must be available, thereforeH(pm)(t) > 0 should be true.
Specifying the available diskspace precondition: The second level of participants on the 2-point
concrete workflow is composed by HQ and LQ instances. It is known that HQ produces a
large output file whose size is in the order of a few GB. A precondition is to check if the disk
space available meets the requirements: Query(n.′/project′) < 10000.
Considering the failure of a computation node: The allocated computation node must be online
i.e. A2H(cn)(t) > 0, where cn ∈ θPt is the node allocated to a participant, Pt.
The time stamps captured here are relative to the global manager that runs the workflow exe-
cution engine.
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Figure 67: Sequence diagram depicting a dcache violation. The right hand figure shows the events
as they are captured for the case study. Times shown on Y axis are in seconds relative to fault
injection event in this figure. Notice that 300 second is the heartbeat timeout.
Dcache failure mitigation scenario
We used the same setup as described in previous section. To inject failure, we deliberately sent
a shutdown command to the dache node making it unavailable at the time of execution of getFile.
In the case of condition violation, as shown in Figure 67, the workflow engine is informed about
the unavailability of dCache and an action must be taken. In the same figure, the chart on the
right shows the timing of events as they were recorded. The heartbeat and node down events were
generated by node diagnoser and heartbeat filters as discussed in figure 60.
Currently, our strategy is to reschedule the getFile participant after a ∆time, which is an ad-
ministrator decided parameter. It is computed based on historical knowledge about recovery rate
of pool manager. Other actions may be available for the same failure and could be taken by the
mitigation framework, if a reflex engine is present on the pm node.
Disk failure mitigation scenario
We were able to simulate the effects of diskspace precondition violation in a similar manner.
Before the participant starts running, the local disk sensor is checked to make sure enough space is
available. An event is created and sent back to the workflow execution engine if the condition has
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been violated. The mitigation action is provided by the local reflex engine, by deleting files from
the temporary folder on project partition.
Computation Node Failure
Heartbeat monitors are used as invariant conditions on all nodes that execute a participant. If a
node fails, the default action is to report the failure to workflow execution engine, which instructs
other nodes involved in the job to perform clean up and terminate the job. Cleaning a job that will
eventually fail allows the portable batch scheduler to execute other jobs on the set of nodes that
would have been otherwise reserved by the failed job. This improves the cluster productivity.
For this case study, we injected a node failure, 540 seconds after the light quark participant was
scheduled on the node. The node was finally marked inoperable due to a communication problem
with IPMI board. Later, during an offline diagnosis we found that there was a problem with the
network interface card attached with the IPMI board. The IPMI failure was not intended but it was
discovered during this case study. Figure 68 shows the sequence of events as generated during the
case study.
Discussion on Model Predictive Recovery of Workflows
In previous sections, we have shown the ability to detect failures as a violation of certain pre-
specified properties. To do this we observed the trace of events generated by sensors and filter using
monitors. However, we only considered rescheduling the concerned participant as the possible
course of action. We did not consider the impact of a participant failure on other participants
belonging to the same workflow.
This was the objective of one of our previous papers [172]. This paper presents algorithms
for performing look-ahead analysis on workflows in order to finish the maximal part of workflow
that can be executed in case of failures of certain participants. To determine the extent to which
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Figure 68: Sequence of events starting from scheduling of participant to marking the node offline.
Heartbeat timeout was 300 seconds
a workflow can be executed, we construct a simple workflow execution engine simulator within
the modeling environment that can be run in parallel with the actual system. When a fault occurs,
all available autonomic reflexes are exhausted in an attempt to mitigate this fault at the local level
before the workflow prediction is performed. If the fault is not mitigated by a reflex, the model
is updated and a simple simulation algorithm begins in order to determine the future states of the
workflow, given no external intervention and no future faults. Using the annotations of participants
that described them as being critical or not, we determined the relative desirability of a partially
completed workflow. If the workflow progressed to a state where no desirable jobs could be com-
pleted, the whole workflow was suspended. We are currently working on integrating this prediction
engine with the existing execution engine.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a framework to execute scientific workflows reliably in this paper. Essential run
time information is constantly verified by the monitoring framework, while conditions pertinent
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to the running workflow are enabled only during execution time. Additionally, the conditions are
specified at the participant granularity, avoiding overzealous monitoring and consequent use of
computing resources that would otherwise be available for the scientific applications. We have de-
veloped a prototype of the proposed architecture and used it to demonstrate feasibility of enabling
fault-tolerant LQCD workflows.
Many workflow systems currently lack fault tolerant features, which is one of the top priorities
for scientific workflows that run for a long time . Hardware and software faults are common and
need to be addressed at both workflow and node levels. This work fills the gap between monitoring
and workflow systems, allowing proactive behavior on the presence of failures. We plan to add
missing features to the prototype, such as completing the set of conditions, distinction between re-
liability and workflow related conditions, and replacement of the current workflow engine. Further
tests are planned on a virtual environment where failure scenarios can be simulated and repeated.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation has presented components of a model-based hierarchical management frame-
work for scientific computing clusters. Portions of this framework are already being used on three
large clusters at Fermi Lab. The components presented were:
1. A mitigation framework consisting of a hierarchical network of managers to monitor and
repair faults in the system at local, regional, and global levels. The reflex portion of the
architecture demonstrates how the basic concepts of human reflexes (fast, localized, pre-
programmed responses) can provide tolerance toward a set of faults common to compute
clusters.
2. A dynamic, light-weight, yet synchronized sensor framework that can be distributed on-
demand across clusters.
3. A Workflow management system that allows specification of validity constraints, and enables
data provenance, execution tracking and online monitoring of participants.
To measure the success of techniques developed during this research, we should compare it
against the challenges outlined at the end of chapter II.
Conceptual and Standardization Challenges Scarf uses a timed automaton abstraction for de-
signing mitigation behavior, which is an established model of computation for real-time
systems. It uses a domain specific modeling language to represent workflow with the pre,
post and invariant conditions. Monitoring sensors are defined using a standard template and
a configuration database to provide a road map on how new sensors and components can be
added to the framework.
Scalability Challenges The motivating policy behind the monitoring and mitigation framework
is that they should be light-weight. Hence both monitors and reflex engines run on a single
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thread using discrete event schedulers. Moreover, managers are arranged hierarchically to
reduce the load on any one particular machine. In order to reduce the network stress on
managing computers we use UDP, which is a stateless connection protocol, instead of TCP.
Monitors across the whole cluster are synchronized so that they produce traffic in synced
bursts, which reduces the average network contention with scientific applications.
Validation Challenges It has been shown that the mitigation policies used in SCARF can be ver-
ified using model checking tools such as UPPAAL.
Middleware Challenges We integrate the reliability components with the workflow management
system to realize autonomic behaviors in a scalable manner, in spite of the application dy-
namism. Our framework uses syslog-ng and ssh protocol for communication. We are cur-
rently investigating the use of publish-subscribe middleware built upon OMG Data Distribu-
tion Service Standard 1.
Application Challenges Workflows in SCARF are managed by a workflow execution engine that
monitors their state using sensor programs and then take corrective action that includes the
specified reflex actions and a model predictive analysis for recovering workflows from failure
[172].
The work presented here is a step towards advancement in design of processes and methods to
create reliable and autonomic computing clusters. Novel research and discoveries that were part
of this research have been published in a number of peer-reviewed venues. In long term, we are
interested in developing the consolidated packages that are part of this framework and deploying
it on clusters other than Fermi Lab to test its usefulness in external community.
1http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/dds spec catalog.htm
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Future Research Goals
Future research efforts in this area include predicting the failure rate of workflow by analyz-
ing the failure rates of individual participants. Towards that we have recently published a paper
[194] that presents a technique for performing reachability analysis on probabilistic timed automa-
ton models translated as Markov Decision process. By modeling the probability of success of a
participant as a transition to the next participant we can determine the success of completing a
workflow. This will prove useful in giving a feedback to users about their workflows based on
historical failure rate of a class of algorithms.
Also of interest is the incorporation of proactive planning techniques in the workflow manage-
ment framework that will use better heuristics for scheduling participants on machines that have
been historically more reliable. We also wish to investigate research in better workflow modeling
concepts that enable specification of transformations that a workflow model can undergo in case of
failure. Such models will let us conduct a search through transformation space to find the optimum
path for completing the workflow.
Lastly, we wish to continue our investigation in using Temporal Causal Graphs such as Timed
Failure Propagation Graphs (TFPG) [188] for performing fault diagnosis. A TFPG is a directed
graph in which nodes depict failures and discrepancies and edges represent dependencies of failure
propagation over time. Currently, most of our effort is concentrated on identifying discrepancies.
However, diagnosis will use the temporal sequence of these discrepancies to identify the most
probable fault hypothesis that can explain them.
We see two issues with adapting TFPG to be used in the cluster framework (i) hardware com-
ponents of a cluster are static. However, the software components are dynamic i.e. depending
upon the workflow, the software dependencies will change. Consequently, the TFPG model will
change based on the currently executing workflow. We will need models that are dynamic and yet
scalable for analysis. (ii) Search space of a global TFPG model will be very large. We will need a
component based approach where we generate local hypothesis in individual components and then
consolidate them globally.
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